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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, both theoretical and experimental research work has been carried out in 

the area of active suspensions for automotive application. A PC based digital control 

system and interfaces to an existing trailer with an active zero rate suspension system, 

sensors and electronics has been developed. The required control software has been 

written in C++. A nonlinear half (and quarter) car model with limited actuator 
bandwidth has been established for the two wheeled trailer with the active 

suspension. Various control strategies, namely PD, MIMO PID, LQG and Fuzzy 

Logic, have been implemented on the physical prototype. These controllers were 

simulated using the validated nonlinear model and implemented on the test rig. 
Experimental results have shown that the whole control system functions correctly 
and the methodology of these applications has been correct. The performance of these 

control strategies has been investigated mathematically and experimentally for the 

particular test rig in terms of ride comfort and handling. It has been shown that the 
MIMO PID performs the best. The effects of the nonlinearity and limited bandwidth 

of actuators were also investigated in the nonlinear model, which resulted in a novel 
explanation for the instability in test rig. 

A PC based active tuneable vibration absorber (ATVA) has been developed and built 
from concept to prototype. This system includes an accelerometer on the hub, an 
absorber tuned by a stepping motor, a PC computer and the relevant interfaces. The 

corresponding control strategy and software have also been developed for the ATVA. 
Experiments on a developed unsprung mass test rig and simulation have been used to 

evaluate the performance of the ATVA. It has been shown that the whole system 
including hardware, software and algorithm is effective and the developed ATVA can 
be a candidate to damp out hub vibration. 

The performance of the combination of the zero rate suspension and the ATVA has 
been predicted by simulating the trailer response under road profile inputs. The 

nonlinear half car model with MIMO PD) with sky hook damping and ATVA under 
white noise excitation was employed for this purpose. It has been shown that the 

combination can provide both ride comfort and handling. 
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A PC based measurement system for identifying the transfer function of vehicle 

suspensions has also been developed from concept to the prototype. This work 
includes designing and building the measurement platform and interfaces to the PC 

computer, writing software for signal sampling and processing, and developing the test 

method and algorithm. Results from this system have been validated against two 

standard methods, a conventional hydraulic shaker and a quarter car test rig with 
swept sine wave excitation. The developed system has been proved to function 

correctly. 
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Chapter 1 

Fundamental Background and Literature Review 

1.1 Introduction 

Passive suspensions on ground vehicles have developed over the last 100 years to a 

very high level of sophistication. Contemporary suspension systems predominantly 

contain passive energystoring and dissipating elements, i. e. springs and dampers. 

These conventional vibration isolation devices have the advantage of being easy to 

manufacture, implement and maintain, but lack the ability to achieve a good 

compromise between conflicting design requirements, such as effective handling 

qualities and good ride comfort. Recently, however, advances in optimisation 
techniques for automatic control, in addition to the availability of sophisticated 
transducers, processors and actuators, have had encouraging implications for vehicle 
suspension. Active suspension seems to have evolved as a result of these advances. 

The idea of using active devices to generate forces dates back at least to the 1960s. 

It was recognised early that vehicle suspensions involved a special case of vibration, 

and this interest has remained until the present because of the large potential market. 
For researchers who have been active in the area during the past two or three 
decades, the last five to ten years must have been very gratifying. This has been the 

period when much of the automotive industry has been working "full steam" at 
bringing to bear a practical active suspension system. 

1.2 Active Suspension Systems 

A vehicle suspension has to perform a number of tasks as follows: 

" To support the vehicle weight at an appropriate mean ride height. This weight 
may, of course, vary considerably as vehicle loading changes. 
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9 To isolate the body of the vehicle from road disturbances thereby improving 

ride comfort. 

0 To prevent violent vehicle body motion during steering and braking 

manoeuvres (roll/pitch control). 

" To maintain the wheel location geometry as near optimum as possible thereby 

ensuring predictable vehicle handling. 

0 To damp out any oscillations of the body. 

0 To keep optimum contact between tyre and road. 

Although it has been established that the ride comfort of passengers is improved by 

active suspension, a true implementation of the latter is hindered by its high 

production, implementation and maintenance cost, in addition to its complexity and, 
hence, lower reliability. 

1.2.1 Basic description of current active suspensions' 

Having in mind simultaneous cost and performance constraints, many suspension 

systems have been invented or proposed. The current range of designs falls into four 

broad categories; fully active, series active, parallel active and semi-active. 

Fully active 

In a fully active system the vehicle body is supported entirely on four actuators, 
typically hydraulic, which fully support the vehicle dead weight and provide 
isolation from road inputs as well as control of ride height, roll and pitch. Such a 
system is shown diagrammatically in figure 1-1 and formed the basis of the early 
Lotus active systems. The benefits and disadvantages can be assessed as follows: 

Benefits: Rapid ride height control 
Good roll/pitch control 
'Sky-hook' damping (Appendix A) 

Excellent decoupling of ride/handling 
Can provide unsprung mass damping' 

'This section is mainly quoted from the technical report written by Dr N. J. Leighton, 1991. 

2Unsprung mass is the mass of the assembly of the hub and wheel which are not isolated from the 

road disturbances by the suspension. Sprung mass is that of the vehicle body being isolated by the 

suspension. Unsprung mass damping is required to keep the tyre contacting the road and hence to 

optimise tyre adhesion. 
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Drawbacks: Very high cost 
Complex hydraulics & control system 
No inherent 'safe mode' 
Very high power consumption 
Noise and harshness transmitted by actuator 
Some packaging problems 

Series active 

In the case of series active systems the hydraulic actuator is placed in series with a 

spring (figure 1-2) which isolates the vehicle body from high frequency road inputs 
in the same way as a conventional suspension system. The hydraulic control system 
is thus left to remove the lower frequency components of the road input and to 

provide ride height, roll and pitch control. The advantages and weaknesses are 
summarized as follows: 

Benefits: Ride height control 
Reasonable roll/pitch control 
Limited bandwidth 'sky-hook' damping 
Good decoupling of ride/handling 
Modest power consumption 

Drawbacks: High cost 
Complex hydraulics & control system 
No unsprung mass damping 

Limited'safe mode' 
Some packaging problems 

Parallel active 

Parallel active suspension systems utilise a passive element, typically a spring, in 

parallel with the hydraulic actuator unit (figure 1-3). This passive element acts to 

support the vehicle dead weight, thus reducing the loads on the hydraulic system and 
hence the power consumption. The hydraulic system is still subjected to all the 
frequencies present in the road input. The parallel active approach may be evaluated 
thus: 

Benefits: Fast ride height control 
Good roll/pitch control 
'Sky-hook' damping 

Good decoupling of ride/handling 
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Good'safe mode' 
Can provide unsprung mass damping 

Drawbacks: Very high cost 
Complex hydraulics and control system 
High power consumption 
Some packaging problems 

Semi active 

Semi-active suspensions can take many forms with the common characteristic that 

they nominally consume no power relying instead on modulating the behaviour of 

passive suspension elements. The most common semi-active systems are 'active', or 
'controllable' dampers, as shown in figure 1-4. Such a system is a conventional 

spring damper system with the ability to control the characteristic of the damper. 

This can be used in two ways. The first, as a conventional suspension but with 

reduced damping for an improved ride when driving on relatively smooth, straight 
roads and with increased damping over poor surfaces and during steering or braking 

manoeuvres. The second, by switching the damper in and out as a function of body 

and hub motion can, to some extent, simulate a parallel active system. The 

advantages and shortcomings are evaluated as follows: 

Benefits: Approximate 'sky-hook' damping 

Some decoupling of ride/handling 
Relatively low cost 
Relatively simple 
Inherent 'safe mode' 
Minimal packaging problems 

Drawbacks: No ride height control 
No steady state roll/pitch control 

1.2.2 Active zero-rate suspension (Leighton, et at 1994) 

The concept of a very low spring rate suspension system has existed for some time. 
The system incorporates two novel principles. The first is the application of a 
buckling leaf spring which offers a very low effective spring rate and allows a much 
higher static load than a conventional spring with the same deformation. The second 
is the use of variable leverage which allows the possibility of changing the resultant 
force of the buckling spring along the line of action by varying an angle (Appendix 
B). 
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If the zero rate suspension concept is integrated into an active suspension system by 

applying a control system to the actuator that is used in setting the leverage of the 

spring and hence the force applied to the vehicle body (figure 1-5) then the resulting 

system does not fall into any of the above categories and must be considered 
independently. There are three main areas of difference as follows: 

" The basic characteristic of the system allows motion between the wheel and the 
body without actuator movement so all high frequency road inputs can be 

isolated by the passive components thereby restricting the required actuator 
bandwidth and associated actuator velocity. 

" Under static conditions the vehicle weight is supported by the passive elements 

with minimal load on the actuator thereby minimising actuator loads. 

" Since the actuator is not the source of forces acting on the vehicle body but 

merely modulates the force generated in the passive components the energy 
input required to resist roll or pitch forces is relatively small. 

In such a system, a very low mean power consumption could be realistically 
expected and this makes the possibility of an electrically actuated system appear 

conceivable. The current prototype is using five normal car batteries as its power 

supply. The voltage is 60V and the power consumption is below 150W per wheel. If 

the likely benefits and drawbacks of such a system are considered in terms of those 

used above the following can be perceived: 

Benefits: Ride height control 
Roll & pitch control 
'Sky-hook' damping 

Excellent decoupling of ride/handling 
Low power consumption 
Relatively simple actuator 
Relatively low cost 

Drawbacks: No unsprung mass damping 

Limited'safe mode' 
Difficult packaging 

1.2.3 Comparison of the active suspensions 

The implication of the assessment is that the zero rate system offers substantial 
advantages over all current active suspensions with relatively few drawbacks. The 

most significant problem is that imposed by packaging, which arises from the 
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substantial differences in the nature of the zero rate suspension as compared to a 
conventional spring damper unit which would result in significant modifications 
being required in the vehicle structure to accommodate the different force 
distribution. 

The comparison is summarized in table 1-1 which shows a performance ranking 
based on subjective ratings and weights derived by a team of suspension engineers 
at GKN Technology (Leighton, 1991). The feature is rated from 0 to 5, with 0 

representing the least effective system and 5 the most. The total rating for each 
system is then calculated with and without the weighting factor. 

This suggests that the semi-active (using active dampers but with no external power 
input) approach is the best of the current systems, closely followed by both series 
and parallel active. This is borne out by current market trends which show the active 
damper approach as the most popular current implementation. The zero rate system, 
however, shows a clear lead over all other considered approaches which clearly 
supports further investigation. 

Such a novel system is currently at the Engineering Division, University of 
Wolverhampton (Leighton, 1994). This system forms the basis for the control 
investigation undertaken as a key part of this thesis. 

1.2.4 Developments in industry 

Active suspensions attracted considerable attention in the mid-1980s with the 

widely publicised demonstrations of the Lotus Espirit experimental vehicle. Lotus 

and technical partner TRW have continued to develop their over-15-year-old fully 

active hydraulic suspension which has, in many ways, become the benchmark. Ford, 
however, is promoting a system powered by four electric motors that mimics the 
Lotus hydraulic design. The company feels it could finally push active suspensions 
into volume production (Sawyer, 1994). 

In October 1988, the application of a newly developed 'Electrically Controlled 
Suspension' in the CARAVAN/HOMY(E24) was announced by Nissan Motor Co. 
Ltd. (Kadota, et al 1994). This system is based on the 'Sonar Suspension' but 
includes the 'Load Sensing Type' used to supplement the performance under the 
empty and fully load conditions. 'Sonar Suspension' has a lower setting of the shock 
absorber damping force, a basic factor for ride comfort, thus providing a soft ride, 
and it is given the function of automatic damping force change-over, which is 

effected when a change of vehicle attitude is detected, so as to inhibit such change, 
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thus giving a flat ride. 'Load Sensing Type' is a two-mode control program on ROM, 

the two modes being 'empty' and 'loaded'. This method of control has proved 

effective for the car. However, the author has not found sufficient evidence to show 

which category this approach (sounds like semi-active) falls in. 

The first narrow-bandwidth or 'slow-acting' (series active) production units were 
introduced by Nissan and Toyota (Hrovat, 1993). By using a piezo-electric sensor, a 

control system named the 'Piezo TEMS' (Piezo Toyota Electronic Modulated 

Suspension) has been invented by Toyota. In this system, a road surface roughness 
sensor using the piezo-electric effects and a rapid-response actuator using the 

reverse piezo-electric effects were developed. This system gives good driveability 

and vehicle stability with improved ride comfort (Fukami, et al 1994). 

In addition, the 'slow acting' suspension is employed by Citroen currently in their 
Xantia model. Jaguar Cars Ltd. and General Motors are also developing their own 
active suspensions with, reportedly, good performance (Sunwoo, et al 1991; and 
Paterson, et al 1994). Many papers on control strategies have been reported by 
General Motors. 

Active suspensions have attracted the attention from military orgnisations. US. 
Army Tank-Automotive and Armaments Command are applying this technique to 

enhance the off-road mobility of combat vehicles (Hoogterp, 1995). The hybrid 

electric drive active suspension integrates a Pentastar Hybrid Electric and a Lotus 
Active Suspension System into a modified approach, for missions that require 
capabilities beyond those of a standard prototype. This vehicle combines the 
improved off-road mobility of a fully active suspension system with numerous 
additional capabilities of the hybrid electric drive system (Nestico, 1995). 

Co-operation between industry and universities is also reported in this area. An 

approach has been investigated by Coventry University and Jaguar Cars Ltd (Webb, 

et al 1996). The actuator is an oleo-pneumatic approach which combines the spring 
and damper into a single unit. The suspension falls into the series active category. A 

new approach of semi-active suspension has been implemented using adaptive sky 
hook control in Delft University of Technology, Netherlands (Venhovens, 1994). 
The prototype was tested at the rear axle of a VOLVO 480. The suspension of the 

series car had been modified to a hydropneumatic one by VOLVO. This enabled this 
implementation to be made easily. 

It is thus clear that many companies are competing in this field to take full 

advantage of future markets. 
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1.3 Active Vibration Absorber 

To provide high performance in ride comfort and handling, an ideal suspension 

system should produce: 

0 high vehicle body damping 

0 low transmissibility from wheel to body 

0 high wheel/hub damping 

as well as accurately locating the wheel/hubs and resisting roll, pitch and yaw 

moments. 

However, these requirements cannot be simultaneously satisfied by any of the active 

or passive systems considered thus far. This is because the damping of the unsprung 

mass can only be achieved by applying forces between it and the body, either by use 

of a conventional damper or through a wide bandwidth (and therefore high power) 

active actuator. In either case this results in a high frequency transmission path to 

the body, and hence a non-ideal ride. Therefore, only by introducing a second 

actuator can the conflict between ride comfort and good handling be resolved to a 
high degree (Castiglioni, et al 1992). One solution to this problem is to introduce an 

additional mass and actuator to act as a vibration absorber (Mackovjak, et al 1995). 

Since its invention almost a century ago (Frahm, 1911), the vibration absorber has 

been an important engineering tool for vibration suppression. This simple device, 

often consisting of a reaction mass and a spring element with appropriate damping, 

has proven very effective for reducing severe vibrations of machinery, buildings, 

bridges and many other mechanical systems with relatively low cost. It is, by and 
large, an engineering design challenge to make effective active vibration control 

under constraints of weight and physical dimensions. 

The vibration absorber is classified into the passive type, semi-active type, full 

active type and hybrid type as shown in figure 1-6. The last three types are called 

active vibration absorbers. 

The passive type is most reliable, simplest and lowest cost, but it can not adapt to 

changes in resonant frequency of the primary system. A mis-tuned absorber can 

result in larger amplitude vibrations in the primary system. The semi-active type, in 
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which the stiffness and damping can be tuned automatically, can compensate for this 
drawback of the passive type but more cost and complexity are claimed. This type is 

also called an active tuneable absorber. In the full active type, the actuator works as 
the spring and damper in which the parameters and forces can be tuned 

automatically. This type of absorber is most effective but claims the highest cost and 
most unreliability and complexity. In the hybrid type, the conventional spring and 
damper and the actuator are connected in parallel between the absorber mass and the 
primary system. This approach allows the parameters of the equivalent spring and 
damper to be changed automatically around those of the passive components. This 
type can be as effective and complicated as the full active type but with lower cost 
than the latter. 

Active vibration absorbers for various purposes have been investigated extensively 
(Seto, et al 1991; Olgac, et al 1995; Patten, et al 1996; Sun, et al 1995 and Herzog, 
1994). Application in the control of vehicle suspension is also attracting attention 
from a few researchers (Elbeheiry, et al 1995). It has been proven theoretically that 
this approach is an effective method to obtain both ride comfort and good handling. 
Some researchers have made valuable progress. 

Castiglioni et al suggested (1992) that the potential improvement, inherent in active 
suspension systems, can be considerably increased in combination with an active 
vibration absorber. In that paper, a series active suspension and full active type of 
absorber using hydraulic actuators was investigated through a quarter car model. It 

was shown that the weighted car body acceleration can be reduced to 15-20% of that 
of a passive suspension without aggravating the dynamic tyre load. The active 
suspension with the active vibration absorber was tested on a hardware-in-the-loop 
test stand. 

A very practical suggestion has been given by Mackovjak et al (1995). In this 
approach, a vibration absorber suspension strut includes a sealed hydraulic damper 

mounted in an outer tube. An absorber mass is supported on a spring inside the outer 
tube. The absorber mass divides an interior of the outer tube into first and second 
fluid chambers. A fluid conduit is provided between the chambers. A control valve 
controls fluid flow in the fluid conduit to provide the desired damping of wheel hop 
frequencies. The damper is tuned to provide the desired damping of body 
frequencies. The absorber can be passive, full active or semi active type. The design 
for this integration of active suspension and active absorber is very clever and it can 
save space. In the author's opinion, however, this approach has some drawbacks. 
Firstly, in the semi active case, the tuned component is only the damper but the 
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performance of an absorber is more sensitive to its frequency than its damping. 
Secondly, in the full active case, the damping and frequency can be tuned through 
hydraulic force. The natural frequency of the hub and wheel is normally higher than 
10Hz, so the hydraulic actuator requires a fast actuation and, therefore, a relatively 
high power input. 

The literature in the area has shown that the application of active vibration absorbers 
to vehicle wheels is worth more attention. A novel approach has been devised and 
developed in this doctoral project. This approach is a semi active type in which the 

resonant frequency of the absorber can be tuned automatically to match that of 
wheels. Test results have demonstrated that the approach is effective. The details 

will be presented in the second half of this thesis. 

1.4 Modelling of Vehicles with Active Suspensions 

The design of active suspensions typically relies, in the early stages, on 
mathematical models of a vehicle, especially in the development of control 
strategies. Final performance of a suspension system depends on not only hardware 
in the system but also on the control strategy and the effectiveness of this strategy 
depends on the accuracy of the models used during development. Models need to 
describe the significant aspects of the vehicle and suspension dynamics, but also 
should be as simple as possible. Invalid models will undermine the performance of 
the resulting controllers. Precise models normally will involve many degrees of 
freedom and may be highly complex, which. gives rise to computation problems. 
The foundation of an appropriate model is therefore a significant problem in this 
area. 

The vehicle is generally modelled as a rigid body. It has six degrees-of-freedom, 

consisting of longitudinal, lateral, heave, roll, pitch and yaw, which are controlled 
by the suspension geometry and forces and are highly coupled. Moreover, as the 
suspension has a mechanical structure with unsprung masses, coupling also occurs 
between the sprung and unsprung masses. Despite such coupling problems, a 
reduced-order mathematical model representing a half-car or a quarter-car model is 

often used for theoretical analysis and design of active suspensions. 

Some of the earliest studies using simple single degree-of-freedom models (figure 1- 
7) pointed to the desirability of 'sky-hook' damping (Appendix A) to realise an 
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optimal system (Bender, 1968). Such a model is still occasionally used (Oueslati, et 

al 1994; Karnopp, 1990; Sunwoo, et al 1991 and Hrovat, 1991, etc. ). The model 

requires minimal mathematical analysis but it does not consider the coupling 
between sprung mass and unsprung mass which is often significant. 

Two degree-of-freedom quarter-car models (figure 1-8) have been widely used, 

possibly due to their simplicity and inclusion of the interaction of sprung and 

unsprung mass (Lin, et al 1993; Burton, et al 1995; Truscott, 1994; Ben Mrad, et al 
1993; Levitt, et al 1991; Lieh, 1992 and Hac, et al 1992, etc. ). This type of model 
has been extensively used to develop control methods and identify significant 
factors. For instance, bilinearity of a semi-active suspension (Yi, et al 1993) and 

nonlinear behaviour of an active suspension (Palkovics, et al 1993) were 
investigated; optimal control laws typically by LQ method were designed (Ray, 

1992 and Hrovat, 1993, etc. ); the effects of component nonlinearities on the ride 

performance of a hydro-pneumatic slow-active suspension system were studied 

theoretically (El-Demerdash, et al 1996); various control strategies such as adaptive 

control (Huisman, et al 1993), robust control (Ray, 1992), etc. were studied. 

However, the coupling between heave and roll or between heave and pitch motions 

can also be significant in the behaviour of an active control system. In this case, a 
half-car model (figure 1-9) which can include either roll or pitch as well as heave 

motions is required. Such models have been applied by many investigators (Moran, 

et al 1992; Hrovat, 1991; Foag, 1989; Harrison, 1993; Salman, et al 1990; Hac, et al 
1993 and Pilbeam, et al 1993, etc. ). Based on such models, preview controllers were 
designed in more practical conditions (Hac, et al 1993). Controllers have been 

designed by means of H. control theory (Moran, et al 1992), LQ optimal technique 
(Harrison, 1993) and neural network (Moran, et al 1993). Generally, the half car 

model is believed to be precise enough for active vibration isolation and attitude 

control of heave and roll or pitch. 

Full-car models allowing simulation of all six degrees of freedom have also been 

used by some researchers (Lieh, 1993; Venhovens, et al 1993; Abdel Hady, et al 
1989; Hedrick, et al 1990 and Cech, 1994, etc. ). These require much more 

computation and complexity, so most of the applications were restricted to response 

simulation and were not generally used to develop control strategies. 

Structural vibration of vehicle bodies can have an effect on the acceleration levels 

on the passenger seats, as a result of transmission through the floor and body panels 

which contributes to deterioration in subjectively perceived ride quality. One way of 
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reducing the structural vibration is to increase the body stiffness, which requires 
major design changes and usually results in increased body weight. Another option 
is to mitigate the problem through changes in the suspension controllers that account 
for body flexibility. The vehicle body therefore was modelled as a flexible structure 
by some researchers (Hac, et al 1994 and Lieh, 1992). It was shown from simulation 
that this approach introduces a balance of complexity and performance. 

The models used by most researchers are linear or linearised, which is convenient 
for the analysis and design of the control algorithm. However, controllers designed 

around linear models do not always perform well in reality. The reason for this is 

that most practical active suspensions are nonlinear; for example, the orifice flow of 
hydraulic fluid and Coulomb friction forces in the actuator seals give rise to 

nonlinearities in an electro-hydraulic actuator (Alleyne, et al 1993); another 
example, semi-active actuators are typically bilinear systems (Yi, et al 1993). 

Some investigators have, therefore, begun to deal with nonlinear models. Leighton 

et al (1994) investigated the zero rate suspension theoretically and experimentally 
based on a nonlinear quarter-car model. Webb, et al (1995 and 1996) presented the 

results of investigative study involving the performance of a non-linear vehicle 
suspension system configured in a low bandwidth suspension with an oleo- 
pneumatic actuator. Moran et al (1993) analysed the performance and dynamic 
behavior of artificial neural networks for forward and inverse dynamics 
identification and control of vehicle active suspensions with nonlinear 
characteristics. An observer for a bilinear semi-active suspension system was 
developed with completely unknown disturbances (Hac, et al 1992). Observer 
design for nonlinear and linear system was studied theoretically and experimentally 
by Hedrick et al (1994). Moved by the strong need for realistically describing the 
dynamic behaviour of automotive systems through adequate mathematical models, a 
computer-simulation-suitable nonlinear quarter car model of hydraulic active 
suspension system was developed (Ben Mrad, et al 1994). A nonlinear vehicle 
model with semi-active suspension was used and optimised by Hook-Jeeves method 
(Demic, 1996). Palkovices et al (1993) considered a suspension actuator as a 
retarded nonlinear active element which means that the feedback force is a nonlinear 
delayed function of the state-variables and investigated the chaotic behaviour of the 
suspension system based on a third degree function model. 

The models mentioned above are reasonably effective for controller design for 

vehicle suspensions, but they are ineffective for a design engineer to understand the 
mechanism of suspension structures. Multi-body dynamics provides an effective 
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technique for this type of problem. This approach has been applied in vehicle 
dynamics simulation packages (Sharp, 1994 and Lee, et al 1993). The multi-body 

model was applied to the design of nonlinear tracking and adaptive control laws 

(Blankenship, et al 1993 and Cherry, et al 1995). It is expected that utilising this 

approach, an engineer can determine the direct effect of suspension changes on 

vehicle handling on a simpler and more easily understood model (Wang, et al 1993). 

The introduction of this approach, of course, results in more complexity. For 

example, nonlinearity can often be involved, which leads to. problems when 
designing suspension controllers. Non-holonomic (Sharp, 1994) constraints 
(involving non-integratable relationships between velocities) can also be included in 

a multi-body vehicle model by assuming that the tyres roll without sliding, which 

can cause another big difficulty for designers. Multi-body models may be 

characterised as potentially containing a huge number of small terms, which 

contribute greatly to solution times but contribute very little to the accuracy of the 

solution. These mean that an expensive investigation needs to be carried out. 

1.5 Control Strategies and Implementation 

Various control theories or control concepts have been introduced to improve the 

performance of active suspensions. Extensive results have been obtained both 

theoretically and experimentally. 

Perhaps 'sky-hook' damping is the most popular and simplest control concept in this 

area (this concept is explained in Appendix A). As is well known, vehicle 

suspensions must fulfil two different requirements: good ride quality and high 

running stability. In passive suspensions, with a fixed-coefficient damper, good ride 

quality requires 'soft' coupling between the sprung and unsprung mass, whilist high 

stability requires 'hard' support of the sprung mass. The conflicting problem can, to 

some extent, be resolved by adopting a so-called imaginary 'sky-hook' damper 

which involves a damping force proportional to the sprung mass absolute velocity 

and can be realised only in an active system. This concept has therefore attracted 

much interest since the early years in the field (Bender, 1968; Venhovens, 1994; 
Cebon, et al 1996; Williams, 1994 and Alleyne, et al 1993, etc. ). 

Preview is another one of the most popular control concepts (Foag, 1989; Hac, et al 
1992; Huisman, et al 1993; Moran, et al 1993; Pilbeam, et al 1993; El-Demerdash, 

et al 1996 and Youn, et al 1993, etc. ). The preview approach for full-active 
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suspension systems has been studied by many researchers. The results relating to 

slow-active systems are investigated by Pilbeam et al (1993). The approach was 

refined in discrete time systems by Prokopet et al (1995). This work exploits the 

potential for preview sensors from research associated with automotive guidance 
(Appleyard, et al 1995). It is shown by the publications that, in the implementation 

of active suspensions, the actuator's force and bandwidth bottle-neck cannot be 

widened by any feedback control law. The only way to achieve this is to supply the 

control scheme with knowledge about approaching roadway disturbances in 

advance. A preview control scheme can synchronise required and actual suspension 
force in a much more elegant and efficient way. It anticipates road disturbances 

instead of reacting only after the disturbance has passed the tyres. Therefore preview 

can not only reduce power requirements, but also improve ride comfort and road 

profile following simultaneously. However, preview sensors have not yet been 

developed to a satisfactory level and are likely to be costly. 

Optimal control techniques have been used extensively to design controllers for 

suspension systems in the last decades. Linear-quadratic (LQ) control laws are able 
to produce stable control systems with adequate gain and phase margins in each 
feedback loop. These have been applied by many researchers (Hrovat, 1993; Lieh, 

1993; Oueslati, et al 1994; Prokop, et al 1995; Lin, et al 1996; Hac, et al 1992; 

Harrison, 1993 and Huisman, et al 1993; etc. ). Suspension models, however, 
inevitably contain uncertainties in parameters and actuator and sensor dynamics that 

can consume stability margins and degrade optimal performances. The relationship 
between tolerable uncertainty and stability margins was considered by many of the 

above researchers to be good candidates for robust control system design using LQ 

control laws. Ray (1992) presented stability robustness analysis and synthesis of 

robust stochastic-optimal control laws for a quarter car model containing uncertain 

parameters and uncertain sensor and actuator dynamics. Stochastic robust analysis 

was used in his linear quadratic Guassian (LQG) control system. The robustness of 
various active LQ and LQG automotive suspensions was investigated for both 

uncertainties (Ulsoy, et al 1994). It was observed that LQ controllers for active 

suspensions do not necessarily have good stability robustness properties when their 

weighting matrix in the performance index is not zero. The differences of 
performance and robustness between the LQ and LQG design depend heavily on the 

ride characteristics desired. 

Optimal controllers minimise a defined performance index but do not have the 

capability to adapt to significant system parameter changes. In contrast an adaptive 
control scheme monitors the input disturbances, parameter variations and/or 
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structure variances and hence redetermines controller parameters and/or 

configurations via on-line adaptive algorithms. By adapting to these uncertainties, 

an adaptive controller aims at preventing degradation in the performance of a 

system. Furthermore, rapidly developing computer technology has made the 
implementation of adaptive control an affordable reality. Current hardware 

technology and knowledge of modem adaptive control theory has led to extensive 
investigations (Williams, 1994; Dukkipati, et al 1993; Vallurupalli, et al 1993; Kim, 

et al 1993 and Elbeheiry, et al 1996; etc. ). Sunwoo et al (1991) presented a model 

reference adaptive control (MRAC) scheme for an active vehicle suspension that is 

capable of providing superior suspension performance and adapting to changes in 

vehicle suspension characteristics. For a realistic evaluation, nominal characteristics 

of actual commercial vehicle suspension components were used for design and 

simulation. A composite adaptive controller, which consists of an identifier part and 

a control synthesis part, was developed for active suspension (Truscott, 1994). The 

benefits of the composite control and adaptive vibration control was demonstrated 

theoretically in that paper. The trade-off between road holding and ride comfort can 
be relaxed by using adaptive semi-active suspension control based on the tyre load 

variations (Venhovens, 1994). The experiment showed that the suspension 

controllers can be implemented extremely quickly by using his dSPACE tools. The 

nonlinear 'sliding' control law was applied by Alleyne et al (1995) to an electro- 
hydraulic suspension system. The controller relies on an accurate model of the 

system. To reduce the error in the model, a standard parameter adaptation scheme, 
based on Lyapunov analysis, was introduced and a modified adaptive scheme was 
developed. Simulation and experimental results showed that the active system is 
better than a passive system in terms of ride quality. Furthermore, both of the 

adaptive schemes improve performance, with the modified scheme giving the 

greater improvement in performance. 

A new robust optimal control design method, H� control theory, is causing interest 

in this area (Michelberger, et al 1993 and Nagai, 1993). The main advantage of 
using the H. approach is the preservation of controller robustness when unmodelled 
dynamics, nonlinear behaviour, parameter variation and sensitivity to perturbations 

play an important role in the system response. Likewise, this approach is useful for 
highly coupled multivariable systems and when the design requirements cannot be 

easily expressed in terms of the desired closed loop modal characteristics. It has 
been suggested (Nagai, 1993) that a controller designed by H. control theory 

provides better robustness than that designed by LQG optimal theory. This H. 

approach is based on minimisation of the H. norm in which suspension 
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performance can be designed in the frequency domain. Therefore it is possible to 

consider ride quality criteria such as ISO 2631 (1974) in the controller design such 

as the optimal design method minimising the frequency shaping performance index. 

H. theory has also been applied to the integrated control of vehicle steering and 

suspension to cope with nonlinear interaction of tire forces (Moran, et al 1992). 

Other control theories are being studied in the area of active suspension. Artificial 

neural networks (ANN) have been applied to active suspension control design to 

cope with the nonlinearity, and to realise an 'intelligent' suspension by incorporating 
learning capability (Moran, et al 1993). According to computer simulation, active 
suspensions controlled by a neural network show better vibration isolation 

properties than those designed with LQG theory. Such a promising result has caused 

other scholars' interest and the paper was evaluated as 'the first work' (El-Gindy, et 
al 1993). To achieve the safety and ride quality improvement, Yoon et al (1996) 

proposed a frequency and time-mixed shape performance index with speed and 

road-adaptive preview logic for the design of their feed forward neuro-controller. 

Another artificial intelligence control strategy employed in the area is fuzzy logic. It 
has been shown through simulation (Cherry, et al 1995) that the use of fuzzy logic 
has some advantages. First, the vague linguistic nature of the control strategy suits 
the subjective descriptions of vehicle ride handling behaviour used in the industry. 
Secondly, all rule-based controllers benefit from being independent of a 
representative system model. Thus the performance will be unaffected by any 
nonlinearities or unmodelled dynamics, although either a prototype vehicle or a 
realistic model will be required for evaluation and tuning. Finally, for some 
applications, a continuous output can be achieved via interpolation, without a 
significant increase in the number of rules required. The fuzzy logic tuning of 
controllers to changing process and environment dynamics is also a recent approach 
for active suspensions (Yeh, et al 1994). A model reference self-tuning fuzzy logic 

controller has been developed for a quarter-car model (Lin, et al 1993). 

On the whole, extensive research on active suspensions has been reported. Over one 
hundred relevant papers in this area have been published in the last three years. 
However, much of this controller development has been evaluated only on models 
and relatively few have been implemented. Whilist the theoretical investigations 
have been extremely encouraging, the implementation of high performance 
controllers in actual systems is not widely reported which may cast doubts on the 
validity of the techniques. 
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1.6 Structure of the Doctoral Project and the Thesis 

This project aims to develop a high performance control system using the novel 

zero-rate suspension system. The completed activities are broken into the following 

stages: 

i) Development of a control system for the prototype based on a PC computer and 

appropriate interfaces to the existing power electronics and sensors. 

ii) Modelling the two wheeled trailer with the zero rate suspension as a nonlinear 

multi input, multi output (MIMO) half car model in which the limited bandwidth 

is included; and validating the developed model based on the test results. 

iii) Development of the required control software in C++ for various control 

strategies. 

iv) Applying various control strategies, namely PD, MIMO PID, Fuzzy Logic and 
LQG, to the zero rate suspension. The application includes design, simulation 

and implementation of the controllers in the prototype. 

v) Investigation of the performance of the various control strategies for the 

prototype in terms of the ride comfort and handling. 

vi) Investigation of the effect of nonlinearity, actuator bandwidth and other factors 

on the instability of the test rig based on the nonlinear model. 

vii) Developing an active tuneable vibration absorber (ATVA) and its control system 
from concept to the prototype. The development includes building the required 
test rig; designing and implementing the ATVA, the control algorithm, 
hardware, software and required interfaces; and evaluating the developed 

prototype by both simulation and experiment. 

viii) Predicting the performance of the combination of the developed ATVA and 
the zero rate suspension controlled by the MIMO PID with sky hook damping by 

using simulation of the nonlinear half car model under random road excitation. 

ix) Developing a PC based measurement system for identifying the transfer function 

of automotive suspensions from concept to the prototype. This includes 

designing and implementing the required mechanical configuration, electronic 
interfaces, required computer software and processing algorithm. The developed 

prototype was validated against two standard test rigs. 
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These activities have been completed successfully. This thesis is submitted for the 

degree of PhD. 

The thesis has twelve chapters and the remainder of which may be summarised as 
follows 

" The test rig for the zero rate suspension is described in Chapter 2. 

" The developed measurement system for identifying the transfer function of 

vehicle suspension systems is presented in Chapter 3. 

" The modelling process for the open loop system and the validation of that model 

are outlined in Chapter 4. 

" The development, implementation and nonlinear behaviour of the zero rate 

suspension system with PD controllers is introduced in Chapter 5. 

" The design, implementation and performance of the zero rate suspension system 

with coupled PID controller are investigated in Chapter 6. 

" The comparison of various control strategies applied to the zero rate suspension 

system is made in Chapter 7. 

" The development of active tuneable vibration absorbers (ATVA) is discussed in 

Chapter 8. 

" The implementation and test results of the ATVA are presented in Chapter 9. 

" The performance of a half car model with the zero rate suspension system and 
the developed ATVA is predicted through simulation in Chapter 10. 

" Finally, the conclusions are summarised in Chapter I1 and future work is 

suggested in Chapter 12. 
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Feature Weight 

-ing 

Fully 

active 

Series 

active 

Parallel 

active 

Semi 

active 

Zero 

rate 

Cost 5 0 2 1 5 3 
Electronic complexity 1 0 0 0 5 0 

Power consumption 5 0 2 1 5 4 

Radical vehicle change 5 0 2 2 5 0 

Packaging difficulty 3 0 1 1 5 0 
Failure modes 2 0 2 3 5 3 

Ride height control 4 5 3 4 0 4 

Sky-hook damping 2 5 2 4 0 4 
Roll/ itch control 4 5 3 4 0 4 

Ride quality 5 2 4 3 0 5 

Ride/handling decou lin 2 5 3 3 0 5 

Degrees of control 2 5 5 5 0 5 

Total unweighted - 27 29 31 30 37 

Total weighted - 80 101 100 105 126 

Table 1-1. The comparison of active suspensions. Desirable features are 

weighted and the effectiveness of each system in providing the feature is 

rated from 0 to 5, with 0 representing the least effective system and 5 the 

most. 
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Chapter 2 

Description of the Test Rig 

2.1 Introduction 

Three test rigs have been built in the Engineering Division, University of 
Wolverhampton. They are the two-wheeled trailer with zero rate suspension system, 
the quarter car unsprung mass test rig with active tuneable vibration absorber and the 

measurement system for identifying transfer functions of automotive suspensions. The 

first test rig will be introduced in this chapter and the others will be discussed in the 

relevant chapters. 

The first test rig is the two-wheeled trailer in which a pair of the zero rate active 

suspensions and control systems are installed, as shown in the figure 2-1. It consists of 
the two wheeled trailer, the zero rate active suspensions, the transducers, the power 
amplifier, the analogue position control system and the digital control system. These 

parts will be introduced individually as follows. 

2.2 Trailer and Zero-Rate Active Suspension 

To minimize costs a two-wheeled trailer shown in figure 2-2 is used which could be 

towed by a conventional vehicle. The dimensions and weights of the trailer together 

with some aspects of the suspension geometry were designed to recreate the 

conditions seen by the rear suspension of a family hatchback (Ford Escort). 

A set of buckled springs are installed between the hub and a track on the trailer body. 
The inner end of the spring is fitted to a curve track with a wheeled spring carrier pin 
jointed to the end of the ball screw section of the actuator, as shown in figure 2-3. 

This arrangement is adjustable to allow the geometry of the spring path to be trimmed. 
It ensures that the correct, circular arc, path is followed by the actuator and minimises 
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friction in the actuation system, thereby easing the task of the actuator position control 
loop. 

The primary components of the actuation system are a ball screw and motor. Their 

selection was based on the loads determined by the static model and the bandwidth 

predicted by the dynamic model which was discussed by Leighton (1991). 

The motor is produced by Electro-craft Ltd, and is a S19-3A/T brushed ferrite cored 

motor/tachometer. Its continuous output is 433(watts), Max. continuous torque 
1.35(Nm) and Max. no load speed 4500(rpm). 

The ball screw is manufactured by S. K. F. Ltd. Its type is CCBR32 Ball screw 

cylinder. The pitch is 4(mm) and stroke is 125(mm). 

2.3 Transducers 

The suspension control system is required to take signals from the body displacement 

sensor and body acceleration sensor and produce an appropriate demanded actuator 

position signal according to the algorithm developed. 

Before the PhD project was started, the installation of the transducers and the 

corresponding conditioning circuits had been built at GKN Technology. These are two 

position sensors for the actuation system, two body-to-wheel displacement sensors and 
two body acceleration sensors on the trailer body. The transducers can provide the 
information of the state of the actuators and the motion of the trailer body and wheels. 
The installation has been proved experimentally to be sufficient for the control of the 

zero rate suspensions. 

The body displacement sensors are subject to frequent cyclical motion at a high 
frequency which eliminates the possibility of using a contacting sensor. Of the non 
contacting sensors two primary technologies exist; Linear Variable, Displacement 
Transducers (LVDT) and Linear Variable Inductance Transducer (LVIT). The LVIT 
type of device was selected primarily because it is a potentially very low cost 
technology, although it is still a very new technique. The sensors were produced by 
Lucas Automotive Sensors. 

The body acceleration sensors could be obtained from a number of sources with a 
variety of technologies. Again all possible approaches were considered and a micro- 
machined silicon selected, again from Lucas Automotive Sensors. This is again a 
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technology capable of producing very low cost devices and is aimed specifically at 

suspension control systems. 

2.4 Analogue Control and Power Amplifier 

The control system falls into two categories; the analogue system controlling the 

actuator position and the digital system controlling the suspension system, as shown 
in figure 2-4. Since they are basically different they will be considered separately. 

The actuator control system had to take position demands in the form of a voltage 
from the overall suspension controller and translate these into a power drive signal to 

the motor to cause the actuator to move to, or maintain, this demanded position. The 

system was designed to give a 5Hz bandwidth and to be capable of holding position 
to within 0.1(mm) with a 3000(N) actuator load, as suggested by GKN Technology 

(Leighton, 1991) and proved to be true by the experiment in the following chapters. 
There are two main sections in this control system; the power drive system and the 

position control system. 

The power drive system had to provide a motor current of up to 25(amps) at a voltage 

of 60(V) (supplied by a bank of lead-acid batteries) with current limiting to prevent 

motor overload. The drive circuit incorporates current feedback so the input to this 

part of the system is a current demand from the position control system. The motor 
drive circuit uses Pulse Width Modulation to control the voltage applied to the motor 

since this is the most efficient technique in terms of power utilisation. 

The use of a 60(V) supply was imposed by the need to use a standard servo motor; 

selecting a custom wound motor would have increased cost and required higher 

current drive devices. Any vehicle installation would have lower voltage units 

capable of running from a standard vehicle battery. 

The position control system uses purely analogue devices and employs a velocity 
feedback loop to improve dynamic response. This technique is standard for 

Numerically Controlled machine tool and robots where similar demands for high 

accuracy and rapid response exist. 

The actuator position is measured by a linear potentiometer fitted alongside the ball 

screw and the motor velocity is measured by a tachometer mounted integral to the 

motor. 
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Once assembled the position control system and actuator was tested and found to meet 
the design specification. Some problems were encountered with the power output 
stages but modifications were introduced and the difficulties overcome. 

2.5 Digital Control System 

The digital control system is based on a PC computer. This Apricot computer is 

produced by MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC. The CPU is a 30386sx with 20(MHz) 

processor. The RAM is 5(MB). The hard drive has 40(MB) memory. 

An analogue interface card is used to connect the computer to the analogue control 
circuit and the transducers. This board transfers analogue signals from the transducers 
into digital signals for the computer, and also transfers digital control signals produced 
by the computer into analogue signals for the analogue control circuits. The card, an 
AD 1200 board, is produced by Brain Boxes and its specification is shown in table 2-1. 

The connection of the whole control system is shown in the block diagram in figure 2- 
4. To avoid high frequency signal alias in the digital sampling, analogue filters are 
connected between the transducers and the A/D input. 

The control software plays a key role in controlling the active suspension. The 

program should normally fulfil the following tasks: 

" Turning on/off the control system. 

" Collecting signals from sensors through A/D board. 

" Processing the signals to create the appropriate control signals by proper 
algorithms. 

" Sending the control sigfials to the analogue circuits through D/A board. 

" Recording data for later analysis. 

" Adjusting control parameters by using keyboard during control system operating. 

The control software has been developed in C++. Various control strategies such as 
PD, MIMO PID, Fuzzy Logic and LQG have been implemented. The strategies and 
control performances will be investigated separately in the following chapters. 
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2-6 Conclusions 

The prototype of the two wheeled trailer with the control system for the zero rate 

suspensions has been described. A PC based digital control system and interface to the 

existing trailer with zero rate suspensions, sensors and electronics have been 

developed. The experimental results have shown that this whole system functions 

correctly. 
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A to D input 8 channel differential (16 channels single) input 

D to A output 2 channel output 

digital input one 8 bit TTL input 

digital output one 8 bit TTL output 

frequency for A/D input 30 kHz 

frequency for D/A ouput 100 kHz per channel 

frequency of the TTL I/O 1 MHz 

Table 2-1 The specification of the AD 1200 board 
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Chapter 3 

Transfer Function Measurement System 

3.1 Introduction 

The transfer function technique has been applied theoretically and experimentally by 

many investigators, for such purposes as validating models used to design controllers, 
identifying uncertain parameters and evaluating vibration isolation performance, etc. 
(Ulsoy, et al 1994; Oueslati, et al 1994; Levitt, et al 1991; Pilbeam, et al 1993 and 
Crolla, et al 1993; etc. ). 

Significant advances in the area of modal analysis technology have occurred over the 

past decades (Allemang, 1994). In the field of parameter estimation and system 
identification, a large number of methods have been developed and a huge amount of 
experience gained in their application (Friswell, et al 1996). Particularly techniques 
for identifying transfer functions of structures have been developed extensively, but 
few of them have been employed directly to the area of the automotive suspension 
systems. In the author's opinion, this is due to the large masses involved and the low 
frequencies present in the area of interest. The method favoured by many researchers 
is normally to excite the suspensions by hydraulic power systems which simulate 
excitations such as road profiles, sinusoidal sweep and white noise, etc. and basing 

the transfer function identification algorithm on the measurements obtained. The 

results from such methods have been reported frequently (Yi, et al 1993 and Xiong, et 
al 1994; etc. ). This approach is costly both in terms of installation and maintenance, 
though satisfactory measurement can be obtained. 

In this chapter, an identification technique based in the frequency domain is 

presented. This algorithm is applied to a two-wheeled trailer. It is shown that the 
results can be applied to determine both free and forced system response. A 
measurement system implementing the proposed technique is described and test 
results from a two wheel trailer are compared with those obtained using a 
conventional hydraulic test facility. 
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3.2 Theoretical Background 

Suspension systems, be they active or passive, may be represented by a mathematical 

model which may be used to simulate and test configurations. The vehicle is generally 

modelled as a rigid body with six degrees-of-freedom, viz. longitudinal, lateral, 

heave, roll, pitch and yaw, which are controlled by the suspension geometry and 
forces and are highly coupled. Moreover, as the suspension has a mechanical structure 

with unsprung masses, coupling also occurs between the sprung and unsprung 

masses. Despite such coupling problems, a reduced-order mechanical model is often 

used for theoretical analysis and design of suspensions. Regardless of the reduction, a 

typical model for passive suspension systems can be expressed by the equation: 

MX +CX +KX =BcJc +BkXc (3-1) 

where M, C and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices; Bc and Bk denote the 

coupling between the state vector and the velocity and displacement of the road 

excitation, which depend on the damping and stiffness of the wheels; X is the state 

vector of the system which contains the displacement of each sprung and unsprung 

mass and XX denotes the excitation vector which is normally produced by road 

profiles. 

The transmission path from road excitation to the sprung body can be used to evaluate 
the primary ride performance of the suspension. The transfer function is an 

appropriate mathematical expression for such transmission. The identification of the 

transfer function from the excitation input, X., to the state vector, X, will be addressed 
in this chapter. 

By using Laplace transformation, the transfer function from the road excitation to the 

state vector can be derived from equation (3-1): 

X =(Ms2 +Cs+K)-'(BCs+Bk)XC =H(s)Xc (3-2) 

If the coefficient matrices are definite, the transfer function H(s) can obtained 
theoretically. However, the system is often not well defined and the transfer function 

parameter values must be determined from an estimation process based on measured 

results. 

By applying Fourier transformation in equation (3-1), the frequency response from the 

road excitation to the state vector can be also derived: 
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X =( Mw 2 +Ciw +K) -' (Biw +Bk) Xc =H(iw) X, (3-3) 

Actually, the transfer function H(s) can be obtained by replacing iW as the complex 

variable s in the frequency response H(iw). In other words, the transfer function 

identification can be determined through frequency response measurement, which is 

readily derived from time domain data by the application of FFT techniques. The 

method for identification of frequency response is therefore discussed next. 

If the signals are obtained from forced vibrations, the identification algorithm is quite 
straightforward. Suppose there are n elements in the state vector X and m road inputs 
in the excitation vector X, The frequency response H(iw) is an by ni matrix. To 
identify this matrix, m runs of the test with independent road input are needed. The 

road input in the frequency domain is denoted by XU) 6=1,2,..., m) at thejth test and 
the response in frequency domain to this input is denoted byXO> 6=1,2,..., m), i. e. 

X(') =H(iw)X, (, '' (3-4) 

Obviously, the frequency response matrix H(iw) does not change with various inputs 
for a linear system, so equation (3-4) can be used repeatedly. From this we can get 

2 =H(icw)E, (3-5) 

where 9=[X(l) X(2) ... X("')] is an by m response matrix, and Z 
, =[X,, (]) Xý(2) ... XN)] 

is am by m input matrix. 5,, is invertible because the road input vectors X/'), Xß(2), ..., 
Xc(m) are linearly independent for any value of variable w in frequency domain. The 
frequency response can be solved definitely from equation (3-5), i. e. 

H(iw) _ "Z ' (3-6) 

Each value of frequency response H(iw) at a value of w can be obtained numerically by 

means of equation (3-6). Based on these identified data, a definite function matrix 
about iw can be determined by fitting curves. The transfer function H(s) can therefore 
be obtained by replacing iw by the complex variable s. Because the above derivation 
does not place constraints on the characteristics of the system, the transfer function 

can include the asymmetry of suspensions, tyre stiffness and damping for linear 
approach. 

If the signals are obtained from free vibrations, equation (3-6) can still be used, 
provided an additional degree-of-freedom is introduced under each wheel with 
displacement measurement equipment. The dynamic equation can thus be derived as 
follows: 
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M M, x 
XCC, x 

XKK, x X 
LMn M22 iw C21 C22 Xw K21 K22 Xw 

where M, C, K and X are the same as those in equation (3-1). XW denotes the set of the 

variables for the displacement of the additional degree of freedom. The other 

submetrics are caused by the parameters of the added test rig and the coupling 
between X and X. 

From equation (3-7), the relationship between the state vector X and the tyre contact 

point vector XH, can be obtained as: 

MX +CX +KX =-M12i -C121w -Kj2XH, (3-8) 

where C12 and K12 are the coupling damping and stiffness matrices between X and X,, 

and depend only on the tyre damping and stiffness respectively. The excitation vector 
XX in equation (3-1) actually denotes the displacement of the tyre contact points on all 

wheels, and the matrices B, and Bk, which depend only on the tyre parameters, are the 

coupling between the state vector and the excitation. For the same suspension 
demonstrator, therefore, equation (3-8) can be written as 

MX +CX +KX =-M122c +B, Xc +BkXc (3-9) 

When M12=0, equation (3-9) will be completely the same as equation (3-1). In other 
words, we can employ equation (3-6) to identify the transfer function by using the 
free vibration signals if we can design the additional rig to make the norm of this 

matrix zero or sufficient small. 

Though the algorithm shown above is derived from the model for passive suspension 
systems, it can be applied to identify the transfer function for active suspension 

systems because their models can also be represented in the same form as equation 
(3-1). 

For instance, a typical linear model for active suspension systems can be given as 
follows. 

JMOCOKOX=BCkC+BkXC +BU 
Y=C, X +C2X 

(3-10) 

where X, X, B, and Bk are the same as equation (3-1); U is the input vector for the 

suspension actuators; Y is the output vector which depends on the transducer 
installation; Mo, Co and KO are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices respectively; 
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B, C, and C2 are determined by the mechanical and electronic installation for actuators 

and transducers. 

Various control theories or concepts have been introduced to improve the 

performance of active suspensions. Suppose the controller for the suspension has been 
designed by a control strategy, i. e. 

U =FY (3-11) 

By introducing this controller into the state equation and output equation (3-10), the 

equation for the closed loop can be obtained as 

Mo X' -CF 1 +KF X =Bc Xc +Bk Xc 

Y =C1X +C2X 
(3-12) 

where CF --Co -BFC2 and KF ' =Ko BFCI. 

Comparing equation (3-12) with equation (3-1), their form are the same. Therefore, 

the identification technique for passive systems can also be used in active suspension 
systems. 

3.3 Simulation and Validation 

The identification technique shown above has been evaluated on a two-wheeled trailer 
with normal passive suspension. The motion of heave and roll of sprung body. and the 
heave motion of the wheels are considered. This trailer theref6re is modelled by a4 
degree-of-freedom half car model as shown in figure 3-1. Two cases will be 

considered in the identification: the first is that the signals are obtained from excited 
vibration by using hydraulic actuators on the wheels; the second is that the signals are 
sampled from the free vibration by adding an auxiliary degree of freedom. 

3.3.1 Forced vibration 

The system is described by equation (3-1) with the matrices: 
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where a and b are the distances between the mass centre of the sprung body and the 

wheels, co, and c02 are damping factors between the body and wheels, cl and ct2 
denote the damping of both tyres, k01 and k02 are the stiffness of suspensions between 

the body and wheels, k11 and k12 are the stiffness of both tyres, mp and Io are the mass 
and initial moment of the sprung body respectively, x01 and x02 denote the 
displacements on both side of the sprung body, xt, and x, 2 denote the displacements of 
both wheels, xcl and xc2 are the excitation on the wheels and also are the 
displacements of the tyre contact points on the wheels. 

The trailer was tested on a conventional hydraulic test rig. A sine sweep was used to 
drive the actuator and the measured data were analysed by a standard instrument. The 

resultant frequency responses are shown by the solid lines in figures 3-2 and 3-3. In 
both figures, the first peak of the measured curve is at about 3Hz natural frequency 

which is the mode for lateral motion. The second peak is at about 6Hz natural 
frequency which is the mode for heave motion. The third peak at about 10Hz is 
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corresponding to the mode of the roll motion. The fourth small peak near 18Hz is 

caused by the resonance of the thin wall of the trailer. Other modes of the trailer are so 
high that they were over the limit of the actuator bandwidth of 25Hz. 

The results identified from the simulated response are also shown as dashed lines in 

figures 3-2 and 3-3. The predicted transfer function was obtained from a calculated 
forced response rather than a direct calculation. The simulated response is calculated 
from the half car model in which random excitation with limited bandwidth is applied 
individually on each wheel. The resultant responses are employed to identify the 
frequency response by using equation (3-6). It can be seen that the simulated curves 

are quite consistent with the measured curves except at the first and the fourth peaks. 
The reason is that the heave and roll modes have been included in the simulation model 
but the lateral mode and thin-wall resonance have not. The comparison of results 

shows that the identification algorithm is effective and the model in use is validated. 

3.3.2 Free vibration 

Suppose, now, the trailer is put on two elastic bearings which allow the motion of the 

tyre contact point on the wheels to be measured. Such a system can be modelled as 

shown in figure 3-4. Its motion equation has the same form as equation (3-7) with the 

matrices: M12 : --0, M21 =: O, and 

mp1 0, 
M22 

0 na p2 

C12 T X21 
0 4 0 -er1 0T 
0 00 ''12 

C22 
c11 

- 

+Cpl 0 

0 Ctl +Cp2 

K12 =KT 21 _0 
0 -krl 0 

0 00 -k r2 

k, 1 +kpi 0 
K22 

0 k, 1 +kP2 

where mpl and mpg are the masses of the elastic bearings, cps and cp2 are the damping 

factors, and kpl and kp2 are the stiffness factors. The other matrices are the same as 
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those of forced vibration model. For this case, equation (3-9) becomes the same as 

equation (3-1), so the same identification algorithm can be used. 

To verify the identification algorithm for free vibration signals, the identification 

process is simulated based on the half car model for free vibration. The free vibration 

response is calculated by integrating equation (3-7). The resultant responses are 

employed to identify the frequency response by using equation (3-6). The obtained 

results are illustrated in figures 3-5 and 3-6. These identified curves are compared 

with those frequency response curves which are calculated directly from the equation 
(3-3). The good agreement of the two types of curves in both figures shows that the 

identification algorithm is effective for signals obtained from free vibration of the 

suspension system. 

To demonstrate that the identification algorithm is applicable to asymmetrical 

systems, the asymmetrical parameters are used in the model for figures 3-5 and 3-6. 

The stiffness for the left suspension is 2.7 times that for the right in the simulation. It 

is shown that the system with asymmetrical suspension parameters can also be 

identified. 

3.4 Test Rig Implementation 

The auxiliary test rig for this technique has been developed in the Engineering 

Division, University of Wolverhampton, as shown in 3-7 (a) and (b). The rig is a steel 

platform with sensors, which not only allows the additional degree of freedom to the 

vehicle but measures the displacement of the tyre contact point. The measurement 

system is shown in figure 3-8. The platform is installed for each wheel and the 

measured signal is recorded by a PC. The vibration of the vehicle can be excited by 

dropping each wheel. 

The test data for the trailer are analysed by using the present method for free 

vibration. The frequency response of the identified transfer function using the 
developed test rig is compared with that obtained from a conventional hydraulic 

shaker with sine sweep excitation and a standard analyser, as shown in figure 3-9. For 

this response, the input signals are obtained through displacement sensors and the 

output signals are obtained through accelerometers, so the dimensions of this 

response are g/mm. 
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In figure 3-9, the first three modes are quite consistent. It is shown that the test rig and 

the identifying technique are applicable to the automotive suspension systems. 

3.5 Conclusions 

The simulation and experiment results have shown that the transfer function for 

automotive suspension systems can be identified by using free vibration signals when 

an appropriate auxiliary rig is built. This rig should allow the motion of the tyre 

contact points on wheels to be measured and should not cause mass coupling between 

the variables of the test rig and the suspension system. Such a passive test rig is much 
lower cost than a conventional hydraulic actuator system. 

However, it should be clear that the passive test rig cannot replace conventional 
hydraulic actuator systems because the former is only proved to work in a linear 

model. The measurement results may be different for different deflections of the 

measured nonlinear system. If a nonlinear system is to be measured, this approach 

should be used carefully. The excitation for the free vibration should make the 

deflection small enough to be looked at as a linear displacement from an engineering 

point of view. 

In the following chapters, this developed PC based test rig will be used to validate the 

models of the trailer, to evaluate the vibration isolation performance of the developed 

control strategies for the active suspension and the vibration attenuation result of the 
developed adaptive absorber for the unsprung mass. 
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Figure 3-8 Schematic diagram for the tyre contact point measurement system 
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Chapter 4 

Modelling and Open-Loop Performance of the Zero 
Rate Suspension 

4.1 Introduction 

It has been mentioned in chapter 1 that modelling the vehicle system is very significant 
for control of active suspensions. As a novel approach to active suspension, the zero 

rate suspension needs a profound investigation to make use of the potential of such a 

system and to improve control performance. 

In this chapter a model of the two wheeled trailer with the zero rate suspension is 

developed and evaluated against test results. The open loop performance for this 

suspension is investigated theoretically and experimentally. 

4.2 Half Car Model of the Trailer 

The trailer with the active suspension system may be represented by a typical half car 
model with four degrees-of-freedom, by which the height and the roll of the body can 
be described (figure 2-2). It can be represented by an analytical model as shown in 

figure 4-1. In this figure, the top rigid body denotes the body of the trailer and the 

masses- on the two sides represent the wheels. The actuator systems between the 

sprung body and the wheels provide forces determined by the displacement of the 

actuators. The dampers between the body and the wheels represent sources of 
conventional damping such as friction between the mechanical elements. The springs 
and dampers below the wheel masses represent tyre stiffness and damping. 

The motion equations for this model can be derived as previously described, i. e. 
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MX+CdX+KX=BCXC+BU+G 

where 

the mass matrix M= diag[mo, I, mrj , mt2 J 

c01 + c02 -c01a + c02b 

I -cola +cD2b cola2 +c02b2 
the damping matrix Cd = 

-CO, c01 a 

'c02 -co2b 

the stiffness matrix K =diag(0,0, k,,, k, 2 J 

000 0- 
0000 the excitation matrix BB = 
c� 0 k, 0 
0 ct2 0 kt2 

11 

-a b 
the control matrix B= 

_1 0 
0 -1 

the state vector X= (x0 0 xil xt2 JT 

the excitation vector XC = (±C, xa X1 xc2 IT 

the control vector U= (Fa j Fa2 IT 

the static load vector G= {-mog 0-m,, g - m, ig)T 

(4-1) 

-C01 -C02 

cola -c02b 
c#1 + col 0 

0 c12 + c02 

Here: 

a, b= distances between the centre of mass of the sprung body and the wheels 

c0,, c02 = damping factors between the body and tyres 

cr,, ct2 = damping of each tyre 
Fa,, Fa = forces of each actuator system 
I= moment of inertia about the centre of trailer body 
k, 1, kt2 = stiffness of each hub assemblies 
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m0 = mass of the body 

m,,, mt2 = masses of each wheel 

xO = height of the trailer body 

xc1, xc2 = excitation of the road in the vertical direction at each wheel 
x,,, xt2 = displacement of each wheel 
0= roll angle of the trailer 

From the actual installation of the sensors on the prototype, namely a vertical 

accelerometer on the body and a body to hub displacement transducer, The 

observation equation can be obtained, i. e. 

Y =C X (4-2) 

where the observation matrix 

1 -a 00 

1b00 
C- 

1 -a -1 0 

1b0 -1 

the output vector Y={yol Yo2 Yll Yt2}T 

here yal and y02 are the height of left and right side on the trailer body; and y11 and y12 

are the relative height of left and right side of the trailer body to the wheels on the 

same side. Such a system described by equations (4-1) and (4-2) can also be shown by 

the block diagram of figure 4-2. According to modem control theory, the control 

system for the rig described by the equations (4-1) and (4-2) is completely controllable 
and observable. In other 'words, the set up of the actuators and sensors are 
theoretically suitable to attenuate the vibration of the trailer and control the body 

motion. 

4.3 Model of the Actuator System 

The structure of the actuator system being used is very different from current active 
suspensions. In order that the essentially constant force characteristic of the buckled 

spring element can be utilised in the suspension some means of varying the installed 

wheel to body force is needed. This can be achieved by a variable leverage system 
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whereby the mechanical advantage of the spring as seen at the wheel can be varied by 

altering the line of action of the spring. This can be achieved by moving one end of 
the spring with a ball-screw actuator, whilst reacting the spring force through a 

wishbone. This allows the system to be implemented in a suspension with the addition 

of a second wishbone or a strut arrangement as shown in figure 2-2. 

The analytical model of the actuator system is shown in figure 4-3. The forces applied 
on the pivots at both ends of the buckled spring are analysed in this figure. There are 
three forces on the left pivot, i. e. Fa, the force produced by the ball-screw actuator; Ff, 

the force from the deformation of the buckled spring element; and F0, the constraint 
force of the locus for the actuator. Again, there are also three forces on the right pivot, 
i. e. F, the vertical upwards force provided by the wheel; Fs' being equal to FS in 

magnitude, the force from the deformation of the buckled spring element; and F, the 

constraint force produced by the wishbone. 

Among these forces, Ft, the force of the actuator system on the wheel is of primary 
interest and will be derived. 

The Cartesian coordinate system is referenced to the trailer body as shown in figure 4- 
3 and the origin is at the fulcrum of the wishbone. (xa, ya) is the location of the left end 
of the buckled spring, (x, y) is that of the right end, and (xo, y0) is that of the other end 
of the ball-screw actuator. Actually, yt represents the displacement of the wheel 

relative to the trailer body. 

Suppose the length of the ball-screw actuator is denoted by 1, the length of the 

wishbone is represented by iK, and the length of the buckled spring is marked by ls. 

Let the locus of the actuator be described by the following equation. 

fa(x�, ya)=0 (4-3) 

where (xa, y) should always follow this equation. Meanwhile, the location of this 
point should also follow the equation 

(Xa -X0 )2 + (Ya - Yo )2 =12 (4-4) 

Obviously, the locus of the right end of the buckled spring is a circle, i. e. 

x; +Y2 =1W (4-5) 
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where (x, y) should always follow this equation. 

According to the force balance triangle in figure 4-3 and the sine theorem, the force F1 

can be obtained as follows: 

Fl 
=F (4-6) 

sin(a -ß) sin( 2 
13) 

By using equation (4-5), the angle 0 can be expressed by x and y, and the equation (4- 

6) can then be solved as follows. 

Ft =Fs (z cos a -sin a) (4-7) 
r 

where a, the angle of the force of the buckled spring can be determined by 

tana =Y' 
Ya (4-8) 

xt -xa 

here x,, xQ and yQ can be solved as functions of 1 and yt from the equations (4-3), (4-4) 

and (4-5). 

From the Appendix B, the force of the buckled spring element, F3 can be represented 
as a function of the change of the distance between (x,, yt) and (x0, ya) i. e. the length of 
the element. 'The function is complex and is best solved numerically. Hence, F, can be 

also derived as a function of I and y, The force applied by the wheel is thus a function 

of the length of the ball-screw actuator I and the vertical relative position of the wheel 
yy, i. e. 

Fr = fr (1, Yr) (4-9) 

This force is equal in magnitude to the actuator system force applied to the wheel and, 
as the value of F, is required within the function, it is again a complex function that is 
best solved numerically. 

In this model, the effect of the rates of change of these variables is not included. This 
implies that friction in the ball-screw locus, the connections at the ends of the buckled 
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springs and the pivots, etc. are not taken into account. The inclusion of these effects 

would dramatically complicate the model. For example, the spring element would 
become a combined model of a buckled spring and a beam instead of a pure buckled 

spring. To compensate for the effect of these omissions, an equivalent damping force 

was introduced, an approach favoured by most researchers. 

The force of the actuator system Ft was measured, and predicted by numerical solution 
of equation (4-9) in which the actuator locus is given by 

fa(xayy)=(xa-1 )2+(ya 1y)2_lw2 

where 1x2+ly2=1,, 2,1y=-0.05 as implemented on the test rig. The force is an 
approximately linear function of yt from the results as shown in figure 4-4. 

The measured stiffness of the actuator system was compared with that of the 

numerical results from equation (4-9), as shown in figure 4-5. The average relative 
error is about 5.4%, which suggests that the prediction is in good agreement with the 

experimental values. The measured stiffness appears to be an approximately linear 

relationship with the definite length of the actuator 1. 

In the experiment, the actuator system can raise the trailer body of 7000N weight with 
only 3200N/m stiffness. For conventional linear springs, the deformation of springs 
with the same stiffness would be over one metre under the same load. In contrast, the 
height of the trailer body actually is only about 10 centimetres. This is one of the 
distinct advantages for this actuator system. 

Because of the nature of the nonlinearity, a simple relationship between the force Ft 

and the displacements of the actuator and wheel cannot be defined. Inspection of the 
function defined by (4-9) suggests that a quadratic relationship with respect to I and 
linear with respect to y, would be sufficiently accurate, so higher terms in the 

expansion may be ignored, i. e. 

F= ao +all+a212 +(a3 +a4l )yt (4-10) 

Both measured behaviours, the suspension force being a nearly linear function of the 
relative displacement yt and the suspension stiffness changing approximately linearly 

with actuator length 1, are shown by the last term in the equation (4-10). The 

comparison between the measurement and the prediction by equation (4-10) is shown 
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in Figures 4-5 and 4-6. The average relative errors are about 5.5% and 4.4% 

respectively. The good agreement suggests that the simplified model of the force for 

the actuator system is effective. 

4.4 Open-loop Performance of the Active Suspension 

A frequency response approach may be used to evaluate the isolation performance of 
the active suspension in open loop mode (i. e. with no external control loop). The 

frequency response functions are considered from the excitation (i. e. road profile) to 

the output vector (i. e. body and hub vertical motion). 

From the experiment, it has been shown that the force of the actuator system is 

approximately a linear function of the relative displacement of the wheel. The actuator 

system can thus be modelled as an equivalent linear spring between the sprung body 

and the wheel, in which the force is a function of the length of the ball-screw actuator. 
The force as given by (4-10) can be split into two terms, one dependent only on the 

actuator length 1, the other dependent on both the actuator length and the wheel to 
body displacement. In the open loop situation the first term (ao+a jl+a212) may be 

considered fixed and it lifts the static load of the trailer whilst the second term 
(a3+a4l)y, represents an effective spring stiffness which gives rise to an oscillatory 
response to a body disturbance. This response can be derived from (4-1): 

MX +CdX +KOX = BCXC (4-11) 

where 

k,, + ka2 - ka, a + kalb - ka, - ka2 

-ka, a+kazb ka, a2+ka2b2 ka, a -kalb K. = 
- ka, ka, a k1, +k&, 0 

- ka2 - kalb 0 kt2 + ka2 

and the other matrices and vectors are the same as in equation (4-1). kal and ka2 are the 
stiffnesses of both equivalent springs which are linear functions of the length of the 
ball-screws. This system can also be described by figure 4-7, the block diagram. 

For improved confidence in the model the free vertical vibration of the body was 
simulated and a test carried out on the trailer. The results with an actuator length of 
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0.453m are shown in figure 4-8. These suggest that the model is effective for the 

vibration analysis. 

By using Laplace transformation, the transfer function from the road excitation to the 

output variables can be derived, i. e. 

X 
Y=C(Ms2+Cds+KOI' BcD(s) `ý (3-12) 

Xc2 

where 

s01 OT 
D(s) =0s01 

These equations were solved by implementing the model using MATLAB and hence 

the frequency responses for the following two cases of input and output were 
determined: 
i) right wheel to right side of body 

ii) left wheel to right side of body 

These responses were simulated and measured for actuator length 1=0.40m, and are 

shown in figures 4-9 and 4-10. 

There are four poles available for the half car model, concerning the body heave, the 
body roll, the left wheel and the right wheel modes. Because the parameters of each 

wheel are normally the same, the frequencies for the left and the right wheel modes 

are the same. Two body modes and one of the wheel modes can therefore be seen in 

the frequency response when the damping is quite small. The calculated frequencies 

for these modes are respectively 0.65Hz, 0.90Hz and 11.5Hz. These frequencies 

correspond to the height, the roll and the wheel modes (the right and the left wheel 

modes have the same frequency). The frequencies of the two body modes are very 

near for this particular prototype. When the damping is significant, these two body 

modes merge into one peak in the frequency response. Only one body mode and one 

wheel mode can therefore be seen in the frequency response for this prototype. 

The measured and predicted transmissions from the right tyre to the right side of the 

sprung body are shown in figure 4-9. The measured curve has three peaks at about 
0.67Hz, 5.8Hz and 11.5Hz respectively. The peak at 0.67Hz actually represents the 
two sprung body modes, heave and roll, because the parasitic damping is not 
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insignificant. The peak at 5.8Hz denotes the lateral mode for the sprung body which is 

not included in the half car model and is therefore not seen in the response calculated 
for the model. The third peak corresponds to the wheel mode. The measured and 

predicted transmission from the left tyre to the right side of the sprung body are 
illustrated in figure 4-10. The three peaks of the measured curve are corresponding to 

the same modes as those in figure 4-9. It is shown in both figures that the predicted 
frequency response is quite consistent with the measurement for the modes included 

in the half car model. This means the model is valid in terms of frequency response 
for the available modes. 

Both calculation and experiment show that the zero rate suspension system can 
provide heave and roll resonant frequencies of about 0.67Hz. To the author's 
knowledge, these are lower than those in common use in vehicle suspension systems, 

which gives rise to the excellent intrinsic isolation properties that were expected. 

Figure 4-9 represents the transformation relationship from the road excitation at the 

right tyre to the right side of the body. Figure 4-10 describes the relationship from the 

road excitation at the left tyre to the right side of the body. At the frequencies of the 
first peak, the gains in both figures are similar, about 1.5-2.6. The gain at the wheel 
mode frequency in figure 4-9 is equivalent to that in figure 4-10, though the calculated 
gain for the former is larger than the latter. It is thus demonstrated that the coupling 
effect of the system on the gains at frequencies of the roll, the bounce and the wheel 
modes can not be ignored. In other words, it is wise to use a half car model for the 
development of vibration control for the trailer, rather than a simpler quarter car 
model which neglects these coupling effects. 

From figures 4-9 and 4-10, it is shown that the lateral mode should not be overlooked 
in the analytical model because the measured gains are significant. It has been found 

experimentally that the lateral mode is strongly coupled with the roll mode of the 
sprung body. That may be one of the reasons for such a strong response at the lateral 

mode. The coupling is caused by the mechanism of the suspension system. This mode 
can probably be included in a suitable multibody model, but that will introduce 

considerable additional complexity and is considered very difficult. This work will be 

considered in the future. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

A half car model for the prototype with active zero rate suspension has been 

completed, and is expressed by a4 degree-of-freedom nonlinear differential equation 

and a observation equation. A nonlinearity is caused by the suspension mechanism. 
The validity of the set up of actuators and sensors has been confirmed theoretically by 

controllability and observability analysis. 

It is shown experimentally and theoretically that the relationship between the force of 

the active suspension and the relative displacement of the sprung body is equivalent to 

a linear spring, and the stiffness of the suspension system is related to the length of the 

ball screw actuator in an approximately linear relationship. Good agreement between 

the measurement and the prediction confirms that the simplified nonlinear model of 

the suspension force is effective. 

It has been shown that a low natural frequency, down to about 0.67Hz, can be 

achieved by this suspension which implies improved inherent vibration isolation 

compared to a traditional passive suspension. 

The quite good agreement of calculation and experiment has validated the half car 

model in terms of the frequency response for its available modes. The prediction for 

the free vibration of the sprung body consistent with the measured result tells us that 

the linearized equation can be employed for small amplitude vibration analysis of the 

prototype. 

It is found experimentally that the lateral mode at about 5.8Hz can play an important 

role in the response of the sprung body to the road input. This more complicated 
factor can be considered in a future work. 
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Chapter 5 

Nonlinear Behaviour of the Active Zero Rate 
Suspension with PD Controller 

5.1 Introduction 

At present, most of the studies dealing with the analysis and design of active 
suspensions consider a linear suspension model: the suspension components are 
linearized around the operating point and control laws are derived using linear model- 
based control methods such as optimal LQ or H� robust control etc. Although these 

control methods are of simple implementation, they do not allow full exploitation of 
the active control resources when they are applied to nonlinear active suspensions. 

This chapter presents initial work based on the nonlinear quarter-car model of the 
active zero rate suspension. The operation of a PD controller for ride height control 
and vibration isolation is investigated both theoretically and experimentally. In this 
initial work, a quarter car model was employed. In the next chapter, a half car model 
will be used to allow the design of a more appropriate controller for the prototype. 

5.2 Quarter-car Model with Nonlinear Control Force 
over Low-pass Bandwidth 

The quarter-car model to be used is shown in figure 5-1. Here, the coupling between 
height and roll motions of the sprung mass is ignored because only vertical motion is 

taken into account. The motion equation of the system can be derived below by means 
of Lagrange's equation. 

MA +C4 +KX =BX, +BU +G (5.1) 

where 

the mass matrix M=diag(m p, md 
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the damping matrix Cd = 
co -Co 
co co +cr 

O0 
the stiffness matrix K =[ 0k r 

00 
the excitation matrix B, _ 

cr kt 

1 
the control matrix B= 

_1 

the static load matrix G= -Mog 
-mrg 

the state vector X= xo 
xr 

the excitation vector 
z 

X, C 
xc 

the control vector "U={FQ(7, x0, xr)] 

here mo is the mass of half the trailer body and mt is the mass of the wheel. kt and cr 
denote the stiffness and the damping of the tyre respectively and co denotes the 

conventional damping such as friction. The static load is considered here because the 
height is affected by the force due to gravity. 

Fa is the force produced by the active zero rate suspension, which is a function of the 
length of the ball-screw actuator (0, the displacement of the trailer body (xo) and the 

wheel (x). According to the analysis of the last chapter, the simplified expression of 
this force is 

Fa, =a0 +all +a212 +(a3 +a41)(xo -xr) (5-2) 

where aj (j=O, ..., 4) are the coefficients from the Taylor's expansion. From the results 
of the validation, equation (5-2) is the simplest form for the nonlinear actuator force. 

The ball screw length is set by a DC servo motor with position and velocity feedback 

and analogue control electronics. This may be modelled most simply as a first order 
system with a transfer function of. 
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1= 
GDc 

v (5-3) 
1 +S/wo 

where wo is the cut-off frequency, GDC is the DC input/output gain, and v is the- input 

voltage. For convenience, the input v can be transferred to u=GDCv with a length 

dimension and the equation (5-3) can be expressed by a time domain differential 

equation as follows 

1 +WOI =wpu (5-4) 

The value of coo was established by testing the physical actuator system and 'best- 
fitting' a first order response. This identified a cut off frequency of 51-1z. The 

comparison between the measurement and model is shown in figure 5-2. The quite 

good agreement demonstrates that such a model adequately describes the actuator 

system. The bandwidth of the actuator system is thus around 5Hz, and this effectively 
limits the bandwidth of the entire suspension system. 

The combination of equations (5-1), (5-2) and (5-4) gives the mathematical 
description of the quarter-car model with nonlinear control force and a limited 
bandwidth. 

From the actual installation of the sensors on the prototype, namely a vertical 
accelerometer on the body and a body to hub displacement transducer, the observation 
equation can also be obtained, i. e. 

Y =CX (5-5) 

where the observation matrix 

10 
c_ 

1 'J 

the output vector Y =) 0 

Yi 

where yo is same as x0, the height of the trailer body and y, is the relative height of 
trailer body height to wheel. This system can be described by means of the block 
diagram shown in figure 5-3. The nonlinear element is caused by the mechanical 
relationship of the zero rate suspension and the filter element is produced by the 
electrical circuits for the actuator. The next step is to design a feedback controller 
from output variables Y to the actuator input u. 
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5.3 Design of a Two Terin Controller 

As the initial work, a two term controller with proportional and derivative (PD) 

actions is introduced here for the height and vibration control. The controller 

effectively simulates a conventional spring and damper. The feedback equation is listed 

below: 

u =ky, +i y =k(xo -x, ) +c(. zo -x') (5-6) 

where k and c are the gains for the displacement and the -velocity (proportional gain 

and derivative, or velocity gain). Spring force and damping force can be effectively 

provided through gains k and c respectively, hence these parameters are named 
'software spring rate' and 'software damping rate' through this chapter. There are many 

sophisticated methods to determine both factors for a linear system (e. g. Friedland, 

1986). For this prototype, there are some special requirements, i. e. 

" The proportional gain should produce appropriate displacements of the sprung 
body under various load conditions, i. e. the software spring rate must be sufficient 

to support the body weight. 

" The gains should keep the closed-loop system stable to prevent control induced 

oscillations. 

9 The proposed body height should be reached from the original position when the 

system is turned on. 

" The gains should provide good vibration suppression to the sprung body. 

These requirements will be investigated individually. 

5.3.1 Steady state height and stability 

The Liapunov stability theory' can be applied to not only a linear system but also a 
nonlinear system (Casti, 1985). The theory will be applied here. 

On introducing the controller, the body height in steady state can be determined by 

using stability analysis. The stability of a possible body height depends on the 

eigenvalues of the linearized equation about this height for the nonlinear system. If all 
the eigenvalues of the linearized equation have negative real parts then the body height 

may be implemented. If one of the eigenvalues has positive real part then the body 
height can never be realised. 
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Combining equations (5-4) and (5-6) produces an equation describing the closed loop 

system response: 

1 =w 0 (k (xp -xt) +c(±0 -zt) -1) (5-7) 

The body and wheel heights can be obtained by equating the accelerations, the 

velocities and the dynamic excitation to zero in equations (5-1), (5-2) and (5-7). 

Because equation (5-2) is second order nonlinear, there are two sets of solutions for 

the heights, i. e. 

x(1) _-(alk 
+a3) + (alk +a3)2 -4k(ao -mog)(a2k +a4) 

(mo +mr ) 0 2(a2k2 +a4 k) kt (5-8) 

xýlý =k Imo +mr ) 

r 

and 

x(2) _ 
-(a, k +a3) - (alk +a3)2 -4k(ap -m0g)(a2k +a4) g (n: p +mt ) 

0 2(a2k2 +a4k) kt (5-9) 

x(2) _ (, no +mt ) 
r 

t 

By using the Routh-Hurwitz criterion on the eigenvalue equations of the linearized 

s stem for equations (5-1), (5-2) and (5-7), it can be established that the heights 

xO 1, x121 
} 

can be realised when the control parameters k and c are in the stable 

region as shown in figure 5-4, but {xö'ý, x, I cannot. This stable region is obtained 

from the linearised equation of this system. This means that for the parameters in this 

region, the steady state heights {x2), 
x, 

}, 
obtained from the nonlinear equation, 

can only be stable when the initial state of the motion starts from a sufficiently closed 

point. 

From equation (5-9), it can be learnt that the relative height yl of the trailer body is 

affected by its mass mo and the software spring rate k. Such effect is illustrated in 
figure 5-5. It is shown in this figure, that increasing the spring rate k reduces the body 
height and increasing the mass of the body also reduces its height. The effect of spring 
rate changes is unconventional, and stems from the effective demanded position of 
yj=0 implied by the control algorithm. In the test rig, maximum body height can be 

about 17cm, which means that the spring rate can not be too low if the body height 

should not be greater than that value. 
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When the PD controller is introduced, the whole system changes to the model 
described by the block diagram shown in figure 5-6. In this figure, the loop from the 

output yl to the input u is connected by means of the PD controller, which lifts the 

sprung body by balancing the gravity force. 

5.3.2 Simulation and reachability of the stable equilibrium 

One way of evaluating the performance of a control system is the step response (Since 

the step response is the body motion when the control system is switched-on initially, 

it is also called 'starting response' in this thesis). This is particularly appropriate to 

nonlinear systems and is used here to evaluate the PD controller. The wheel height xx is 

independent of the control parameters, so the relative height of the body to the wheel, 

yl may be used to indicate the actual body height, and is a more accessible parameter 

than x0, the true body height. In this section, yj will therefore be referred to as the 

'body height'. 

The system was simulated using MATLAB software. The model is the two degree-of- 

freedom quarter car model including the nonlinearility and limited bandwidth of the 

active suspension. The differential equation is solved numerically by means of the 
fourth order Runge-Kutta formula. 

The simulation results are shown in figures 5-7 and 5-8. There is a high frequency 

component, which is observed at small values of time in these figures. This component 
is caused by the coupling of the flexibility of the tyre. 

Figure 5-7 is the response of the body height when the software, damping rate c=0.04. 
Changes in software spring rate k cause changes of the steady-state body height and 

the transient-state motion of the trailer body. It is demonstrated that increasing the 

spring rate can make the body height lower and cause the transient motion to be less 

well damped. The rise time from initial position to the steady-state body height does 

not appear to change significantly with increasing spring rate, which is different from 

the performance of a usual linear system. This difference will be explained in the next 

section, the frequency response analysis. 

Figure 5-8 is the starting response of the body height when the software spring rate 
k=0.45. It is shown that decreasing the software damping rate results in a faster rise 
time and more oscillatory motion while the steady-state height of the trailer body 

remains the same. These effects are similar to those expected in a linear system. 
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In a linear system without a limited bandwidth actuator, there is mathematically no 
limit to the spring rate and damping rate. That is not true in the nonlinear model with 

the limited bandwidth actuator. It is shown in figure 5-9 that the response becomes 

unstable when the spring rate changes from 0.50 to 0.55. In other words, the trailer 

body cannot reach a stable. steady-state height at k=0.55. It can be seen in figure 5-10 

that the response becomes unstable when the software damping rate changes from 

0.35 to 0.38. The control system with higher damping rate c=0.38 does not allow 

stable motion to the steady-state height. 

It is demonstrated from both figures 5-9 and 5-10 that the trailer body can never reach 

a steady-state height when the control parameters are beyond certain limits, even 

though this height is stable one according to figure 5-4 which is obtained from the 

linearised equation of this nonlinear system. In a linear system, increasing damping 

rate increases stability, but the motion here of the nonlinear system does the opposite 

suddenly as shown in figure 5-10. This unusual phenomenon is worthy of further 

discussion. 

The motion is determined by the following factors 

1) The differential equation governing the motion. 

2) The initial state of the motion. 

If a system is linear, then the motion will always reach the stable height regardless of 
the initial state. If a system is nonlinear, then the motion will only attain a stable 

steady state height if the initial value lies within the same 'stable region' as the final 

value. 

The steady-state height is solved from the nonlinear differential equation. The stability 

of the body height, the region shown in figure 5-4, is obtained by means of the 

eigenvalues of the linearized equation for this nonlinear differential equation. That 

means that when the parameters are in the stable region in figure 5-4, the motion 

which starts from a point sufficiently close to the steady-state height can achieve this 

height stably. 

In the nonlinear case, the stability of the starting response is strongly related to the 

initial state. When the stable region in state space encloses the initial state, the 

response will be stable. Otherwise, the motion approaches a different height or an 
infinite value. The form and extent of the stable region depends on the value of the 

control parameters, i. e. the software spring and damping rates in this case. There is no 
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definitive method for establishing the stable region in both state space and parameter 

space for a nonlinear system, but a numerical solution can be applied. 

A standard technique for a low degree-of-freedom system is numerical phase plane 
(the state space of one degree-of-freedom) analysis. The boundaries in the phase plane 

can be calculated by using numerical integration and are shown in figures 5-11,5-12 

and 5-13. 

To demonstrate the phenomenon clearly and simply, the figures were obtained from 

the simpler model in which the limited bandwidth of the actuator, the mass and 

stiffness of the wheel were neglected, i. e. using one mass quarter car model without 
the limited bandwidth. 

In these figures, the x coordinate denotes the body height and the y coordinate denotes 

its velocity. The stable regions for the steady state are the areas below those curves 

which encloses the steady state (final value). When the initial state is in such regions, 
the starting response will be stable and can reach the steady state body height y(2). 

The origin represents the initial state of the trailer body for the prototype with zero 
displacement and zero velocity. 

It is shown in figure 5-11 how the software spring rate k affects the stability boundary. 

The stable region is reduced with the spring rate k increasing. The initial state of zero 
height and zero velocity is originally enclosed in the stable regions. When k=2, finally, 

the initial state is excluded by the stable region, which means physically that the 

starting response with this parameter can never reach the steady state body height y(2) 
from the initial state. 

The effect of the software damping rate c on the stable boundary is demonstrated in 

figure 5-12. This figure shows that extreme damping rates can cause the stable region 

not to enclose the initial state. On one end, when the damping rate decreases from 

c=0.2, the stable region retreats in both the y direction and the x direction and finally 

the initial state is excluded by the stable region. On the other end, the stable region 
becomes smaller with the increase of the velocity gain and finally the initial state point 
is excluded by the region. On other words, both over large and over small damping 

rate can cause the steady state to be unreachable from the initial state. 

Figure 5-13 illustrates the effect of the mass of the trailer body on the stable boundary. 
When the mass is reduced, the stable region shrinks and finally excludes the initial 

state when the mass of the sprung body m=170kg. This shows that a small mass can 
also cause the steady state height to be unreachable from the initial state. 
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The nonlinearity is the reason for these stable regions. That obviously limits the 

control performance for the suspension system. There are two options to reduce the 

nonlinearity. The first is to modify the structure of the suspension system. The second 
is to develop a nonlinear controller which, through a compensation system, can 

linearise the whole control system. The first choice needs more extensive 
investigation into the mechanical design of this zero rate suspension, which may be 

costly and time consuming. The second option requires no mechanical changes but it 

is difficult to determine an appropriate nonlinear controller because there is no general 

method that can be applied and a great deal of nonlinear analysis is required in 

advance. Another large obstacle for the second is the implementation of the nonlinear 

controller because the nonlinear algorithm can increase processing time considerably. 
Hence both options are extensive projects which can be considered in the future. 

There might be an option to develop an appropriate controller which can improve the 

stable regions to make control performance acceptable without reducing the 

nonlinearity. This could be a practical choice and will be investigated in the next 

chapter. 

By using simulation on the one mass quarter car model, the ranges of the software 

spring rate k and the software damping rate c for a stable response from the initial 

state of zero height and zero velocity to the steady state height can also be obtained as 

shown in figure 5-14. In this figure, the upper curve is the reachable boundary based 

on the model excluding the limited bandwidth of the actuator system (equation (5-4)) 

and the lower curve is the reachable boundary obtained from the model with the 

limited bandwidth. The areas below both curves are the stable regions in which the 

motion from the initial state can stably reach the steady state height. The large 

difference between the two curves shows that the limited bandwidth of the actuator 

system plays a significant role in the stability of the control system and deteriorates 

the stability considerably. This suggests that actuator bandwidth may be a limiting 

factor in the performance of the suspension system. 

Figures 5-11 to 5-14 were obtained based on the one mass quarter car model (with or 

without limited bandwidth) in which the basic characteristics in the two mass quarter 

car model for figures 5-3 to 5-10, the suspension nonlinearity and actuator bandwidth, 

were retained. Therefore, the conclusions from figures 5-11 to 5-14 can explain the 

unstable behaviours occurred in those figures from the two mass quarter car model, 
though the particular curves in the former figures do not apply directly to the latter. 

5.3.3 Frequency response analysis 
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The frequency response of the system is important in the prediction of ride quality, but 

cannot be readily defined for a nonlinear system. This section describes the 

application of a linearisation process to determine the frequency response at the 

normal operating height. The motion around the steady state body height y(2) is 

governed by the following equation which is derived from equations (5-1), (5-2), (5-5) 

and (5-7): 

Z=AZ+Fz+BzcXc 

where 
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Provided only small amplitude vibration is involved, a linearized form of equation (5- 

10) can be used. 

Eigenvalue analysis is one of the most accepted linearisation techniques. When 

applied to equation (5-10) the natural frequencies of the various elements in the 

system can be determined. The results of this are shown in figures 5-15,5-16,5-17 

and 5-18 (where a0=12255, a1=-273020, a2=1777400, a3=36000, a4=-3741, c0=600, 

ct=2, cwo=10i m0=250, mt=40, and kk=3*105), which illustrate the effect of the 

control parameters on the natural frequencies and the damping ratio. Low natural 
frequencies means that the control system provides good isolation and high damping 

ratio denotes that it can effectively attenuate body vibration and stabilise body motion. 
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Figure 5-15 shows the effect of the software spring rate k on the natural frequencies. 

When the spring rate changes, the frequency of the trailer body height mode changes 
between about 1.5Hz and 3Hz. This algorithm uses the direct feedback relationship 
between the body displacement to the initial height. This gives rise to the negative 

slope at low k values. If the feedback of the displacement to the steady-state height 

were used then the curve would slope to much lower natural frequencies at low k 

values. The frequency due to tyre stiffness remains around 16Hz. 

Figure 5-15 also suggests that the software spring rate can only affect the frequencies 

slightly at the high values of k required to maintain body height; at lower values of k 

(not realisable with this algorithm) the natural frequency would drop more rapidly. 
That is why the rise time of the starting response in figure 5-7 does not appear to 

change significantly with this parameter. 

It is shown in figure 5-16 that the damping ratios of the two modes tend to be smaller 

when the spring rate increases from 0.12 to 2. When k is larger than about 1.2, the 

body height mode becomes unstable. These gives another point of view for the 

stability, i. e. the larger spring rate degrades the stability. 

The effect of the software damping rate c on the natural frequencies is illustrated in 

figure 5-17. The frequencies of both modes increases with the rate rising. Such effects 

of the damping rate again, only in the region considered are stronger than those of the 

spring rate. On the other hand, the damping ratio of the body height mode decreases 

when the damping rate increases from about 0.05 as shown in figure 5-18, which 

means physically that increasing the damping rate deteriorates the stability of the 

motion. These are very different from the characteristics of the damping rate in 

conventional linear control systems. 

For optimum ride quality, a low natural frequency and high damping ratio are 

required. By synthesising the figures 5-15 to 5-18 and 5-5, the choice of the 

parameters from this viewpoint for the desired ride quality, is around k=0.4 and 

c=0.05. The damping ratios and the natural frequencies for this closed-loop system are 

compared with those for the open-loop system at the same steady state condition in 

table 5-1. The damping ratio of only the wheel mode is clearly increased by the 

controller. As the trade-off, the damping ratio of the body mode is decreased slightly 

and the natural frequencies are increased to 2.2Hz and 16.3Hz. The body mode 
frequency is too high to give acceptable ride comfort. 

The free vibration of both systems are simulated numerically based on the nonlinear 

equation, as shown in figures 5-19 and 5-20. In the figures, the open-loop input is the 
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same as the value of the closed-loop system at the steady state, and the initial states 

and other parameters in both cases are same. It is illustrated in figure 5-19 that the 

vibration of the trailer body can be attenuated by the PD controller more quickly than 

by the open-loop with the constant input, because the body mode frequency for 

closed-loop is much higher than that for open-loop. In figure 5-20, the vibration of the 

wheel is suppressed by the PD controller in a similar time to that by the open-loop 

with the constant input. These show that the PD controller can control the vibration 

characteristics of the zero rate suspension. 

The above findings show that the PD controller with relative damping can provide the 

prototype with the following performances: 

1) Able to support the quite various weight of the trailer at an appropriate mean ride 
height. 

2) Able to prevent violent trailer body motion and to damping out oscillation. 

3) Able to degrade damping of the body mode slightly. 

4) Able to isolate the trailer body from road disturbances with over 2Hz in frequency 

domain. 

5) Does not improve damping significantly of the wheel motion. 

The last three items are not what we expected and are important for ride quality and 

vehicle handling, so the performance needs to be improved with other control 

strategies. 

5.3.4 PD controller with sky-hook damping 

The 'sky-hook' damping is an important concept in the area of active suspensions. This 

technique is believed simple and effective for vehicle suspension control. In this 

chapter, the feedback relationship is introduced as follows: 

u =kY1 +cyo =k(xo -x, )+cxo (5-11) 

In the following analysis, the same approaches will be employed, i. e. the same two 

mass quarter car model, with the same nonlinearity for active zero rate suspension and 
the actuator with the same limited bandwidth. 

By using this controller, the same height as equation (5-9) of the trailer body at steady 
state can be obtained from equations (5-1), (5-4) and (5-5) because the body height 
depends on only the software spring rate. This steady state height y(2) is stable for the 
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parameters in the stable region as shown in figure 5-21 obtained from the linearised 

equation. The stable boundary is calculated by the same method and the same other 

parameters as that of figure 5-4. Comparison of both the figures suggests that the 

stability constraint for the sky-hook damping is stronger than that of the relative 
damping. 

The block diagram of the closed-loop system with sky-hook damping is shown in 

figure 5-22. By applying a similar approach to equations (5-1), (5-2), (5-5) and (5-11), 

the motion equation around the steady state body height y(2) is obtained as follows: 

Z=AiZ+Fz+BzcXc 

where 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 
0 (Q3 + Q, kls, ) 0 co 

A, = mo mo 
k, Mo +M , (a, + ý�ýý _ 

k, 
Q4 , 

c, 
_ 

c, m0 + m, 
-co 

m, mom, m, m, m, mom, 
0 Cook Cvoc 0 

(5-12) 

0 
0 m 

(a, + a. Y; r' + 2a2y' k) 

0 mo + m, ; 'k) (a, + a4Yr + 2aay-0)o 
mom, 

Other variables in the equation are the same as those in equation (5-10). 

The effect of the control parameters on the natural frequencies and damping ratios of 

the system can be determined as before and is shown in figures 5-23,5-24,5-25 and 
5-26. When the software spring rate k increases from 0 to 2, the natural frequency of 
the trailer body height mode decreases before k=0.15 and then increases from 1Hz to 
3Hz, while the natural frequency of the wheel mode increases little around 14Hz, as 

shown in figure 5-23. 

In figure 5-24, the damping ratio of body height mode increases with the spring rate 

rising before k=0.15. Then the body height damping ratio decreases and finally the 

motion becomes unstable after k=1.5. The damping ratio of the wheel mode is very 

small and decreases with the spring rate rising. 

In figure 5-25, when the software damping rate c increases from about 0.055, the 

natural frequency of the body height mode increases sharply from about 2Hz to 11Hz. 
The frequency of the wheel mode changes little around 14Hz. These show that the 

effect of the damping rate on the body mode frequencies is stronger than that of the 

spring rate, which is quite different from the characteristics in conventional linear 

systems. It is demonstrated in figure 5-26 that the damping ratio of the trailer body 
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height mode increases before about c=0.06 and then decreases with the damping rate 

rising. The stability of the wheel mode is strengthened as the damping rate increases. 

To obtain the optimum ride quality, low frequencies and high damping ratio, the 

choice of the parameters can be made by synthesising the figures 5-23 to 5-26 and 5-4, 

i. e. k=0.4 and c=0.055. 

The only difference between both equations (5-10) and (5-12) is the coefficient matrix 
A and Al in which the positions of woc are different. This can cause quite different 

performances for the control system. 

Comparing figure 5-24 and 5-16, we can find that for the same spring rate, the body 

damping ratio for the case of sky hook damping is clearly higher than that for the case 

of relative damping and the unstable boundary is pushed higher by the sky hook 

damping. But the damping ratio for the former case is less than the latter. For the same 
damping rate, the damping ratio in figure 5-26 is clearly higher than that in figure 5- 

18, which means again that the stability of the body height mode is improved by the 

sky hook damping. 

It can be seen from comparison between figures 5-23 and 5-15 that the introduction of 
the sky hook damping affects little the natural frequencies of both body and wheel 

mode for the same spring rate. But the effect of the software damping rate on the body 

height mode in figure 5-25 for the sky hook damping is stronger than that in figure 5- 

17; and the effect on the wheel mode frequency in the former is lighter than the latter. 

Table 5-2 lists the natural frequencies and the damping ratios for the relative damping 

controller and the sky-hook damping controller at their individual optimum 

parameters. It is shown that the natural frequency of the wheel mode for the sky-hook 
damping is smaller than that of the relative damping though the damping ratio for the 

sky-hook damping is lower. Compared with the relative damping, the natural 
frequency of the trailer body height mode is slightly smaller and the damping ratio for 

the same mode is much higher. Since the body height mode plays an important role in 

the suspension system, it can be concluded that the whole vibration behaviour is 

improved by the sky-hook damping with suitable parameters. 

The free vibration of the control system with sky-hook damping is simulated and 
compared with that of the relative damping with same parameters k=0.6 and c=0.04, 
as shown in figures 5-27 and 5-28. It is shown that the sky-hook damping can produce 
better vibration suppression for the trailer body but does not improve the damping of 
the wheel vibration. 
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From above discussion, it is shown that this PD controller with sky-hook damping can 

clearly improve damping of the body vibration but still can not reduce the frequency 

of the trailer body to a satisfactory extent and can also not improve damping of the 

wheel vibration. These are caused by the constraint applied by body height control. 
This can easily be overcome by feed forward or integral action which are proposed to 

be examined at the next stage. 

5.4 Experiment Results 

The whole control system for the PC based prototype has been described in chapter 2. 

The block diagram of the control system is shown in figure 2-4 schematically. The 

signals are collected by the sensors. After going through the analogue anti-alias filters, 

they are transferred from the analogue form to the digital form by the A/D board. The 

digital signals are processed in the PC 80386 computer and then the generated control 

signals are sent to D/A board to be transferred into analogue form. These signals are 

processed in the analogue control circuits before being amplified in the power 

amplifier circuits. The final signals are sent to the motors which drive the zero rate 

suspension. 

The PD algorithm has been implemented and confirms the model's predictions. Both 

relative damping and the sky-hook damping PD control have been implemented. 

Figures 5-29 and 5-30 illustrate the starting response of the sprung body in both cases, 

which shows that the control software is effective. The figures were not calibrated 
because only the form of the physical motion of interest, so the y coordinate units are 

not shown. 

The effect of the software spring rate on the starting response is demonstrated in 
figure 5-29, When the gain increases, the steady state height of the trailer body 
becomes lower and the transient state motion tend to be more violent. The rise time 
from the initial state to the steady state body height does not change much. This 
behaviour is consistent with the theoretical analysis in section 5.3. 

It is shown, in figure 5-31, that the software damping rate also produces similar 

performance on the starting response to the theoretical analysis. When the rate 
increases, the violence of the response is attenuated while the steady state body height 

is hardly changed. The damping rate provides a slight effect on the rising time of the 

response. 
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In the theoretical analysis on stability, the unstable motion approaches infinity. 
Actually, the unstable motion is just a undecaying oscillation with big amplitude due to 
the constraints of the mechanical structure. This can be seen in figures 5-32 and 5-33, 
in which the responses for, 1x0.55 and c=0.03, and k=0.48 and c=0.065 are unstable. 
Both figures illustrate that the over large spring rate and over large damping rate can 
make the control system unstable. It is shown in figure 5-34 that heavier mass of the 

sprung body can give rise to more stable response. These phenomena confirm the 
theoretical prediction in last section. 

The vibration attenuation of the PD controller with relative damping is shown in figure 

5-35. The input of the open-loop control system is a constant value which is equal to 
that for the PD controller in steady state. The vibration of the sprung body for both 

cases is from the same initial state. It is shown that the vibration of the closed-loop 
system decays more quickly than that of the open-loop system. A drawback of the 

controller is that it causes a higher body natural frequency. This has been predicted in 
last section. 

Figure 5-36 shows the comparison of the vibration attenuation for the PD controllers 
with relative damping and with sky-hook damping. It can be seen that the sky-hook 
damping can suppress the vibration of the sprung body faster than the relative 
damping. This effect was also predicted theoretically. 

The unstable motion occurs in bounce and roll respectively or compositely. The 

composite motion is shown in figure 5-37. In addition to the reasons having been 
discussed, there are two other reasons for the instability. The first is a common view 
that the omission of the coupling between the bounce and roll'motion in the quarter 
car model can undermine the performance of the controller. 

The second is the non-identical properties on both sides of the test rig. Because of this, 

non-identical parameters are used in the control algorithm to achieve optimal 
performance on each side. In this case, different velocity gains may lead to very 
different natural frequencies on both sides due to the sensitivity of the lätter as shown 
in section 5.2. This, in turn may cause the motion on both sides to be unstable. This 

phenomenon is shown in figure 5-38. Compared with figure 5-37, other components 
besides the primary harmonic in the roll motion are increased. 

To improve the stability caused by these reasons, a half car model needs to be applied 
to design the controller for the prototype. 
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5.5 Conclusions 

The simulation and experiment have shown that the application of the PD controller, 

with relative or sky-hook damping, to the zero rate active suspension can support the 

quite various weight of trailer at an appropriate mean ride height, prevent violent 

trailer body motion, damp out oscillation and provide the stable body height attitude, 
but cannot isolate the trailer body from road disturbances with less than 2Hz in 

frequency domain. 

The drawbacks are not what we expected and are important for ride quality and 

vehicle handling. One of the reasons for that is the limitation of the PD controller in 

which two control parameters can not give a satisfactory combination for so many 

aspects. 

Another cause of the drawbacks is the nonlinearity of the system which results in a 
limited stable region and constrains the control parameters. It is shown experimental'y 
and numerically that over large software stiffness rate, over large or over small 
software damping rate, or over small mass of the trailer body can individually give rise 
to unstable motion of the trailer body. 

In the nonlinear control system, the actuator bandwidth plays a significant role in the 

control performance. It leads to the stable region reducing considerably based on 
simulation, which means that the actuator bandwidth is the another limiting factor in 

the control performance. 

To improve the performance of the zero rate suspension, three options can be tried. 

" Applying other control strategies. The PID can be a candidate. 

" Reducing the limitation on low proportional gains by means of the feedback of the 
displacement to the demanded height of the trailer body instead of the direct 
feedback of the displacement to the initial height used in this chapter. 

" Designing the controllers based on the half car model which has been developed in 

chapter 4. 
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closed-loop with PD control open-loop with constant input 

damping ratio natural 
frequency(Hz) 

damping ratio natural 
fre uenc Hz 

body mode 0.4770 2.1650 0.4966 0.3818 

wheel mode 0.1137 16.2659 0.0873 13.7394 

Table 5-1 The comparison between closed-loop and open-loop 

relative damping control sky-hook dam in control 

damping ratio natural 
frequency(Hz) 

damping ratio natural 
frequency(Hz) 

body mode 0.4770 2.1650 0.8486 2.0763 

wheel mode 0.1137 16.2659 0.0750 13.8027 

Table 5-2 The comparison between sky-hook damping and relative damping 
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Chapter 6 

Performance of MIMO PID Controller for the Active 
Zero Rate Suspension on the Two Wheeled Trailer 

6.1 Introduction 

The successful implementation of the PD controller on the prototype is very 

encouraging though the control performance is not adequate. This at least shows that 

the developed hardware and software are effective. Based on it, refining the control 

performance by developing an appropriate algorithm will be carried out. 

There is a problem in the implementation of the PD controller, i. e. potential 
instability. The unstable motion occurs in height and roll respectively or compositely. 
It has been demonstrated in the last chapter that one of the reasons is the quarter car 

model being used to design the controller. To improve the stability, a half car model 

needs to be applied to design the controller for the prototype. 

The another problem that occurred in the PD controller is that the demanded position 

of the sprung body, body frequency and damping cannot be simultaneously achieved. 
The reason for this is that these factors are related to the proportional and derivative 

gains, allowing only two parameters to be set, which prevents the simultaneous 

optimisation of all three characteristics. The solution for this problem is to apply a 

more sophisticated control strategy. PID control, which has one more term - the 

integral gain - than PD is a simple option. 

PID control is a very popular strategy in industry. It has several advantages such as 
being simple to implement in real time, easy to understand, and proven to be effective 
in many situations. It has widely been used for a long time, especially in the single- 
input and single-output (SISO) systems. In the area of active suspensions with multi- 
input and multi-output (MIMO), the application of PID has been seldom reported in 

recent years. The reason for this, in the author's opinion, is that it is difficult to find 

sophisticated methods to determine a PID controller for MIMO system. 
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PID control may be very effective in the area of active suspensions because its three 

terms allow control of position, damping and stiffness, and hence should meet the 

requirements of self-levelling, good handling and ride comfort. Furthermore, the 'sky- 

hook' damping can be implemented and PID control of MIMO systems could provide 

a simple and effective method to controlling the bounce, roll and pitch modes of 

sprung bodies. 

Therefore, this chapter will investigate theoretically and experimentally the 

performance of the zero rate suspension using MIMO PID control strategy by means 
of the nonlinear half car model developed in chapter 4. 

6.2 Nonlinear Half Car Model with PID Controller 

The nonlinear half-car model was developed in chapter 4. 

MX+CdJ+KX=BcXc+BU+G - (6-1) 

Y=CX (6-2) 

where 

the mass matrix 

the damping matrix 
Coi + C02 

-co, a + co2b 
Cd 

-Col 

- C02 

M =diag(mo, I, Mil, m12I 

-co, a + c02b -co, - c02 
co, a' + co2b2 co, a -c02b 

co, a c,, + co, 0 

-co2b 0 c, 2 + cot 

the stiffness matrix K= diag(0,0, kip , k, 2 J 
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0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 the excitation matrix BC 
c,, 0 k<< 0 

0 c13 0 k� 

II 

-a b 
the control matrix B= 

-1 0 
0 -1 

the state vector X ={x0 0 xtl x12}T 

the output vector y= {Yot Yoe Ytt Y, 1}T 

the excitation vector Xe =ft cl 
zc2 xc, X2) 

the control vector U =(Fal Fat )T 

the static load vector G =(-mog 0 -n'119 -m!? g)T 

I -a 00 
1b00 

the observation matrix C 
1 -a -1 0 
1b0 -1 

Here: 

a, b= distances between the centre of mass of the sprung body and the wheels 
c01, c02 = damping factors between the trailer body and hubs 

c11, ct2 = damping of both tyres 
F0,, Fa2 = forces of both actuator systems 
I= moment of inertia about the mass centre of trailer body 
k,,, k, 2 = stiffness of both tyres 
m,, = mass of the trailer body 

m,,, mt2 = masses of both wheels 

x� = height of the trailer body mass centre 
xc,, xc2 = excitation of the road in the vertical direction at both wheels 
x, 1, xt2 = vertical displacement of both wheels 

Y01, Yo2 = height of the trailer body on left and right side 
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y,,, Y12 = relative height of the trailer body to the hubs on the same side 
0= roll angle of the trailer 

Fal and Fat are the forces produced by the active zero rate suspensions on both sides. 
According to the analysis of chapter 4, the simplified expression of the forces are 

F'ai =ao -kz111 -fa21i -f(a3 -I-a4! 1)(xo -a9 x11) (6-3) 
=a0 -fa, l, -I, a2'1 -I`(a3 *141J )Yip 

Fat pro ' J'2 +a212 ß{a3 'ýa412)(xo 4bB -X, 2) (6-4) 

=ao -a, 12 4(a3 -fa412 )Yi2 

where aj (f=0, ..., 4) are the coefficients from the Taylor's expansion, which have been 

obtained in chapter 4 and employed in chapter 5. Equations (6-3) and (6-4) imply that 
the suspensions on both sides have the same relationship between suspension force, 

actuator length (lj 6=1,2)) and relative height. In the real test rig, this is not true. To 

simplify the problem, the assumption is used here. Some non-identical properties on 
both sides will be considered latter. 

The limited bandwidth of the actuator systems was taken into account again and the 

same first order model as chapter 5 was applied in the form of time domain. 

!i 4to o1hI oiui (6-5) 

'2 
O2'2 -W o2u2 (6-6) 

where wol and w02 denote the cut off frequencies on both sides; and it, and u2 are the 
inputs of the actuator systems. The measurement has shown that there is about 20% 
difference between the cut off frequencies. The investigation in chapter 5 illustrated 

that the cut off frequency affects the performance of the suspension significantly, so 
the difference will be considered in the subsequent investigation. 

The combination of equations (6-1), (6-2), (6-3), (6-4), (6-5) and (6-6) gives the 

mathematical description of the half-car model with nonlinear control force and a 
limited bandwidth. The whole model is shown schematically in figure 6-1. 

The output vector Y is measured by two vertical accelerometers on the trailer body 

and two body to hub displacement transducers on both sides of the trailer. The input 
for each actuator, ul and u2, needs to be determined by appropriate controllers. 
Because of complexity of the suspension, it is not easy to understand the relationship 
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in the system only using figure 6-1. The block diagram, figure 6-2 can be more clear 
for this open loop system. 

In chapter 5, the PD controller was considered only between the input and output on 
the same side and also the dynamic coupling between both sides was ignored. In this 

chapter, however, the coupling will be taken into account and PID controller will be 

developed between the whole input vector I'll "2) and the whole output vector {yon 

Y02Y» Yi2L 

As is well known, a PID controller has three terms, i. e. proportional (P), integral (I) 

and derivative (D) control, which effectively simulate conventional springs, position 

compensators and dampers respectively. The requirements for its control performance 

are the same as those in chapter 5, i. e. appropriate body height and attitude, stability, 

reachability, high body damping and low body frequency. The integral term can fulfil 

the first requirement, in which the demanded height and attitude can be specified. The 

others can obtained by selecting the parameters of the three terms. 

An effective method for good body damping is 'sky-hook' damping which is related to 
the absolute velocity of the vehicle body. In this prototype, the output variables {yon 

yo2} will be used for the derivative controller. The other two output variables will not 
be applied because the relative damping has been shown to be less effective than the 
'sky-hook' damping. These two output variables {ylI Y12), body to hub height, will be 

employed in the proportional controller, which simulate two springs between body and 
hubs. These two variables will also be used in the integral controller. The feedback 

equation is listed below: 

-ul =Kp 
Yll Y11 +KD 

hl 
+K, r Y"i )'I. 1 l (6-7) u' 

u2 -U1 

{Y12 

Y12 Yo2 
J 

Y12 -Y1"2 

where 

the proportional matrix: Kp 
PH P12 

P21 P22 22 

the derivative matrix: KD 
JD2 

J D12 
D21 D22 

2 

the integral matrix: Kj HI'1" 
I12 
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and the demanded heights { 
y;, Y121 on both sides are given as demand inputs and 

{u; 
u2* 

} denote the actuator inputs when the system is in steady state. 

The closed loop system is formed with the PID feedback unit, as shown in figure 6-3. 

Because of the mechanism of the zero rate suspension, the forces {FQ, 1%2) are 

nonlinear functions of the actuator lengths and the body-to-hub displacements. The 

system therefore is a nonlinear multivariable system, for which there is not a 

sophisticated and effective method to design the PID controller. 

This PID controller is shown in the block diagram of figure 6-4. Comparing with the 
PD in chapter 5, the PID here is much more complicated. The whole feedback unit 
uses the information from four output variables [yo, Y02 Y,, Y12 } and processes 
the control signals for two input variables {u, u2 } through the PID. The unit needs 
four pre-set inputs {y;, Y12 

} 
and 

Jul* 
u2 *1 where the latter two are dominated by 

the former, so the actual independent pre-set inputs are the former. This point will be 

explained next. 

The steady state inputs Jul 
u2 

} 
can be determined by the system model and the 

demanded heights. When the system is in steady state, the body attitude and height are 
in the demanded state, and the velocities and accelerations in the system are e ual to 
zero, and the lengths of actuators 

{i 12 } and their inputs {uý 
u are 

corresponding to this state. From equations (6-5) and (6-6), we can obtain 

(6-8) 
u2 1? 
U' 

From equations (6-1), (6-2), (6-3) and (6-4), we can get the lengths of the actuators 
for the demanded heights. 

b 
li 1 (a, 4Y*) + (ar iY, )2 -4a2 (ao 3Y, a 

mog) 2a2 

( ý* 

46 
(6-9) 

12 
2a1 

(a, 4a 4a rYz) ý' (a, 4Y2 )? was Sao 3Y2 pa 
moS) 

-fb 2 

This equation is illustrated in figure 6-5 in which the length of actuator changes with 
the demanded height on the same side for various vehicle body mass. 
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It is shown in figure 6-5 that the steady state actuator length has to be decreased when 
the demanded body height on the same side is increased. The more the body mass is, 

the less the actuator length is. Actually, the steady state input of the actuator length 

does not need to be given precisely because the integral controller can compensate for 

the input error which results from a change of body mass. This point can be illustrated 

by the simulation. 

Figure 6-6 illustrates two starting response (step response) curves for two different 

steady state input actuator lengths 0.04 and 0.06. The small difference between the 

curves shows that the steady state input of actuator length does not much affect on the 

system response. 

In the simulation in this chapter, the y coordinate is different from that in chapter 5. In 

that chapter, the initial position is at the origin. Here, the demanded height is at the 

origin because a coordinate transfer (i. e. the feedback of the displacement to the 
demanded height) has been introduced. 

6.3 Stability and Reachability 

The whole system including the PID controller is modelled within MATLAB. By 

means of this, the stability and reachability can be investigated through eigenvalues and 

step responses. There are 12 parameters in the PID controller, so the investigation is 

an extremely big job. To simplify the problem, the symmetry of parameters across the 

trailer is assumed, i. e. PII=P22, P12 P21, III=I22, I]2=I2,, and D11=D22, D12=D21. 

Figures 6-7 to 6-12 are the stable region for various parameters of the PID controller. 
These regions were obtained by analysing the eigenvalues of the state matrix of the 
linearised equation for the whole closed loop system near the steady state position (i. e. 
the demanded height {y;, 

y12 
}). 

The stable region for the proportional gains of the P controller is illustrated in figure 6- 

7. It is shown that the coupled proportional gain (P12 and P21) can not be over large 

for the stable demanded height for the system. The limit of the coupled proportional 
gain is slightly above of the main proportional gain (PI1 and P22). 

Figure 6-8 demonstrates the stable region for the derivative gains of the D controller, 
It is shown that the coupled derivative gain (D12 and D21) can not be larger than the 
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main derivative gain (D11 and D22) to obtain a stable demanded height for the control 

system. 

The integral gains of the I controller has the similar stable region as the D controller, 

as shown in figure 6-9. To keep the demanded height stable, the coupled integral gain 
(I12 and 121) can not be larger than the main integral gain (III and 122). 

The stable region was calculated for the main proportional gain and the main 
derivative gain as shown in figure 6-10. It is illustrated that the main derivative gain 

can not be over large or over small to obtain a stable demanded height for the control 

system. Compared with figure 5-21 where the coupled gains and integral gains are 

zero, the upper limit for derivative gain has been shown to be caused by the 'sky hook' 

damping. Figure 5-21 is a particular case for PID here, so the upper boundary is 

caused by the 'sky hook' property. From figure 6-8, it is easy to find that the lower 

boundary results from the use of the coupled derivative gain. The main proportional 

gain can not be less than a value which is related to the coupled proportional gain, as 
having been shown in figure 6-7. 

Figure 6-11 illustrates the stable region for the main derivative gain and the main 
integral gain. There are upper and lower boundaries for the main derivative gain. The 

lower boundary is related to the coupled derivative gain and the proportional gains, 

and the upper boundary changes with the main proportional gain. The integral gain can 

not be over small, which is caused by the coupled integral gain, as having been shown 
in figure 6-9. 

From figure 6-12, we can find the stable region for the main proportional gain and the 

main integral gain. For the interested range of the parameters, there are no upper 
boundaries for both gains. The lower boundary of the main integral gain depends on 
the coupled integral gain and the lower boundary of the main proportional gain results 
from the coupled proportional gain. This result is obtained from the linearised equation 
of the nonlinear system, so it does not mean that there is no limit for the parameters in 

the test rig, which can be shown in the simulation afterwards. 

The effect of the control parameters on the stability shown above is based on the 

eiganvalues of the linearised system. The behavior for other parameters is similar to 
the case shown in figures 6-7 to 6-12. These stability characteristics can only 
determine the property of the system position at steady state (i. e. the demanded 
height). Because the whole closed loop system is nonlinear, the problem becomes 
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more complicated. Sometimes the real motion of the system does not follow the 

behaviour predicted by the linearised approach. 

It has been suggested in chapter 5 that the real motion of system depends on two 

factors, one is the differential equation and another is the initial state of the system. If 

a system is linear, then the motion will always reach the stable position regardless of 

the initial states. If a system is nonlinear, then the motion will only attain a stable 

steady state position if the initial value lies within the same 'stable region' in the state 

space as the final value. This point has also been demonstrated by the numerical phase 

plane analysis in the chapter. 

Next we will present how the nonlinearity affects the reachability of the closed loop 

system for the PID controller. In this chapter, numerical analysis is still in use. 

Figures 6-13 to 6-18 illustrate the effect of the parameters of the PID controller on the 

starting responses (step responses). For the parameters used in the responses, the 

steady state position (the demanded height) of the system is stable according to the 

eigenvalues of the linearised system. But the starting responses can be either stable or 

unstable from the initial state. A difference between this chapter and the last is that the 

zero height and zero angle represent the steady state while the zero height represented 

the initial state in chapter 5. Because it is the stability that is of interest, only the 

bounce responses were shown in these figures, which is sufficient for the purpose. 

The starting response of the body bounce motion is shown in figure 6-13. There are 

two curves, stable and unstable, in the figure, which correspond to two different main 
derivative gains. It is shown that the over large main derivative gains can cause the 

body bounce motion to become unstable, although the eigenvalue analysis for the 

linearised system has indicated that the steady state should be stable for both 

parameters. The reason for this is that the nonlinearity in the system results in the 

initial state lying in a different region from the stable steady state in the state space, as 
demonstrated by using phase plane analysis in chapter 5. 

Figure 6-14 illustrates the starting response of the body bounce motion. The stable 

response corresponds to coupled derivative gain, D12 and D21=0.15, and the unstable 

response is for the zero coupled derivative gain. That means physically that the 

coupled derivative gain can improve the reachability which is caused by nonlinearity. 
This property is very valuable. If the unstable motion occurs due to nonlinearity when 

you increase the main derivative gain to obtain high damping, you can make it stable 
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by increasing the coupled derivative gains, though this also gives rise to a increased 

lower limit for the main derivative gain according to the eigenvalue analysis. 

The effect of the main proportional gain on the reachability is shown in figure 6-15. 

The starting response of the body bounce motion is stable when the main proportional 

gains PI, and P22 are 0.3. The response is unstable when the gains are all 0.4, though 

the eigenvalue analysis has demonstrated the steady state to be stable. That means that 

the over large main proportional gain can give rise to the starting response not 

reaching the steady state because of nonlinearity. 

Figure 6-16 illustrates that the starting response of the body bounce motion is unstable 
for the coupled proportional gains P12 and P21 being 0.1 and stable for the zero 

coupled proportional gain. The instability is also caused by the nonlinearity because 

the steady state is stable according to the eigenvalue analysis. It is shown that the 

coupled proportional gain can not only result in a lower limit for the main proportional 
gain for the steady state stability but also the deterioration of the reachability of the 
nonlinear system. 

It is illustrated in figure 6-17 that the starting response of the body bounce motion is 

affected by the main integral gain. The response is stable when the main integral gain is 

0.3 and unstable when it equals to 0.2. That means that the over small main integral 

gain leads to the steady state not being reachable which is caused by the nonlinearity 
because the eigenvalue analysis has proved the steady state is stable for the main 
integral gain of 0.2. This suggests that reachability can be improved through increasing 

the main integral gain. 

The coupled integral gain has a similar effect to the main integral gain on the starting 

response of the body bounce motion, as shown in figure 6-18. In the figure, the 

response is stable for the coupled integral gain of 0.12 and unstable for 0.08. The 

reason for the unstable response is the nonlinearity because the steady state is stable 
based on the linearised system. The effect implies that increasing the coupled integral 

gain can also improve the reachability. 

The symmetry of the prototype can also affect the reachability to the demanded height 

of the closed loop system because of the nonlinearity. Here we will investigate the 

effect of the position of vehicle body mass centre and the difference of the actuator 
bandwidth on both sides. 

In figure 6-19, there are two starting responses of the body bounce motion for two 
different positions of the body mass centre. One response is stable when the mass 
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centre is 5cm from the geometric centre and the other is unstable when the mass centre 
is at 8cm. The unstable response is caused by the nonlinearity because the eigenvalue 
analysis has shown that the steady state is stable. It implies that unsymmetrical mass 
distribution can deteriorate the reachability of the demanded height. 

The starting response has been predicted in two figures, one is for the identical 

actuator bandwidth on both sides as shown in figure 6-20 and the other is for different 
bandwidth as shown in figure 6-21. In figure 6-20, the starting response of the body 
bounce motion is stable for the higher actuator bandwidth of 4.281Hz and unstable for 

the lower actuator bandwidth of 4.265Hz. This means that the lower actuator 
bandwidth can degrade the reachability of the system with identical actuators. 

In figure 6-21, the same responses were predicted. One case is stable for the actuator 
bandwidth of 5Hz on both sides and another is unstable for the actuator bandwidth of 
5Hz at left and 4.78Hz at right. The difference of the cut-off frequencies of the 
actuators on both sides is only about 4.4% and also the unstable value for this case is 
higher than that for the case of the identical actuators by 12.1%. That means physically 
that non-identical actuators give rise to more chance for the lower cut-off frequencies 

of their bandwidth to deteriorate the reachability. It has been mentioned that the actual 
difference between the two actuator bandwidths is about 20% from the measurement. 
That therefore is one of the reasons why the actual prototype tends to be unstable. 
This property is also caused by the nonlinearity because the eigenvalue analysis has 

shown the steady state to be stable for all cases in figures 6-20 and 6-21. 

6.4 On Control Performance 

The stability and reachability of the closed loop system with a PID controller have 
been investigated in last section. This section will discuss the effect of the parameters 
on the control performance. The starting responses are still in use for the investigation, 

The predicted responses are shown in figures 6-22 to 6-27 for various values of 
parameters. To simplify the analysis, the symmetrical parameters are still assumed. To 

examine the roll motion and coupled gains, unsymmetrical mass distribution is 

considered. 

In figures 6-22(a), (b) and (c), the starting responses were predicted for three different 

main proportional gains, 0.15,0.2 and 0.25. It is shown in figure 6-22(a) that 
increasing the main proportional gain can increase the over shoot and decrease rising 
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time of the body bounce response. In 6-22(b), the body roll vibration becomes more 
violent for the higher main proportional gain. Increasing the main proportional gain 
can degrade the damping for the hub and cause more violent hub vibration, as shown 
in figure 6-22(c). These behaviours are similar to those in a conventional system. 

The starting responses are illustrated in figures 6-23(a), (b) and (c) for the body 
bounce, body roll and hub vertical motion with different coupled proportional gains, 
0,0.02 and 0.04. In figure 6-23(a), the over shoot increases and rising time decreases 

with the coupled proportional gain increasing. But increasing the coupled proportional 
gain can deteriorate damping for the body roll and the hub vertical motion, make their 

vibration more violent and delay their tending to the steady state, as shown in figures 
6-23(b) and (c). 

Figures 6-24(a), (b) and (c) illustrate the starting responses for the body bounce, body 

roll and hub vertical motion with various main derivative gains, 0.04,0.06 and 0.08. It 
is shown in figure 6-24(a) that increasing the main derivative gain can increase the 
over shoot (which is abnormal to a conventional system) and rising time for the body 
bounce motion. Oscillation did not occur here for small main derivative gains because 

of the combination of the other control parameters. In figure 6-24(b), increasing the 
main derivative gain can attenuate the vibration and increase the frequency for the 
body roll motion. In figure 6-24(c), it can be seen that the damping on hub vibration is 
degraded by increasing the main derivative gain. This behaviour is caused by the 'sky 
hook' damping which is supposed to'take care' only of the vehicle body motion. 

The effect of the coupled derivative gain on the starting responses are demonstrated in 
figures 6-25(a), (b) and (c) for the body bounce, body roll and hub vertical motion. It 
is shown in figure 6-25(a) that the over shoot and rising time of the body bounce 

response can be decreased through decreasing the coupled derivative gain. More 

violent vibration and lower frequency of the body roll motion can be caused by larger 

coupled derivative gain, as shown in figure 6-25(b). In figure 6-25(c), the damping of 
the hub vertical response is deteriorated by the increase of the coupled derivative gain, 
which is also caused by the'sky hook' damping. 

With various main integral gains, 0.04,0.08 and 0.12, the starting responses are 
predicted in figures 6-26(a), (b) and (c) for the body bounce, body roll and hub 
vertical motion. From figure 6-26(a), it can be seen that the over shoot of the body 
bounce response increases and the rising time decreases slightly with the main integral 
gain increasing. It is shown in figure 6-26(b) that increasing the main integral gain can 
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make the body roll response more violent. The change of the main integral gain can 

give rise to little difference for the hub vertical responses, as shown in figure 6-26(c). 

The effect of the coupled integral gain on the starting responses is quite similar to that 

of the main integral gain, as shown in figures 6-27(a), (b) and (c) for the body bounce, 

body roll and hub vertical motion. It is demonstrated in figure 6-27(a) that increasing 

the coupled integral gain can increase the over shoot and decrease the rising time for 

the body bounce response. In figure 6-27(b), however, increasing the coupled integral 

gain can make the body roll vibration less violent. It is also shown that increasing the 

coupled integral gain does not change the hub vibration significantly. 

6.5 Experiment Results 

The MIMO PID controller has been implemented in the prototype. The code of the 

control software is written in C++. The structure of this program is shown 

schematically in the block diagram (figure 6-28). The source code for the PID control 

algorithm is shown in Appendix C. To change the control parameters on line, the 
interrupt technique (Adamson, 1990) has been employed in the program. The test 

results have shown that the implementation is successful. 

The effect of the control parameters on the starting responses has been investigated in 

the test. The results have been shown in figures 6-29 to 6-34. In these figures, the 
bounce and roll motion were directly obtained through the body to hub displacement 

transducers. This implies that the measured displacements are with respect to the 
hubs. The only difference between the relative displacement of the body and the 

absolute displacement is the high frequency component which is caused by the wheel 

stiffness. These measurement results were not calibrated for their displacement which 
is sufficient for the investigation here, so the y coodinate in the figures do not show 
the units. 

It is shown, in figures 6-29(a) and (b), that the main proportional gain also produces 
similar performance on the starting response to the theoretical analysis. When the gain 
increases, the responses for both bounce and roll motion become more violent and the 
rising time decreases, but the steady state keeps nearly unchanged. 

The effect of the coupled proportional gain is demonstrated in figures 6-30(a) and (b). 
It is shown that when the coupled proportional gain increases, both the bounce and 
roll response move violently and the rising time of bounce motion decreases. These 
behaviours are similar to those in the theoretical analysis. 
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Figures 6-31(a) and (b) illustrate the effect of the main derivative gain on the starting 

responses. When the gain is increased, the rising time of the bounce motion decreases, 

the over shoot of the bounce motion increases and the roll motion becomes less 

violent. These characteristics are consistent with the analytical results in last section. 

However, it should be noted that these characteristics are different from those in a 

conventional linear system. 

As shown in figures 6-32(a) and (b), the coupled derivative gain has similar effect on 

the starting responses to the theoretical analysis. The rising time and the overshoot of 

the body bounce motion increase slightly with the increase of the coupled derivative 

gain. The vibration of the roll motion becomes violent with the increase of the gain, in 

other words, the equivalent roll damping decreases. 

It is illustrated in figures 6-33(a) and (b) that the main integral gain has similar effect 

on the starting responses to the predicted results. When the main integral gain 
increases, the rising time decreases and the overshoot of the body bounce motion 
increases. The roll motion becomes more violent. The steady state for both body 

motions becomes more achievable. 

The effect of the coupled integral gain on the starting responses for the bounce and 

roll motion is shown in figures 6-34(a) and (b), which also validated the prediction. 
The rising time decreases and the over shoot for the bounce motion increases with the 
increase of the coupled integral gain. The roll motion becomes less violent. The 

bounce motion tends to achieved the steady state more quickly but the roll motion 

more slowly. 

In the theoretical analysis on stability, the unstable motion approaches infinity. 

Actually, the unstable motion is just an undecaying oscillation with big amplitude for 

a particular mode due to the constraints of the mechanical structure. This can be seen 
in figures 6-35 to 6-39, in which the roll motions are shown for both stable and 

unstable. It has been seen that unstable roll motion can occur due to a number of 
inappropriate parameters. 

In figure 6-35, the stable roll motion corresponds to the main proportional gain 
PJ1=P22=0.3 and the unstable motion to P11=P22=0.7. This means that over large 

main proportional gain tends to lead to roll motion instability. The test also 
demonstrated that over large coupled proportional gain causes the suspension to fail to 
lift the body or to move extremely violently. The test result for this case therefore was 

not taken for illustration. 
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In figure 6-36, the roll motion is stable for a main derivative gain Djj=D22=0.085 and 
is unstable for D11=D22=0.11, which means that over large main derivative gain can 

cause roll motion instability. In figure 6-37, the roll motion is stable when the coupled 
derivative gain D12=D21=0.04 and is unstable when D12=D? 1=0.02. This means that 

over small coupled derivative gain also causes roll motion instability. 

In figures 6-38 and 6-39, the motions are all unstable but the extent of the instability 

for the cases is quite different. In figure 6-38, the oscillation amplitude of the roll 

motion for the main integral gain 1II=122=0.16 is less than that for 1I1=1? 2=0.08, 
which means that increasing the main integral gain can improve the stability of the 
body motion. In figure 6-39, the oscillation amplitude of the roll motion for the 

coupled integral gain 112=121=0.06 is less than that for I]2=12l=0.03, which 
demonstrates that the small coupled integral gain tends to degrade the stability of the 
body motion. 

The test results shown in figures 6-35 to 6-39 have confirmed the theoretical 

prediction for the stability and reachability in section 6.3. 

In the real application, the equivalent natural frequencies and damping ratios for 

various body motions are often referred by engineers as the evaluation of a suspension 
performance. These characteristics were estimated for the prototype with the 
implemented MIMO PID controller. The method used here is that the values equal to 

those from a single degree-of-freedom PID system which is best fitting the measured 

step response when the proportional gains were changed from 0.1 to 0.5 and the 
derivative gains from 0.03 to 0.11. This method is not as effective as using a 
sophisticated instrument which unfortunately is not available. 

The results are shown in figures 6-40(a) and (b) in which the equivalent damping ratios 

are against the equivalent frequencies. It is shown that the trade-off relationship 
between damping ratio and natural frequency still exists for this approach. In other 
words, large damping ratio corresponds to a small natural frequency. It can be seen in 

figure 6-40(a) that the body bounce mode can achieve about 0.5Hz frequency and 0.7 

to 0.8 damping. In figure 6-40(b), the body roll mode can achieve approximately from 

0.2Hz to 1.4Hz frequency and damping ratio from 0.5 to 0.8. The best achieved 
combination is the bounce mode with about 0.55Hz frequency and 0.72 damping ratio 
and the roll mode with about 0.99Hz frequency and 0.80 damping ratio which are 

quite satisfactory for ride comfort. 
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6.6 Conclusions 

The MIMO PID has been applied to the nonlinear multivariable system presented by 

the zero rate suspension prototype. The controller designed for the half car model has 

been successfully implemented in a PC based physical system. The effect of the 

control parameters on the control performance and stability have been investigated 

theoretically and experimentally. 

It is shown experimentally and numerically that increasing the main or coupled 

proportional gain results in shorter rising time and bigger over shoot for bounce 

motion, and worse stability for both body bounce and roll motion. Increasing the main 

derivative gain gives rise to longer rising time and bigger over shoot for body bounce 

motion and better damping for body roll motion, but over large main derivative gain 

can cause unstable roll motion. Increasing the coupled derivative gain can improve 

such an roll motion instability but can degrade the equivalent damping for the roll 

motion. These characteristics of the derivative gains are quite different from those in a 

conventional linear system. Increasing the main or coupled integral gain can also 
improve the roll motion instability and speed of both motions to the steady state, but 

results in worse damping and bigger over shoot. 

The instability for the system is largely caused by the nonlinearity. In addition to the 

effect of the above parameters, other factors can also degrade the stability. The mass 

symmetry of the trailer body, the matching of the two suspensions and the cut off 
frequency of the actuator bandwidth belong to this category. 

The measured results have shown that the trade-off relationship between damping 

ratio and natural frequency still occurs for the zero rate suspensions with the MIMO 

PID controller. This approach can provide the trailer body with 0.55Hz frequency and 
0.72 damping ratio for bounce motion and the 0.99Hz frequency and 0.80 damping 

ratio for roll motion. This is quite satisfactory for ride comfort. 

The experiment demonstrated that the MIMO PID can improve the stability caused by 

the nonlinearity and provide better control performance as follows. 

" Able to support the trailer body at any demanded ride height within mechanical 

constraints. 

" Enable the ride height to adapt to the change of the body mass and its distribution. 

" Able to provide more smooth transient motion to the demanded attitude. 
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" Able to prevent the violent trailer body motion and to damp out oscillation. 

" Able to provide stable body height and attitude. 

" Able to isolate the trailer body from road disturbances. 

" Does not improve damping of the wheel. 

The last item, the drawback, is caused by the 'sky hook' damping in the PID controller, 

which is proposed to be solved by using an active tuneable vibration absorber. 
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Figure 6-31(a) Measured starting response for the body bounce motion with the effect 
of the main derivative gain 
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Figure 6-37 The measured effect of the coupled derivative gain on stability for the 
body roll motion 
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Chapter 7 

Applications of Other Control Strategies and 
Performance Comparison for the Prototype 

7.1 Introduction 

Various control strategies have been investigated in the area of active suspension 

systems for decades. These strategies include LQ optimum techniques, robust 
optimum control such as H,, fuzzy logic, neural network and adaptive control, etc. 

However, most of the reported investigations have concentrated on theory and 

simulation. Few applications have been reported in physical prototypes. Of course, 

theoretical analysis and numerical simulation are both very important but the physical 
implementation can be more persuasive for a particular system. 

In this chapter, fuzzy logic and LQG optimum control strategies are implemented 

using the active zero rate suspension system hardware. Tests have shown that the 
implementation for both algorithms is successful though the control performance is not 

entirely satisfactory. MIMO PID, Fuzzy Logic and LQG optimum controllers are 

compared with each other for this particular application. 

7.2 Application and Implementation of Fuzzy Logic Control 
on the Active Zero Rate Suspension 

As an initial test, fuzzy logic control will be applied to the prototype through a 
relatively simple model, the quarter car model. The model that will be used in this 

section is still the same quarter car model as that in chapter 5, i. e. 

MX +CdX +KX =BcXc +BU +G (7-1) 

Y =C X (7-2) 

Fa =a0 +a,! +a212 «a3 -Ea41) y, (7-3) 
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1 +wol =wou (7-4) 

where the motion equation (7-1), the observation equation (7-2), the equivalent 

suspension force (7-3) and the actuator bandwidth (7-4) are totally the same as 

equations (5-1), (5-5), (5-2) and (5-4) respectively. The variables, matrices, 

coefficients and the block diagram for the open loop system are also the same. 

For this quarter car model of the prototype, the body to hub displacement (yJ) and the 

velocity (5i) of the sprung body are employed as the inputs of the fuzzy logic 

controller and the actuator input signal (u) is the output of the controller, because 

appropriate body height, stiffness and damping need to be achieved through adjusting 

the actuator length. The purpose of this two input and one output fuzzy logic 

controller is to make the sprung body rest at the demanded height with zero velocity 

and to provide damping to the body. The controller is illustrated in figure 7-1. 

The closed loop system with the fuzzy logic controller is shown in figure 7-2. The 

controller uses the output of the trailer assembly, the error of the body to hub 

displacement (ay, ) and the trailer body velocity (yo), from which the incremental 

change of the zero rate suspension input (Au) is calculated. The displacement error 

and incremental input change are defined as follows: 

A Y, (1) y, (1) Yý (7-5) 

Au(t) = u(I) - u(t-T) (7-6) 

where y, denotes the demanded height of the sprung body, t denotes the time and T is 

the sampling period. 

A fuzzy logic controller is based on a set of rules constructed by logical functions, as 
in conventional rule-based control; however, fuzzy logic rules are non precise in that 

they involve linguistic variables. As a result, each variable comparison is with a 
linguistic term and not a numerical value, so the output is a measure of truth of the 

comparison as opposed to a binary true or false result. 

The block diagram in figure 7-1 has three parts, namely fuzzification, fuzzy logic 

control rules and defuzzification. For our application, the inputs are in the form of 

precise measured data, and the controller output is required to be a precise actuator 

signal. To accommodate this, processes known as fuzzification and defuzzification are 

added to the controller, which are the conversion between precise input and outputs 
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and fuzzy sets. In other words, the design of the fuzzy logic controller goes through 

three stages, i. e. fuzzification, control rules and defuzzification. 

In the fuzzification stage, the inputs of the controller are fuzzified into a (finite) 

number of fuzzy sets with possible membership functions as shown in figures 7-3(a) 

and (b). The linguistic values for the variables are defined via the fuzzy sets and their 

associated membership functions. The membership function assigns a number between 

zero and one to the range of possible values of the variable, called the grade of 
membership of that value, where zero indicates it is not a member and one represents a 
complete member. The function can be any shape and can be a continuous function or 

a set of discrete points. For simplicity in this case, the membership functions were all 
the same shape -- the triangle. 

The body to hub displacement error is described by seven fuzzy sets; these are, 
Negative Large (NL), Negative Medium (NM), Negative Small (NS), Zero (Z), 

Positive Small (PS), Positive Medium (PM) and Positive Large (PL). The trailer body 

velocity is described by three fuzzy sets referred to by Negative (N), Zero (Z) and 
Positive (P). 

The suspension actuator input error (Du) is fuzzified into seven fuzzy sets with 
possible membership as shown in figure 7-3(c). The seven fuzzy sets are the same as 
those of the body to hub displacement error (Ay, ). The defuzzification is done 

according to this figure. 

In figures 7-3(a), (b) and (c), the constants lye, lye, 1y3, myl, n, W, my3, syl, Sy2, Sv3, zyt, 
zy2, nl, n2,113, p1, P2, pý, zý, z2, 'ui, lug, 1u3, mui, mug, n1u3, Sul, Sub, Sui, zu1 and Z, 2 
used in the definition of the fuzzy sets are chosen according to known information on 
the ranges of the signals for particular incremental changes to the controller output. 
These are fixed after practical tests. 

Based on these chosen membership functions and the heuristic knowledge gained from 

the previous research, the fuzzy control rules can be formulated. These are 
summarised in table 7-1 for various fuzzy controller inputs. Using these, the fuzzy 
logic controller will give the incremental changes needed for the suspension actuator 
input (Du(t)); this can be added to the previous actuator input (u(t-T)) to give the 
next actuator input using the relation shown in equation (7-6). 

It is assumed that the suspension system and controller are required to regulate the 
body height at set-points for each within a range between 0 to 17cm where the 10cm 
height is the demanded body position. The actuator input is assumed to be within -5v 
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to -1.5v. From table 7-1, we can see that there 21 permutations of the fuzzy errors sets 
for each fuzzy logic controller output. This needs Zadeh's logic 'AND' and 'OR' 

operations (Virk, 1996) in order to calculate the required incremental control values to 

maintain the demanded height. 

There are seven membership functions of fuzzy output for the actuator input signals 

and the required fuzzy rules need to be as follows: Rules RI, R2, R3, R4, R, s, R6 and R7 

are for determining whether the increment for the actuator input Du is Negative Large 

(NL), Negative Medium (NM), Negative Small (NS), Zero (Z), Positive Small (PS), 

Positive Medium (PM) or Positive Large (PL) respectively. 

These rules can be presented as logical statements, for example, R, can be written as: 
The increment of the actuator input Du, is Negative Large if Ay, is PL AND j0 is 

Z, OR, Ay, is PM AND 
, 
yo is P, OR, Ay, is PL AND yo is P. 

These rules mean physically that the actuator input needs to increase or decrease an 
appropriate amount when the body height is not as demanded and the velocity is not 

zero. 

These rules can be translated into mathematical forms by using fuzzy set theory (Virk, 

1996). The 'AND' and 'OR' operations are defined by 

µ4 AND µB = min{µA, µB) and µA OR µB = max{µA, µB} (7-7) 

for any two membership values µA and µB on the fuzzy subsets A and B respectively. 

The defuzzification of the controller output set can be achieved in a number of ways. 
Two of these are often used. The first is to take the value with the maximum 
membership value, and the mean of maxima when the maximum is not unique. The 

second is to take the value at which the membership function has its centroid. The 

second method was employed here. 

The closed loop system with the designed fuzzy logic controller was simulated in 
terms of the starting response as shown in figure 7-4. This figure illustrates the effect 
of the sprung body mass on the starting responses. For the heavier mass, the controller 
leads to bigger over shoot, more steady state error, more delayed starting and shorter 
rising time. 

The centroid defuzzification which was in use sometimes causes steady state error 
because the precise value of the actuator input does not change when the fuzzy value 
is 'Z' due to the property of the centroid technique. This resultant error, however, can 
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be controlled in a small range which is acceptable to the prototype, by adjusting the 

range of the '1 fuzzy member for the body to hub displacement. 

The delayed starting results from the unchanged increment for the 'PL' fuzzy control 
input member. To achieve the stable operation, this increment should be reasonably 

small, This can give rise to the actuator moving slowly which causes the sprung body 

with large mass to take time to start moving. 

The designed fuzzy logic controller was implemented in the two wheeled trailer with 
the active zero rate suspension. Figure 7-5 illustrates the measured starting responses 

on the two sides of the trailer body. It is shown that the implemented fuzzy logic 

controller can stably lift the trailer body and make it achieve the demanded position 

with acceptable over shoot. In other words, the implementation has been successful. 

Of course, from figure 7-5, it can be seen that the performance of this controller is not 
ideal. Firstly, the trailer body starting response was delayed for a few seconds, which is 

consistent with the simulation results. The reason for this has been explained in the 

simulation analysis. 

Secondly, the response starting point for the two body sides are significantly different. 

In figure 7-5, the left side started moving about 3 seconds earlier than the right side 
did. This can result in not only a undesirable bounce motion of the trailer body but also 

a big roll motion in the initial stage, as shown in figures 7-6 and 7-7. The difference 

can also give rise to the interference between responses on both sides. In figure 7-5, 

the motion on the left side was excited to an oscillation by the right side starting 
though the left side has nearly achieved to its steady state. 

There are three reasons for the undesirable difference. Firstly, the fuzzy logic 

controller was designed based on a quarter car model which ignores the roll motion of 
the trailer body. Secondly, the actual prototype has two sets of suspension systems 
which do not have identical performance according to measurement results. Finally, 

the mass distribution of the trailer body is not symmetrical. 

It is demonstrated in figure 7-6 that the transient motion of the body bounce was not 
smooth because of the difference of the starting point on both sides. It can also be 
found that the damping for the bounce motion was low which is again undesirable. In 
figure 7-7, it is shown that the trailer body kept a slanting attitude for about 2 seconds 
due to the starting point difference. The oscillation shows that the damping for the roll 
motion was even lower than that of the bounce. 
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As an initial application of fuzzy logic control strategy, the successful implementation 

in the zero rate suspension is encouraging. Though some aspects of the performance 

are not ideal, an important factor is that the controller might be a way to overcome the 

stability boundary due to the coupling between nonlinearity and actuator bandwidth 

for this prototype. It is still worth investigating the application further because the 

potential of the fuzzy logic controller has not been fully revealed in this particular test. 

To improve the performance, the following modifications are proposed. 

" Designing the controller based on the half car model, which will introduce more 
complexity and more processing time. 

" Optimising the fuzzy logic algorithm design. 

" Paying more attention to increasing the damping provided by the controller. 

0 Improving the robustness of the control to asymmetry of the actuator system and 
mass distribution. 

These will require an very extensive investigation of fuzzy logic theory, simulation 

and experiment for this system. 

7.3 Application and Implementation of LQG Controller for 
the Active Zero Rate Suspension 

Optimum control techniques have been successfully applied to control problems in 

aeronautics and aerospace. One of the distinct approaches is the LQG optimum 

control strategy. Its application has been investigated extensively for automotive 

active suspensions but few physical implementation have been reported as mentioned 
in chapter 1. 

Here the half car model shown in equations (6-1) to (6-6) in chapter 6 is still in use. 
Before using LQG, the mathematical model has to be changed into the standard form 

because the LQG control theory is based on linear state space equations with some 

random disturbances and measurement noise. 

The first change is that the nonlinear model has to be linearised around an appropriate 

position. The steady state position -- the demanded body position, can be a good one 
because the system normally works around this position. That can be realised by 

introducing two independent local integral controllers, which can result in the trailer 
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body achieving the required position. Whilst the local controllers can not ensure the 

stability of the steady state, controllability and observability can still be retained, which 

allows the added overall controller to stabilise the system. The local integral 

controllers are shown as follows. 

u! =1j 
f (Y, l Yj1)dt +z<< (7-8) 

U2 =12 f (Y12 -Y]2 )dl +ii2 (7.9) 

where I and '2 are the local integral gains. The first terms on the right side is the local 

controller and ü, and u2 denote the control input to be produced by the added overall 

controller. The system with the local controllers is illustrated in the block diagram of 
figure 7-8. 

The equations (6-1) to (6-6) and (7-8) and (7-9) can be linearised about the steady 
state { (y!! b +y12a) / 1, (y; 2 -y1) / 1,0,0,11' 

, 
12') where 1; and 11 are the lengths of 

the actuators corresponding to the demanded body heights as shown in equation (6-9). 

To make the model more consistent with the real system, random measurement noise 
was introduced in the measurement equation. The resultant equations can be written as 
first order differential equations in the standard state space form, i. e. 

=, 4x (7-10) 
=ex+7r 

where the state vector 

2=x Yl, 
01 

12 0 y12 
t 
-y� xrl xr7 z0 6' zrt zr1 t1 -t! ' 12 -t2 ' z1 z2 

r 

the output vector 

4YIJ 
Yl' Y12 Y; 2 hl h2 ýý ý1 '2 -i2 ýT 

the input vector ZL ={ii j72 
IT 

the disturbance vector p ={±� ±c2 X1X2 
IT 

the measurement noise vector 

W ={w, w2 w3 w4 w3 w6 w7 w8 
}T 
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the state space matrix is a 12 by 12 array 

10E00 
M -M 'Cd M -'BF, 0 

00D -DK I 
BT 000 

10 
the control matrix is a 12 by 2 array a- -D 

0 

the observation matrix is a6 by 12 array 

1 a -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 b 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 -a 0 0 0 0 0 0 
e 

0 0 0 0 1 b 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

0 
the disturbance matrix is a 12 by 4 array -'B, 

0 

here F1 a, +2a21* +a4Yir 0 

0 a1 +2a211 -kr4Y12 

F a3 *1'1,0 

a3 , x+12 

-Wol 0 

0 -w02 

K 
If 0 
0 '2 

and E is a 4*4 unit matrix and 0 can be zero or a zero matrix with appropriate size; the 

matrices M, K, Cd, B, B, and other variables are the same as those in chapter 6. 

The disturbance '/ actually represents the excitation from the road profile at the 

wheels. The measurement noise W denotes the random electromagnetic disturbance in 

the measurement components and circuits. Both ?/ and ? 7/ can be looked on as white 
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noise processes with Gaussian probability density function. Because of the physics of 
?/ and 7V, they can be thought to be uncorrelated. Then equation (7-10) is the model 
for designing the LQG controller. The system can described by the typical block 

diagram of figure 7-9. 

The zero state of equation (7-10) corresponds to the demanded trailer body position. 
In other words, the trailer body achieving the demanded position can be represented 

through the motion of equation (7-10) approaching to the zero state. Next we will 

seek a LQG law such that a performance index is minimised. 

The most popular performance index is the integral of a quadratic form in the state x 

plus a second quadratic form in the control Zt (Friedland, 1986), i. e. 

v =frtP[ 
T (T)Q; (T) -/ZGT (T)RZe(T)]dr (%-11) 

where Q and R are symmetric matrices which are often called the state weighting 

matrix and control weighting matrix respectively. The lower integral limit t is identified 

as the present time and the upper limit tp is the terminal time, or final time of the 

control process. 

In the performance index defined by (7-11) two terms contribute to the integrated cost 
of control: the quadratic form ZTQ2 which represents a penalty on the deviation of the 

state x from the demanded body position and the term UTRTL which represents the 

'cost of control'. The minimisation of the index means that the total deviation of the 

state to the demanded position and the total cost of control energy are the minimum 
during the control process. 

The LQG controller is a linear control law, i. e. 

(7-12) ZU(t) =-02(1) 

where OF is a suitable gain matrix. The design of the controller for the state equation 
(7-10) is to seek a gain matrix in equation (7-12) to minimise a specified performance 
index ti' in equation (7-11). B. Friedland (1986) has mentioned the relevant derivation 

and proof extensively so repetition of these is not needed. Only the main results are 

presented here. 

The optimum control feedback gain for the performance index (7-11) is proved to be 

0 =R-IVTlit (7-13) 
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This gives the optimum gain matrix in terms of the solution to the differential 

equation, i. e. 

WR-'ýT ý1L +Q (7-14) 

This matrix differential equation, one of the most famous in the literature of modern 
control theory -- the Riccati equation, gives the matrix W which, using (7-13), gives 
the optimum gain matrix C. 

Equations (7-13) and (7-14) imply that the control weighting matrix R has to be non- 

singular. That means that all the magnitudes of the control signal Zt have to be limited 

by using the control weighting matrix in the performance index; otherwise the design 

that emerges is liable to generate control signals that cannot be achieved by the 

actuators; such 'optimum' result therefore cannot be obtained. 

In the application in which the control interval is finite, the gain matrix Cf will 

generally be time-varying even when the matrices , 4, ', Q and R are all constant, 
because the solution matrix 71t(t, tp) of the matrix Riccati equation will not be constant. 
If the control interval is infinite, the terminal time tP is infinite, so the integration of 
(7-11) will either converge to a constant matrix We or grow without limit. If it 

converges to a limit, the derivative AIL tends to zero. Hence for an infinite terminal 

time the optimum performance index is 

v' = ZT7x'x (7-15) 

where U* satisfies the algebraic quadratic equation (sometimes called the algebraic 
Riccati equation) 

0= 7X-, 4 +, 4T7&* - 71L'VR-'8'T AIL' +Q (7-16) 

and the optimum gain in the steady state is given by equation (7-13) using 71l'. The 

resultant optimum gain is the steady state solution. 

The above method to obtain the optimum controller is for the approach of state 
feedback control. If the state variables can be fully measured, the method can be a 

good one. In a actual system, however, the state variables cannot often be measured 
completely, so the mentioned method can not be applied directly. Unfortunately the 
test rig for this project belongs to this category. According to modern control theory, 

an appropriate observer has to be developed to estimate the state variables by using 

output variables. 
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Because of the measurement noise and the road disturbance, the measured output 

variables are often noisy. One of the effective estimation methods for this is the 
Kalman filter which gives the optimum observer and is well known. 

The observer can be obtained by 

=M? +Ou +z(1 -, fix) (ý-1ý) 

with the observation ?/ given by (7-10) and the control Zt given by 

Zt = -Cjx (7-18) 

where Z is the observer gain and x is the state vector to be estimated. In a similar 

way to the control feedback gain, the observer gain can be obtained through 

optimisation. 

We still want to minimise 

J =E{ f t'[ZTQX +VTRU]dr} (7-19) 

where the difference between (7-11) and (7-19) is that the latter has considered the 

random disturbances of the measurement and road excitation through the expected 
value. The performance index (7-19) is minimised by selecting the gain as the Kalman 
filter gain 

z =; beTR-1 (7-20) 

where 0 is given by the corresponding Riccati equation 

=; 
6 

14T +rgP -GT ii -'CP +ý? 77' (%-21 

here 71 and ? are the spectral densities of the road disturbance and the measurement 
noise respectively. 

For steady state solution, 0 is a constant matrix, the solution of the algebraic Riccati 

equation, i. e. 

0 =0 T +, 4; 6 --A& T -1eý +9 7T (7-22) 
The Kalman filter is illustrated in the block diagram of figure 7-10. The estimate of the 

state variables is obtained from the control input and the measurement output. 
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The design of the LQG controller of the linear system (7-10) has three main points for 

a steady state solution: 

" Using the control law (7-18) and the state vector x is the result of the linear 

observer (7-17). 

" Finding the control gain matrix 57 as the solution of the corresponding 

deterministic optimum control problem, i. e. through equations (7-13) and (7-16). 

" Obtaining the observer gain matrix Z as the optimum gain for the corresponding 

Kalman filter, i. e. through equations (7-20) and (7-22). 

The controller and observer can be designed separately, because the separation 

principle has ensured that an observer designed for a known input can serve to 

estimate the state of the process for the purpose of the generating the control input. 

The whole closed loop system is illustrated in figure 7-11. The combination of the 

observer and controller is called the compensator of the plant -- the original system. 

For the particular model of this prototype, the LQG controller can be easily obtained 

by MATLAB Control System Toolbox when the model is determined. The controller 

can be given by the function'lgr' and the observer can be given by the function'lge'. 

The designed controller and observer were connected into the nonlinear system as 

shown in figure 7-12, which simulates the real prototype. The simulation results are 

shown in figures 7-13(a) and (b). It can be seen that the controller can produce low 

frequency to the body bounce and roll motion for the system. The over shoot for the 
bounce motion is not quite desirable. The design of the controller depends on the 

selection of the weightings matrices Q and R. How these weightings affect the control 

performances is very complicated and indirect, a fully understanding of which needs a 

more extensive investigation into the relationship. 

The designed LQG compensator was implemented on the physical test rig. Figures 7- 

14(a) and (b) illustrate that the prototype with the LQG compensator basically works. 
The trailer body achieved the demanded position, which means that the introduction of 

the local integral controllers works to some extent. A low frequency of both the body 

bounce and roll motion can be achieved by the LQG compensator. 

In the implementation and experiment, many drawbacks have been found for the LQG 

compensator. The first is that the damping for both the body bounce and roll motion is 

very small, which can be clearly seen in figures 7-14(a) and (b). The reason for this is 

that the relationship between the control performance and the weighting matrices have 
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not been fully understood. It is very difficult to do so. The designed controller which 

showed good damping in simulation could not often be implemented stably. 

The second is that robustness of the LQG is not good enough for the actual 

application. In the experiment, instability often occurred when the weights were not 

put properly on the trailer or a parameter was changed a little bit. The reason for this 

is that the design of the LQG controller and observer is based on a pure linear model 

with a high rank which makes the resultant compensator very sensitive to the change 

of a parameter. The difference between the linear model and the actual nonlinear 

system can also give rise to the poor robustness. 

The third is that the body height can only compensate for weight change over a very 
limited range which is not acceptable for real world applications. The problem is 

caused by the 'cost of control' in the optimum performance index (7-11). To achieve a 

stable implementation large values in the control weighting matrix have to be used, 
which results in reduced response to the control input. 

The basic functioning of the LQG compensator shows that the methodology of the 

design and implementation has been correct but it seems from the experimental results 

that the encouraging predicted performance of the LQG strategy could not be realised 

with this particular active suspension system. In the author's opinion, the standard 

performance index (7-11) for the optimum LQG design should be evaluated again to 

confirm its appropriateness to the actual requirement of automotive suspensions and 
identify possible improvements. 

7.4 Control Performance Comparison on the Prototype 

So far, three control strategies, MIMO PID, Fuzzy Logic and LQG optimum control, 
have been applied to the two wheeled trailer with active zero rate suspension. The 

methodology for the applications and implementations has been proved experimentally 
to be correct. Of course, the performance of these control strategies vary considerably. 

The evaluation standard for the comparison is the vital requirement of automotive 
suspensions, i. e. the damping for the body bounce and roll motions and the vibration 
transmission from the road input to the trailer body. The comparison will be based on 
the measured results. 
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Figure 7-15 illustrates the free vibration of the trailer body bounce motion measured 
for the three control strategies. It can be seen that the PID can provide the biggest 

damping of the body bounce motion. The fuzzy logic can produce less damping of the 

bounce motion than the PID and the LQG control gives the smallest damping. This 

means that the MIMO PID controller can make the zero rate suspension attenuate 

most effectively the body bounce which is caused by steering, acceleration or other 

excitations. 

Figure 7-16 demonstrates the measured free vibration of the trailer body roll motion 
for the three control strategies. It is shown that the MIMO PID controller can again 

provide the biggest damping of the body roll motion. And again, the fuzzy logic 

controller can give less damping of the body roll motion than PID. The damping 

produced by the LQG control in the body roll motion is even worse than that in the 

bounce motion for the same control strategy. This shows that the MIMO PID 

controller can make the zero rate suspension damp out most effectively the body roll 

vibration for the same reasons as the bounce motion. 

The vibration transmission from road excitation input to the trailer body via the wheel 

and suspension is another primary ride comfort performance of a suspension. The 

transmission can be evaluated by means of the frequency response functions. These 

have been measured for the three control strategies by using the developed transfer 
function identification system. 

The frequency response functions for the trailer have been measured using the 
developed frequency response measurement technique presented in chapter 3. These 

real results are shown in figures 7-17 and 7-18. Figures 7-17 shows the resultant 
frequency response functions for the vibration transmission from the road input on the 

right wheel to the right side of the trailer body. It can be seen that the fuzzy logic 

controller gives equivalent transmission gain to the PID controller but the LQG results 
in about 5dB higher vibration gain due to its much lower damping when the excitation 
frequency is below about 1Hz. When the excitation frequency is between about 2.5Hz 

and 6Hz, the transmission gains for both fuzzy logic and LQG are 8dB higher than that 

of the PID. When the excitation is between about 8Hz and 12Hz (the wheel mode is in 

this region), the transmission gain of the PID is 15dB lower than those of the fuzzy 

logic and the LQG controllers. 

The lateral mode at about 6Hz always exists for the three controllers. The only 
difference is the peak of the mode occurs at the slightly different frequencies. The 
height of the peak for the PID is the highest which is about 7dB higher than that for 
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the LQG and is about 3dB higher than that for the fuzzy logic. These peaks are not 
insignificant, but were not included in the model used to develop the controllers. This 
lateral mode is considered worthy of further investigation because of its significant 

effect on vibration transmission. 

When the excitation frequency is between about 1Hz and 2.5Hz, the transmission gain 
for the fuzzy logic is about 8dB higher than those for both the PID and LQG. The 

reason for this is that the low level of damping resulted in the trailer body shaking for 

quite long time on the rubbers in the mechanical components during the measurement 
of the frequency response. So this does not mean very much for the transmission 

performance of the fuzzy logic controller. This phenomenon also occurred in the 

measurement of the frequency response function for the vibration transmission from 

the road input on the left wheel to the right side of the trailer body, as shown in figure 

7-18, which resulted in the transmission gain of the fuzzy logic being higher than those 

of the PID and the LQG between about IHz and 2.511z. 

In figure 7-18, the transmission gain for the LQG is about 12dB higher than that of the 
PID and 9dB higher than that of the fuzzy logic when the excitation frequency is 
below about 1Hz. The reason for this is the poor body roll mode damping produced by 

the LQG controller. When the excitation frequency is between about 2.5Hz and 6Hz, 

the transmission gains for both the LQG and fuzzy logic controllers are about 12dB 
higher than that of the PID. When the excitation frequency is between about 8Hz and 
12Hz (the wheel mode is in this region), the transmission gain for the PID is about 
15dB lower than those of the LQG and fuzzy logic. 

Around the frequency of the lateral mode, the peaks of this mode occur at slightly 
different frequencies. The gain of the peak for the PID is about 3dB higher than that of 
the fuzzy logic and 5dB higher than that of the LQG. In a similar way to the right to 
right transmission in figure 7-17, the lateral mode at about 6Hz still affects the left to 
right transmission performance significantly. The reason for this is again that the 
controller based model did not include the lateral mode. 

Ease of implementation is another factor in the evaluation of a control strategy. The 

related characteristics are shown in table 7-2 for the three control strategies. It can 
seen that the memory which the executable control program and the input parameters 
take up are equivalent for the controllers. The memory for the PID controller is 

slightly higher than those of others because the control program for the PID has the 

capability for on-line parameter adjustment by using interrupt techniques. If this were 
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not present, the memory requirement for the PID program would be less than for the 

others. 

The execution time lasting for the control signal processing loop presented in table 7-2 

for the three controllers. The time for the PID is about 1.1ms, the fuzzy logic 2.2ms 

and the LQG 7.8ms. The short execution time per loop means that you can use the 

processor with a low CPU speed because normally the suspension requires only about 
lOms sampling period. This therefore can reduce the cost of the control hardware. 

From this point of view, the PID performs the best and the fuzzy logic is better than 

the LQG. 

On-line parameter adjustment has been implemented in the PID control software by 

using the interrupt technique. This feature could also be added into the software for 

the fuzzy logic control if necessary, but for the LQG control program, on-line 
parameter adjustment can not be included because the parameters are only indirectly 

related to the control performance and the compensator has to be created by a 
complicated program. This makes its engineering application inconvenient. 

The robustness of the PID controller is very good. The parameters in the PID can be 

changed over a large range with the suspension remaining stable and reasonable 

changes in the mass or its distribution do not significantly affect the stability. The 

stable parameter region for the fuzzy logic is not as large as that of the PID. The LQG 

controller has the worst robustness. The suspension often becomes unstable even when 
the body mass or its distribution changes very little. Sometimes the suspension with 
the LQG which had worked well would become unstable after few weeks became 

unstable necessitating redesign of the controller and observer. This behavior therefore 

makes the implementation of the LQG control much more difficult than for the others. 

The suspension with the PID controller can keep the trailer body in the demanded 

position with a range of mass and mass distribution. When the mass or its distribution 

changes, the body responds very little, quickly and smoothly. The suspension with the 
fuzzy logic can keep the demanded position as well but the transient motion of the 
body is not satisfactory because the body mode damping and frequency results in the 
body responding slowly with large amplitude. The suspension with the LQG control 
acts nearly as a passive low stiffness spring, which results in the suspension failing to 
maintain the same position. This poor level of adaptiveness for the LQG is not 
acceptable in real applications. 
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On the whole, it has been shown that the PID controller provides the best performance 
for the zero rate suspension. Fuzzy logic needs more extensive investigation to obtain 
better performance. The LQG, however, has not been shown to have any benefits 

worthy of further investigation. 

7.5 Conclusions 

The fuzzy logic and LQG control strategies have been applied and implemented on the 
two wheeled trailer with the active zero rate suspension. The experimental results have 

shown that the implementation is successful though there are some performance 

shortcomings in both control systems. That at least demonstrates that the methodology 

and control software were correct for the application. 

The zero rate suspension with fuzzy logic control can. achieve the demanded position 
for various mass and mass distribution stably and with low body mode frequencies, but 

can not produce high damping in the body modes. The other main drawback is that the 
body lifting was delayed for a unacceptably long time. However, this is only an initial 

application so the potential performance has not been fully revealed. To develop its 

encouraging points, the application of the fuzzy logic needs to be investigated 

extensively for this particular application. 

The LQG control strategy applied to the zero rate suspension did not show merit. The 

controller results in the suspension working nearly like a passive spring with low 

stiffness which can only produce a low natural frequency in the body modes but can 
not provide high damping and adaptive body position to the change of mass or mass 
distribution. The robustness of this controller is poor and the implementation is 

difficult and inconvenient. The results of applying LQG on the prototype have not yet 
shown any point from which the investigation is worth continuing. 

Performance and implementation comparison for the MIMO PID, LQG and fuzzy 
logic control strategies has been made in this chapter for the zero rate suspension. It 
has been shown that the PID controller provides the best performance, good vibration 
isolation and quite high damping and good adaptiveness to the mass change, and the 
easiest implementation due to its good robustness and simple algorithm. The PID 
therefore can be a good candidate for the real application in the prototype. 
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body to hub displacement error 

NL NM NS Z PS PM PL 

sprung N Au=PL PL PM PS Z NS NM 

body z PL PM PS Z NS NM NL 

velocity P 
E 

PM PS Z NS NM NL NL 

Table 7-1 Fuzzy logic control rules for the controller output errors 

memory for execution parameter adaptiveness 
program time per adjustment robustness to mass 
and input loop change 

data 

PID 125kb 1. lms on-line very good very good 

fuzzy logic 103kb 2.2ms can be on-line quite good quite good 

LQG 107kb 7.8ms off-line poor poor 

Table 7-2 The implementation performance for the three control strategies 
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Figure 7-1 The architecture of fuzzy logic controller 
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Figure 7-2 The block diagram of the closed loop system for the prototype with the 
fuzzy logic controller 
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Figure 7-3(a) Fuzzy subset for incremental displacement 

Figure 7-3(b) Fuzzy subset for body velocity 
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Figure 7-4 The simulated starting response of the fuzzy logic controller for various 

sprung body masses 
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Figure 7-5 The measured starting response on two trailer body sides for the fuzzy 
logic controller 
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Figure 7-6 The measured starting response of the trailer bounce motion for the fuzzy 
logic controller 
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Figure 7-7 The measured starting response of the trailer roll motion for the fuzzy logic 

controller 
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Figure 7-8 Block diagram of the system with local integral controllers 

V 

Figure 7-9 Block diagram of the standard state space expression for the linearised 

system with local integral controller 
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Figure 7-10 Block diagram of the optimum observer -- Kalman filter 

Figure 7-11 Block diagram of the closed loop system with LQG compensator 

LQG compensator plant 
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Figure 7-12 Block diagramof the nonlinear prototype with local integral controllers 
and the overall LQG compensator 
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Figure 7-13(b) The starting response of the body roll motion with LQG compensator 
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Figure 7-14(a) The measured starting response for the body bounce motion with LQG 

controller 
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Figure 7-14(b) The measured starting response for the body roll motion with LQG 

controller 
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Figure 7-15 The measured body free bounce vibration for different controllers 
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Figure 7-16 The measured body roll free vibration around for different controllers 
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Figure 7-18 Frequency response function of the vibration transmission of the right 
side of the body from the road input on the left wheel for different controllers 



Chapter 8 

Active Tuneable Vibration Absorber for Automotive 
Suspension Applications 

8.1 Introduction 

The vibration absorber was invented nearly one century ago. The approach provides a 
low cost and effective method for vibration attenuation. It has been widely used in 

many fields. The application of vibration absorbers have been investigated by many 

researchers for suspension systems as shown in chapter 1. 

To demonstrate the effect of the vibration absorber, an example is discussed first, then 
the effect of the parameters of the absorber on the vibration attenuation performance is 
investigated for selecting the tuning parameter of an active tuneable vibration absorber 
(ATVA). Finally a control strategy for an ATVA is presented and evaluated by 

simulation. 

8.2 Effect of Vibration Absorber on Suspension 
Performance 

To demonstrate the behavior of the suspension and absorber clearly, a simple example 
is employed. This example is a linear quarter car model which is used by many 
researchers. The comparison will be made between the model with an absorber on the 
unsprung mass and without the absorber. Both the models are shown in figures 8-1(a) 

and (b). 

The motion equation for the quarter car model without the absorber can be derived as 
follows: 

MX +CdX +KX =BcXc +BU +G (8-1) 

where 
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the mass matrix M=diag(nzp, mJ 

the damping matrix Cd = 
Co -co 
co Co +C 

the stiffness matrix K =[O 
o0k 
r 

0o the excitation matrix Bc _ 
ct kt 

1 
the control matrix B= 

-1 

the static load vector G =cg 
-itt ä 

the state vector X= xo 

xi 

1x 
the excitation vector XX =C 

xc 

U is the force of the active suspension between the sprung and unsprung mass and the 

other parameters are the same as those in chapter 5. Because we are testing the effect 

of the vibration absorber, the simple model, i. e. the linear force and the sky-hook PD 

controller are considered in this chapter. 

The controller for the suspension shown as follows 

U= -[k -k] 
x0 

-[c 0] ° (8-2) 
xý xt 

is introduced into equation (8-1). After the coordinate transformation, the resultant 

equation is obtained below 

MX +C�X +K, X =B� X, (8-3) 

where the damping matrix is 

Co +c -Co 
Cdr 

o -C CO +Cf 
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and the stiffness matrix is 

1k -k K` 
-k k +k, 

The transfer function for the road excitation can be derived from equation (8-3), i. e. 

X =(Ms2 +Cd, s +K, ) -1 B, j 
xC (8-4) 

This function can be used to evaluate the performance of the vibration isolation. 

The motion equation for the quarter car model with the vibration absorber on the 
unsprung mass can also be derived, i. e. 

AAA 

MX +CdX +KX =BX, +BU +G 

where 

the mass matrix 

the damping matrix 

the stiffness matrix 

the excitation matrix 

the control matrix 

the static load vector 

A1 =dingýn0 nit ma } 

Co -Co 0 

Cd = -CO CO +C1 +Ca -Co 
O -C. C. 

000 
k=0k, +ka -ka 

-ka k, 

00 

t 
k, 

0 0- 

B= -1 
0 

"mob' 
G= -nil g 

--ma g 

(8-5) 
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xo 
the state vector xl 

x, 

xc 

the excitation vector 
xý 

here xQ denotes the displacement of the absorber mass. ma, ca and ka represent the 

mass, damping and stiffness of the absorber. The sky-hook damping PD controller 

xo to 
Ü=- ýk 

-k 0] x, -[c 0 0] z, (8-6) 

xa xa 

is introduced in equation (8-7), which results in 

MX +Cd2X +K2X =BMX, (8-7) 

where the damping matrix 

Co +C -Co 0 

Cd2 = -CO -C CO +Ct +Ca -Ca 
0- Ca C. 

k -k 0 

the stiffness matrix K2 = -/c k( +k0 +k -k. 
0 -k. ka 

The transfer function for the road excitation can be derived into 

X =(Ms' +Cd, S +K2)-IBC 1 

IX, 
(8-8) 

for the quarter car model with the vibration absorber on the unsprung mass. 

The two equations (8-4) and (8-8) are used to evaluate the vibration transmission 

performance for both corresponding systems. The calculation results have been 

obtained and are shown in figures 8-2 to 8-5. In these figures, three cases were 

considered, namely the conventional passive suspension, the active suspension with 

sky-hook PD controller and the combination of the active suspension with sky-hook 
PD and the absorber on the hub. The values of active stiffness and damping are the 

same as the passive suspension. 
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It is shown in figure 8-2 that the combination of the sky-hook PD controller and the 

absorber can provide the best transmission for the body. Its vibration transmission gain 

can be reduced by about 6dB to 26dB lower than that of the passive suspension in the 
frequency range of 1Hz to 20Hz and by about 28dß at around 10Hz (the wheel mode) 
than that of the single active suspension with sky-hook PD controller. It is 

demonstrated that the sky-hook damping can provide low vibration transmission for 

the body only at the frequencies outside the wheel mode region. 

In figure 8-3, it can be seen that the conventional passive suspension can provide the 
lowest vibration level for the hub. Around the frequency of the wheel mode, its 

vibration transmission is about 10dB lower than that of the combination of the 

absorber and sky-hook damping and about 37dB lower than that of the sky-hook 
damping. 

Figures 8-4 and 8-5 illustrate similar behaviour to the above. The former two figures 

are the case of the zero conventional damping (cp=0) between body and hub and the 
latter two are for the large conventional damping (co=300Ns/m). In figures 8-4 and 8- 

5, The body vibration transmission for the combination of sky-hook damping and 

absorber can be reduced by about 6dB to 14dB from that of the passive suspension in 

the frequency region from 1Hz to 20Hz and by about 10dB from that of the sky-hook 
damping alone at around 10Hz (the wheel mode). The hub transmission for the passive 

suspension can be decreased by about 8dB from that of the combination of the sky- 
hook and absorber and by about 17dB from that of the only sky-hook damping around 

the wheel mode. 

Obviously, the improvement of the transmission for the combination of the sky-hook 
damping and absorber in figure 8-4 is not as significant as that in figure 8-2, because 

the existence of the conventional damping degrades the body vibration transmission. 
The body transmission gain for the absorber approach is increased by the conventional 
damping at frequencies over 2Hz, at worst by about 12dB, The transmission for the 
sky-hook damping alone increases the same for the frequencies beyond the wheel 
mode but decreases by about 15dB at the frequency of this mode. The transmission for 

the passive suspension does not change much due to the conventional damping. 

The hub transmission around the wheel mode for the three approaches are decreased 
to differing extents by the conventional damping. For the absorber combination, the 
transmission is reduced by only 3dB. 
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The system damping ratios for the three approaches are shown in the tables 8-1. It can 
be seen that the sky-hook damping alone can provide quite a high level of damping to 
the body mode but a poor damping to the wheel mode. The introduction of the 

absorber can increase the wheel mode damping significantly, which means that good 

vehicle handling can be provided by the vibration absorber on hub. 

From the above discussion, we can conclude that the conventional damping in a 

passive suspension can provide good wheel mode damping and body mode damping 
but poor body vibration transmission; active suspension with sky-hook damping can 

provide only good body mode damping but the very poor wheel mode damping and 

poor body transmission around the frequency of the wheel mode; the combination of 
the sky-hook damping and absorber can provide good body mode damping, quite 

good wheel mode damping and very good body vibration transmission. In other 

words, the introduction of the absorber into the sky-hook damping active suspension 

can improve both ride comfort and handling significantly. 

8.3 Effect of Absorber Parameters on Vibration 
Attenuation 

As is well known, a vibration absorber has three parameters, namely the mass, stiffness 
and damping. How these parameters affect the behaviour of the system is investigated 
in this section. The model shown in figure 8-1(b) is still employed and equation (8-8) 
is used to predict the vibration transmission. 

Figure 8-6 illustrates the frequency response function of the body vibration 
transmission with the effect of the absorber natural frequency. It is shown that 
different natural frequencies can lead to quite different body transmission around the 
wheel mode frequency. The height of the two peaks at the composite natural 
frequencies corresponding to the absorber and wheel mode can be changed to an 
optimum value by tuning the absorber frequency. 

The similar phenomenon can be found in the hub vibration transmission as shown in 
figure 8-7. The height of the two peaks at the composite natural frequencies 

corresponding to the absorber and wheel mode is more sensitive to the change of the 
absorber frequency than that of the body transmission. When the absorber frequency is 
9Hz, the wheel vibration transmission gain is about 12dß. When the absorber 
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frequency is tuned by about 6.4% lower than 9Hz, the wheel vibration transmission 

gain around the wheel mode region can be reduced by about 4dB. 

Figure 8-8 demonstrates the effect of the absorber damping on the body vibration 

transmission via the frequency response function. When the absorber is tuned properly, 

the absorber damping can be the next important parameter for the optimum 

transmission. When the absorber damping is 1000Ns/m, the frequency response (body 

transmission) has only one peak being -21 dB high around the wheel mode region due 

to the high damping. When the absorber damping is reduced to 300, the body 

transmission can be decreased about 7dB. In this case, the one peak becomes the 

lower two peaks. When the absorber damping is reduced further to 100 or 30, the 

body transmission will become higher than the optimum state corresponding to 

cQ=300. 

In figure 8-9, the absorber damping has the similar effect on the hub vibration 
transmission. Over large damping leads to a high transmission peak and over small 
damping results in two high transmission peaks. The worst case transmission can be 

16dB higher than that with the absorber damping set to cQ=300. 

The body vibration transmission is presented via the frequency response function for 

various absorber to wheel mass ratios in figure 8-10. When the mass ratio equals to 
0.25, the absorber provides the best vibration transmission to the sprung body. Over 

small mass ratio can result in a high transmission to the body. Over large mass ratio 

can give rise to two high peaks at the composite natural frequencies corresponding to 

the absorber and wheel mode, which also degrades the body transmission. This effect 
is due to reduced damping ratio of the absorber. 

The hub vibration transmission is illustrated via the frequency response function for 

various absorber to wheel mass ratios in figure 8-11. A similar phenomenon can be 

seen in this figure. A mass ratio of 0.25 produces the best vibration transmission. Over 

small mass ratio causes the vibration transmission gain to be up to 30dB higher. For 

over large mass ratio, the transmission gain of the first peak around the wheel mode is 

5dB higher than that of the best one though the transmission in the middle is 10dß 

lower. 

When the absorber frequency and damping have suitable values, the transmission to 
both the body and hub can simultaneously optimised, Figures 8-12 and 8-13 illustrate 

the optimum vibration transmission for both the body and hub with various absorber 
parameters. It is shown that the extent of the optimum transmission is determined by 
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the absorber to wheel mass ratio. Because a high absorber mass results in high 
dynamic force on the hub, close coupling between the absorber and hub can result. 
That means that a large mass absorber can exert a large influence on the hub vibration. 

The absorber frequency and damping for optimum transmission are changed with the 

absorber to wheel mass ratio. When the mass ratio is increased, the frequency should 
be decreased and the damping should be increased. The optimum parameter 
combination changes when the other parameters of the vehicle system, such as wheel 
stiffness and damping, etc. change. Normally, the absorber to wheel mass ratio can not 
be changed very much. To obtain the optimum transmission, the absorber frequency 

and damping have to be tuned properly. 

In figures 8-12 and 8-13, it can be seen that the optimum body vibration transmission 
has the same absorber parameter combination as the optimum hub transmission. In 

other words, the optimum transmission for both body, and hub transmission can 
achieve the optimum state at the same tuned absorber parameter combination. 

It is also demonstrated in figures 8-12 and 8-13 that optimum transmission is more 
sensitive to the absorber frequency than to the absorber damping. When the hub 

transmission around the wheel mode frequency decreases from about 18dB to 6dB, 

the absorber frequency is reduced only 31.4%, but the absorber damping is increased 
by 50 times. 

8.4 Control Strategy of the Active Absorber 

As is well known, the change of the air prdssure in a tyre or its temperature, which 
often occurs in practice, can result in a change of the wheel stiffness. A passive 
vibration absorber on the hub can not adapt to such changes. A mistuned absorber may 
cause degraded performance because the vibration attenuation is very sensitive to the 

absorber frequency as discussed in last section. In addition, the change of other 

parameters of the primary system (vehicle body and wheel), such as wheel damping, 

can also give rise to the degradation of the vibration attenuation for the absorber. 
These changes can be adapted to when an active absorber is introduced. 

Because the change of the primary system parameters is not very fast, to reduce cost 
and increase reliability, the absorber can be the active tuneable type. The simplest and 
cheapest way for this is to use the absorber with only one tuneable parameter. The 
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selection of tuneable parameter can be made based on the results of the previous 
section. 

It has been found that the absorber to wheel mass ratio can affect the optimum 

parameters of the absorber, but the wheel mass normally changes very little and it is 

difficult to implement variable mass in the absorber. Tuning absorber stiffness and 
damping can be much easier than tuning the mass, so the mass can excluded as a 
tuning parameter. It has also been shown that the vibration attenuation performance is 

much more sensitive to the absorber frequency than to the absorber damping. The 

absorber stiffness therefore is the best candidate as a tuning parameter if a practical 

and easy way of implementing can be found. 

The next issue is to determine the objective for tuning stiffness. To maintain optimum 

performance, the stiffness has to be tuned to adapt to changes in the primary system 
parameters. The optimum state has been illustrated in figures 8-12 and 8-13. It has 
been shown that the optimum state for the body' transmission occurs at the same 
absorber parameters as that for hub transmission. This means that we can monitor only 
the vibration transmission to the hub and optimise this by tuning the absorber stiffness. 

The frequency response function in figure 8-13 has told us what the optimum state is, 
i. e. the two peaks at the composite frequencies corresponding to the absorber and 
wheel mode have the approximately same height. In other words, the objective for the 
tuneable absorber is to keep the heights of the hub transmission gain approximately the 

same at both composite frequencies in frequency domain. 

Because it is very difficult-to directly measure the road profile, it is not easy to identify 

the transfer function from the road profile to the hub. Road excitation is often 
modelled as white noise with some bandwidth by many researchers. If the bandwidth 

covers the frequency region for the composite frequencies corresponding to the 

absorber and wheel mode, the objective of the tuneable absorber can be simplified 
further. The frequency spectrum for the hub vibration can be directly employed to 

substitute the transfer function from the road excitation to the hub as the tuning 

objective. Because of the white noise excitation, the frequency spectrum for hub 

vibration has the same characteristic, two peaks at the composite frequencies 

corresponding to the absorber and hub modes with the approximately same height, as 
the road profile to the hub transmission. 

The control strategy for the tuneable absorber is summarised in figure 8-14. This 

shows that the control procedure is: sampling hub vibration signals, analysing the 
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signals by FFI', seeking the peaks of the resultant frequency spectrum curve at both 

composite frequencies corresponding to the absorber and wheel modes, comparing the 
height of the peaks, adjusting the absorber frequency properly when the height 

difference is larger than a set amount, keeping the absorber frequency value when the 
height. difference is smaller, than the amount, and then repeating the first step -- 
sampling the hub vibration signals. 

The decremental amount of the tuned frequency can be given by the positions of the 
two peaks in frequency domain and the height difference between the two. The 

algorithm for this is given as follows 

df =8 (h, 
- h2)(f, - f2) (8-9) 

where df denotes the decremental frequency for the tuneable absorber; fj and f2 are the 

composite frequencies at the two peaks around the wheel mode; h, and h2 represent 
the height of the two peaks in the frequency spectrum; & denotes a coefficient. 

The control strategy was simulated on the quarter car model with the ATVA. The 

results are illustrated in figures 8-15(a) and 8-16(a). Figure 8-15(a) illustrates the 
frequency spectrum for the hub vibration excited by a white noise road profile before 

tuning the absorber and figure 8-16(a) illustrates the frequency spectrum after 5 cycles 
of tuning the absorber. Obviously, the case shown in figure 8-16(a) belongs to the 

optimum state. It is shown that the control strategy for the ATVA is able to tune the 

absorber frequency to achieve the optimum state of the vibration attenuation. 

The frequency responses for the hub transmission corresponding to the two cases were 
also calculated respectively by means of equation (8-8) as shown in figures 8-15(b) 

and 8-16(b). It can be seen that the hub vibration transmission for road profile input 

can be adjusted to the optimum state at the same time by tuning the absorber. This 
demonstrates the above discussion that the frequency spectrum for the hub vibration 
can be directly employed to substitute the hub transmission as the tuning objective for 

the white noise road excitation with a proper bandwidth. 

Figure 8-17 illustrates the change of the absorber frequency being tuned. The 
frequency starts increasing from 10Hz. It achieves the region neighbouring the ideal 

optimum value after normally 3 to 6 cycles of tuning and changes around this value 
stocastically. The reason for the random change is that the control objective is based 

on the estimated frequency spectrum for the hub vibration excited by the white noise 
road input, which may cause some random errors. 
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8.5 Conclusions 

It has been shown that using the combination of a vibration absorber and active 

suspension with sky-hook damping can provide better performance for both the 

vehicle body and hub than using only the suspension. The active vibration absorber can 
further enhance the performance by being adaptive to changes in system parameters. 

A variable stiffness absorber is applied in this chapter. A control strategy has been 

proposed and tested by simulation on a quarter car model. The simulated results have 

shown that the control strategy and algorithm are effective. 
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sky-hook damping sky-hook damping 

and absorber 
conventional 

passive damping 

body mode 0.7169 0.7168 0.6923 

wheel mode 0.0038 0.1065 0.4148 

absorber mode - 0.1078 - 

Table 8-1 The system damping ratios resulted in by different assemblies for zero 
original body to hub damping 
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Chapter 9 

Implementation of the Active Tuneable Vibration 
Absorber and Measurement Results 

9.1 Introduction 

It has been demonstrated in the last chapter that a vibration absorber on the hub is 

effective at reducing vibration transmission to the body and attenuating the hub 

vibration. The ATVA can adapt to changes in the primary system. The proposed 

control strategy has been demonstrated to work well for the ATVA. 

To validate the results obtained from the simulation, a quarter car test rig and 
prototype for the ATVA have been developed and built. It is shown by experiment 
that the implementation is successful and the ATVA works well. In this chapter, the 
implementation and experimental results will be presented. 

9.2 Description of the Quarter Car Test Rig 

In order to demonstrate the performance of the developed absorber, a quarter car test 

rig has been built in the Engineering Division at the University of Wolverhampton. 
This rig is built from a used car wheel and suspension. Two rig arrangements are 
shown in figures 9-1 and 9-2. 

The wheel and suspension are the front assembly of a Triumph Dolomite. The damper 

and spring were not used but the wheel and wishbones were kept. The double 

wishbone is installed on two steel bars which are fixed on a pair of vertical steel 
channels. The wheel can move along the constraint of the wishbone. On the hub, there 
is a pedestal for the accelerometer which is the same type as that on the trailer body 

and can measure the vertical acceleration of the hub. There is also a position for the 
developed absorber assembly on the hub. 
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Two methods for measuring the vibration transmission of the hub from the road profile 
have been used on the test rig. The first is a standard method which is shown in figure 

9-1. Under the wheel, there is a vibrator which is driven by a DC motor. This vibrator 
can vertically provide a sine wave excitation to the wheel. The excitation covers the 
frequency domain from about 2Hz to 30Hz. Both the motions on the hub and vibrator 
are measured through two accelerometers respectively. The vibration transmission at 
each frequency can be obtained from the ratio of the hub amplitude over the excitation 

amplitude for the corresponding frequency. The vibration transmission over the whole 
frequency range can be produced by sweeping the excitation frequency. Because this 

rig is a demonstrator only for the absorber, the frequencies from 5Hz to 20Hz are 
investigated. 

The second method, which has been introduced in Chapter 3, is used again for the 

quarter car test rig as shown in figure 9-2. The measurement platform is put under the 

wheel. A set of pre-loaded springs are connected from the wishbone to ground. There 

are two purposes for this; to simulate static load of the vehicle body and to keep the 

wheel from bouncing off the platform during the test. 

The relevant signals are sampled by a PC computer for both methods. The computer is 

still the Apricot 80386sx. The other hardware such as A/D board, is also the same as 
that in Chapter 2. The analysis of the signals for the second method is the same as that 
in Chapter 3. 

9.3 Implementation of the ATVA 

A prototype of the ATVA has been developed in the Engineering Division, University 

of Wolverhampton. This ATVA is a PC based mechatronic system as shown in figure 

9-3. The system includes four primary parts, namely the tuneable absorber, the 

measurement system, the computer control system, and the actuator system, which 
will be introduced individually. 

The tuneable absorber consists of a spring which is made of a steel beam, a pneumatic 
cylinder which works as a damper, a weight which can be moved along the beam, and 
a frame which supports the spring and damper and can be mounted on the hub, as 
shown in figure 9-4. 

This is a tuneable stiffness approach. The stiffness tuning is implemented by changing 
the position of the weight along the beam. If the approach is modelled as a massless 
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cantilever beam with a concentrated load as shown in figure 9-5, the natural frequency 

will be 

1 13EIa 
ra 

lam m, x; 
(9-1) 

where E is the Young's modulus and Io is the area moment of inertia of beam cross 

section. 

Comparison between the prediction of equation (9-1) and experimental results is made 
in figure 9-6. It is shown that there is a big difference between them. The reasons for 

this are that the actual prototype has three primary differences from the ideal cantilever 
beam model. The first is that the beam is fixed on the frame by only two screws, which 
is not the ideal fixed constraint. The second is that the beam has considerable mass and 
the physical size of the weight is large, which is significantly different from a 

concentrated mass on a massless beam. The third is that the frame is not an ideal rigid 

structure, which can further degrade 'the fixed end constraint'. All of these points 

result in the real natural frequency being much less than that predicted by equation (9- 

1). If the real prototype was modelled as precisely as possibly, the resultant equation 

would be much more complicated than equation (9-1). 

It can be seen in figure 9-6 that the actual natural frequency for the tuneable absorber 

can be changed in the range from about 11Hz to 19Hz which covers the normal 

requirement for the particular wheel. 

The measurement system consists of an accelerometer on the hub and a corresponding 

signal conditioning device. The vibration of the hub can be measured through the 

accelerometer. The measured signals are used to analyse the state of the hub and then 

to determine the state of the absorber. The signal conditioning is an analogue anti-alias 
filter which can avoid aliasing caused by high frequency noise. 

The actuator system is a linear stepping motor with its drive board. The specification 
of the stepping motor and the drive board are shown in tables 9-1 and 9-2 respectively. 
The body of the motor is mounted on the absorber mass as shown in figure 9-4. One 

end of the motor lead screw is fixed on the end of the spring beam. When the motor 
operates, the motor body and the weight will move along the beam. Power for the 
stepping motor comes from the drive board. 

The clock input for the drive board is a 1Hz-25kHz pulse. The frequency of the input 

pulses determines the stepping speed of the motor and the number of pulses 
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determines the displacement of the motor. In the absorber application, the 
displacement of the motor is significant, but its speed needs only to be set to a 

reasonable value. The input pulses are produced by the computer control system. 

The computer control hardware is the Apricot 80386sx PC computer with the 
AD 1200 A/D and D/A board. The measured signals are transferred from the analogue 
form to the digital form by the A/D board and sampled into the PC computer. After 

appropriate processing, the control signals are created in the computer and are sent to 
the actuator system via the digital output port of the AD 1200 board. 

The control software is written in C++. The structure of the software is illustrated in 

the block diagram in figure 9-7. The control strategy presented in last chapter is 
included in this software. 

The clock - control pulse can be produced by sending '0' and 'I' through the digital 

output port at an appropriate rate. The number of the pulses depends on how far the 

absorber mass is to be moved. According to the measured relationship between the 

mass position and natural frequency in figure 9-6, the distance can be determined from 

the frequency required. A method for determining the tuned frequency has been given 
in the control strategy discussed in the last chapter. 

Within the processing loop, the keyboard is monitored. There are two purposes for 

this. The first is that the control system has to wait for the hub vibration to be excited 
because there is no excitation facility in this quarter car test rig to simulate the random 
road profile. The method being used is to hammer the wheel, which can simulate the 

wheel going over a stone swiftly. This method of course is not ideal because repetitive 
hammering may mislead the controller. The second purpose is to allow the control 
program to be interrupted. 

To avoid the need for a position transducer on the absorber mass an initialisation 

procedure ensures the mass starts at the extreme end on the beam. From this point all 
incremental changes are summed to maintain absolute position data. Similarly when 
the algorithm ends the mass is returned to the extreme end of the beam. 

In table 9-2, it can be seen that stepper motor drive board has four inputs. Two of 
them, direction and clock, are necessary for the application of the ATVA. Every input 

only takes up one bit of the digital output port. In other words, the application needs 
at most four and at least two digital output bits. When the computer determines the 
direction and amount of the movement for the absorber mass, it will send the suitable 
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binary number to the direction bit whilst sending the '0' and ' 1' the appropriate number 

of times to the clock bit. 

Because the level ' 1' for the AD 1200 board is only 4.3V but the level ' 1' for the stepper 

motor drive board needs to be 12V, a voltage amplifier had to be installed between the 

two boards. 

9.4 Experimental Results for the ATVA 

The developed ATVA was tested on the quarter car test rig. Some encouraging 

experimental results have been obtained. The performance of the ATVA has been 

observed in two respects. The first is the vibration attenuation performance and the 

another is the frequency tuning control performance. 

Figure 9-8 illustrates the measured hub vibration transmission obtained by the method 

of the sine sweep based on the rig shown in figure 9-1. The two curves correspond to 
hub without the absorber and with the well-tuned absorber respectively. It is shown 
that the well-tuned absorber can attenuate the hub vibration by about 9dB around the 

wheel mode frequency. The biggest attenuation achieved is about 13dB. 

Figure 9-9 was obtained by the developed measurement system for identifying 

suspension transfer functions as shown in figure 9-2. The measured hub vibration 
transmission correspond to the same cases as those in figure 9-8. It is shown again that 
the well-tuned absorber can reduce the hub vibration by about 9dB near the region of 
the wheel mode frequency. 

Comparing figures 9-8 and 9-9, it can be seen that the two different measurement 

methods have given similar results for the hub vibration attenuation performance. Both 

methods give similar peaks of the composite natural frequencies for the wheel and 
absorber modes for the two cases. It is shown that both measurement methods can 
produce basically the same results for the vibration transmission. This comparison is 

the second validation of the developed measurement system for identifying suspension 
transfer functions. 

By using the first measurement system shown in figure 9-1, the acceleration of the hub 

response can be measured for the sine road excitation. Figure 9-10 illustrates the time 
domain response of the hub acceleration for the case with no absorber. At 13.66Hz 

excitation frequency, the response amplitude is more than four times the road 
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excitation. When the well-tuned absorber is mounted on the hub, as shown in figure 9- 
11, the hub response amplitude is nearly the same as that of the road excitation at the 

same excitation frequency. It is shown, from the time domain point of view, that the 

well-tuned developed absorber can provide a significant vibration attenuation 
performance to the hub. 

The control strategy developed in chapter 8 for the ATVA has been implemented in 

the prototype. Figures 9-12 and 9-13 are the test results for the control performance. 
There are two curves in each figure. The dash line is obtained directly from the 

measured acceleration and the solid line is the fitting curve of the spectrum. 

Figure 9-12 shows the frequency spectrum of the hub vibration acceleration before the 

absorber frequency is tuned. At this stage, the peak at the higher composite frequency 
is higher than that at the lower composite frequency. That means that the absorber was 
not well tuned to the appropriate state. The control system was turned on. After 

normally 5 cycles of measuring the hub acceleration, FFT analysis and tuning absorber 
frequency, the frequency spectrum of the hub vibration acceleration was obtained as 
shown in figure 9-13. It can be found in this figure that the two peaks have the nearly 
same height, which means that the absorber frequency has been well tuned. 

Figures 9-14 and 9-15 illustrate the hub vibration responses excited by sine road input 

at 14Hz before and after the absorber being tuned. The two figures are corresponding 
to the cases shown in figures 9-12 and 9-13 respectively. In figure 9-14, the amplitude 
of the response is about 1.8 times of the excitation. In 9-15, the amplitude of the 
response is less than 1.1 times of the excitation. The hub vibration was reduced by 

about 55% after the absorber being tuned, which means that the tuned absorber is 

effective and necessary. 

To demonstrate the adaptive performance to parameter shifting in the primary system, 
the operation of the ATVA was examined for a change in the air pressure in the tyre. 
Figures 9-14 and 9-15 are for the tyre air pressure of 2bar and the absorber mass is the 
position of 11.5cm for the case in figure 9-15. When the air pressure was changed to 
1.5bar, the frequency spectrum was measured as shown in figure 9-16 in which the 
absorber position is the same as that in figure 9-15. Obviously, the absorber needs to 
be tuned again. After several cycles of tuning, the measured frequency spectrum 
became the well-tuned state shown in figure 9-17. In this state, the position of the 
absorber mass is at 12.3cm. That means that the ATVA can automatically adjust its 

optimum state with changes in the tyre air pressure. 
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These results show that the developed control strategy for the ATVA is effective and 

works well in the prototype. 

9.5 Conclusions 

The development of an active tuneable vibration absorber has been presented in this 

chapter. The developed control strategy for the ATVA has been implemented in a 
physical prototype. Experimental results have shown that the ATVA can attenuate the 
hub vibration transmission by about 9dB and the control system can automatically 
adjust the absorber frequency to keep the hub vibration at a low level. That means that 
the concept, design and implementation for the ATVA and its control system have 
been successful. 

In the author's opinion, two points still need to be improved for the prototype. The 
first is that the mechanical design for the absorber should be made more sophisticated, 
even though the current prototype is small enough for real use. The second is that the 

period of tuning the absorber frequency is about four minutes which may be too long 
for the actual application. This problem can be solved through improving the 

algorithm, software and hardware in the control system. If both problems can be 

solved satisfactorily, the ATVA will be a good candidate for the real applications. 
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Starting force 125N 

Step 0.025mm 

Travel (max) 170mm 

Motor (4-phase unipolar) 12V d. c., 250 

Lead screw length - 225mm 

Lead screw termination M4 

Step accuracy ±0.005mm 

Accuracy of repetition ± 0.01 mm 

Table 9-1 The technical specification for the standard stepping linear motor 
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Size standard Euro card 168*100 * 15 

Mating edge connector standard 32-way DIN 41612 socket e. g. RS 

471-503 or 467-453 

Supply (board and motor) 15-30V d. c. +10% max. unregulated 
smoothed 

Current consumption: a) board only 60mA 

b) motor windings dependent on motor used-up to 2A/phase 

max. 

On-board auxiliary output 12V d. c. 50mA max. regulated 

Switch logic control 
Level ' 0' OV 

CMOS and open collector Level' 1' 12V 
T. T. L. compatible 

inputs: a) full/half step Level ' 1' full step, Level '0' half step 

b) direction 

c) clock lHz-25kHz, 10µs min. pulse width negative 

edge triggered 

d) preset Active Level '0' sets motor drive states to QI 

& Q2 OFF, Q2 & Q4 ON (full step mode). 
Q1, Q2 & Q3 OFF, Q4 ON (half step mode) 

Table 9-2 The specification for the 4-phase unipolar stepper motor drive board 
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Figure 9-12 The measured frequency spectrum for the hub acceleration before the 
absorber being tuned 
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Figure 9-13 The measured frequency spectrum for the hub acceleration after the 

absorber being tuned for several times 
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Figure 9-16 The measured frequency spectrum of the hub acceleration when the air 

presure in the tyre was changed from 2bar to 1.5bar 
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Chapter 10 

Performance Prediction for the Two Wheeled Trailer 

with the Zero Rate Suspensions and ATVA 

10.1 Introduction 

Control of the zero rate suspension has been investigated in chapters 5 to 7. It has 

been shown that the suspension can provide good ride comfort to the trailer body but 

cannot reduce the hub vibration. To solve this problem, the ATVA was investigated 

and implemented in chapters 8 and 9. It has been shown that the developed ATVA 

prototype is effective for this purpose. 

In chapter 8, it was proved by simulation that the combination of the AT-VA and the 

active linear suspension with sky hook damping can provide both good ride comfort 

and good hub damping. But the combined performance of the ATVA and the zero rate 

suspension has not been investigated because the suspension is a nonlinear system. 
This will be considered in this chapter. 

10.2 Modelling of the Two Wheeled Trailer with Zero Rate 
Suspensions and ATVA 

The model used is illustrated in figure 10-1. This is still a half car model. The 

difference from the model in chapter 4 is that there are two active tuneable absorbers 

on the two unsprung masses. Similarly to chapter 4, the motion equation for this 

model can be obtained as follows. 

MX +Cd t +KX =BX, +BU +G (10-1) 

where 

the mass matrix M =diag 
f 

n0 I m,, mtz nt0, nra2 
} 
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o o 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 o k,, +k0, o -ka, 0 

the stiffness matrix K= 
0 0 0 k +k 0 
0 0 441 0 kQ, 0 
0 0 0 -ka2 0 k,, 

the damping matrix 

C0, +c02 -c01a +c02b -c01 -CO2 0 

-cola +cozb cola2 +c02b2 cola --cozb 0 

Col 
hol 

d 

c01 a C01 +C1l +ca! 0 -Ca1 

-CO2 -c02b 
0 C02 +C12 +Ca2 0 

0 0 -Cal 0 Cat 

0 00 -cap 0 

0000 

0000 

crl 0 k, l 0 
the excitation matrix B, = 0 CO 0 kt2 

0000 
0000 

1 -cr -1 00 0 
the control matrix B= 

b 0 -1 0 I 0 

the state vector X ={x0 0 x1, x1? xal 
} 

Xa2 

the excitation vector 
r Xa ={Jrc1 xc2 'cl Xc2 

} 

the control vector U ={Fa 
r 

, Fa, } 

the static load vector G ={-trog 0 -tn, g -*1,2g -Malg -, ma2g}r 

0 
0 
0 

0 
Cpl 

The other equations can also be obtained, i. e., the observation equation: 

Y=CX (10-1) 
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1 -a 0000 
I1 b0000 

where the observation matrix is C=1 
-1 000 

1b0 -1 00 

the output vector y= yo, y02 y� y12 }r , 

the equivalent force for the zero rate suspension: 

Fa =a0 +a11, +a21, +(a j +a411)Yi l (10-3) 
Fat =ao +aý12 +a212 +(a3 +a411)Y! 2 

the limited bandwidth: 

li ' oiltorui (10-4) 12 X 
0212 =W O2 2 

In equation (10-1), xa, and Xa2 are the displacement of the absorber weights; mad and 
mat denote the mass of the absorber weights on both sides; kal and ka2 represent the 

stiffness of the absorber springs; and cap and Ca2 are the damping of the absorber 
dampers. Other parameters and variables in equations (10-1) to (10-4) are the same as 
those in equations (6-1) to (6-6) of chapter 6. 

The MIMO PID controller with 'sky-hook' damping is employed for the suspension 

system because was shown to have good performance. The same feedback equation as 

equation (6-7) is employed, i. e. 

of U; 
- 

Y11 Yji EKD 
hi f Yii Y1ol t (10-5) 

U2 'z Y12 Yiz Yoz Y12 Y12 

where the parameters and variables are all the same as those in chapter 6. The 

simulation will be pursued for this controller. 

The absorbers on the unsprung masses are the active tuneable vibration absorbers, in 

which the absorber stiffness can be adjusted through analysing the hub motion. The 

developed ATVA in chapters 8 and 9 is applied to this system. 

The whole system is illustrated in the block diagram shown in figure 10-2. The block 
diagram of the trailer dynamics looks different from that in figure 6-3. Actually, they 

are equivalent apart from the ATVA controller. The layout has been changed in the 
figure 10-2 to more clearly present the ATVA and PID controller; the only difference 
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between figures 10-2 and 6-3 is that the absorber stiffness is tuned by the ATVA 

controller which gets information from the hub acceleration. 

10.3 Simulation Results 

As before, MATLAB is used to analyse the model. To demonstrate the effect of the 

combination of the PID controller with sky hook damping and ATVA, the trailer with 

only the PID controller was simulated as a reference. The model for this case has been 

shown in chapter 6. 

To simulate the road profile excitation, a white noise signal was employed. Generally 

excitations under the two wheels are independent though they are believed to have the 

same property, i. e. white noise-with normal distribution. 

Figures 10-3(a) and (b) illustrate the excitation for the trailer without the -ATVA, The 

predicted response of the trailer body on its two sides are shown in figures 10-3(c) and 
(d) under these road excitations. It can be seen that the transmission of road excitation 

to the trailer body can be attenuated significantly by the zero rate suspension 

controlled by the MIMO PID with sky hook damping, which has been demonstrated in 

chapters 6 and 7. The response of the two hubs shown in figure 10-3(e) and (f), 

however, do not give the desirable results. The peak-peak amplitude for both hubs is 

increased by about 3 times, compared to the road amplitude. 

Figures 10-4(a) to (f) are for the case of the trailer with the ATVA. The road 

excitation in this case, shown in figures 10-4(a) and (b), is similar to that in figure 10- 

3 (a) and (b). The effect of the zero rate suspension also appears to be similar to that in 

the case without the ATVA in terms of the trailer body response in figures 10-4(c) and 
(d). In this case, however, the vibration attenuation for the hubs is improved 

considerably. The peak-peak amplitude of the hubs with the ATVA is about 40% 
bigger than that of the excitations whereas without ATVA the corresponding figure 

was about 200% bigger than the excitation. This means that the ATVA can provide 
improved vibration attenuation at the hubs. 

The vibration transmission for the combination of the ATVA and PID with sky hook 
damping were investigated through the estimated frequency response as shown in 
figures 10-5. Because the prototype is a nonlinear system, there is no general method 
to get a precise frequency response. The method used here is the use of the ratio of the 
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response to the road excitation at each frequency in frequency domain. Because the 

resultant frequency response was very noisy, to compare the curves clearly, curve 
fitting was employed. The results of this method can be quite different due to the 

nonlinearity, but the results for very small displacement should not be changed much 

since the model for the trailer was validated for small deflection in chapter 4. 

The frequency response from the left wheel to the left body is illustrated in figure 10- 

5(a) for with and without ATVA. It is shown that the left-left body transmission was 
decreased by ATVA by about 6dB to I0dB when the excitation frequency is over 
10Hz. The frequency response from the left wheel to the left hub is shown in figure 

10-5(b). It can be seen that the left-left hub vibration transmission was reduced by 

ATVA by about 2dB to 16dB when the excitation is higher than 10Hz. Only in a small 

range around 9Hz, is the transmission gain with ATVA larger than that without 
ATVA. These mean that the body and hub vibration transmission can be improved 

considerably by ATVA. 

10.4 Conclusions 

The simulation results have shown that the application of ATVA on the trailer can 

attenuate the hub vibration significantly. The estimated frequency response also shows 
that the body and hub vibration transmission can be improved considerably by ATVA. 

The combination of ATVA and active zero rate suspension controlled by the MIMO 

PID with sky hook damping can provide both the ride comfort and handling. 

Therefore, the implementation of this combination is worthy of further investigation 

and implementation. 

Based on the previous experimental work, the implementation of this combination can 

possibly be achieved for the current trailer and its hardware. It has been shown that the 

zero rate suspension needs 6 channels of A/D input and 2 channels of D/A output, and 
each ATVA needs I channel of A/D input and 4 bits of the digital output. The current 
AD board AD 1200 has 8 channels of differential A/D input (16 channels of single A/D 

input), 2 channels of D/A output and 8 bits of the digital output. These are sufficient 
to the application of the zero rate suspension and the two ATVA. In the control 
software for the MIMO PID, the sampling speed can be increased by about another 
two times. This means that the CPU has a certain potential time for other jobs. The 

addition of the control for the two ATVA to the PID control software therefore is 
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possible. Of course, that is not a easy job. In the author's opinion, how to distribute the 

computing time to the suspension and absorbers will be a key problem. 
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Figure 10-3(c) The trailer body response on the left side when ATVA is not in use 
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Figure 10-3(d) The trailer body response on the right side when ATVA is not in use 
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Figure 10-4(c) The trailer body response on the left side when ATVA is employed 
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Chapter 11 

Conclusions 

11.1 Summary of Work Completed 

In this thesis, both theoretical and experimental research work has been carried out in 

the area of active suspensions for automotive application. The following activities 
have been completed. 

" Recent literature in the area of automotive active suspensions has been collected 

and reviewed. 

"A PC-based digital control system and interfaces to the existing trailer with zero 
rate suspensions, sensors and electronics have been developed. The required 

software has been written in C++ for control implementation. Experimental results 
have shown that the whole system functions correctly. 

"A nonlinear half car model has been established for the two wheeled trailer with 
zero rate suspension. Limited bandwidth of the actuators has been included in the 

analytical multi-input/multi-output model. This model has been validated by 

measurement on the test rig. 

" Various control strategies, namely PD, MIMO PID, LQG and Fuzzy Logic, have 
been applied to the trailer with the active zero rate suspension. These controllers 
were simulated in the nonlinear models and implemented in the test rig. 
Experimental results have validated the methodology for these applications. 

" Performance of the above control strategies has been investigated mathematically 
and experimentally for the particular test rig, in terms of ride comfort and 
handling. 

" The effects of the nonlinearity and limited bandwidth of actuators on the 
instability of the test rig were also investigated based on the nonlinear model. The 

stable regions in the phase plane was obtained and employed to explain the 
instability. 
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"A PC-based active tuneable vibration absorber (ATVA) has been developed and 
built from concept to prototype. This system includes an accelerometer on the hub, 

an absorber tuned by a stepping motor, a PC computer and the relevant interfaces. 

The corresponding control strategy and software have also been developed for the 
ATVA. Experiment and simulation have been used to evaluate the performance of 
the ATVA. It has been shown that the whole developed system including 

hardware, software and algorithm is effective. 

"A quarter car unsprung mass test rig has been built for testing the developed 

ATVA and its performance measured. 

" Performance of the combination of the zero rate suspension and the ATVA has 

been predicted by simulating the trailer response under road profile inputs. The 

nonlinear half car model with MIMO PID controllers and ATVA under white 

noise excitation was employed for this purpose. 

" In addition to the originally planned work, a PC-based measurement system for 

identifying the transfer function of vehicle suspensions has been developed from 

concept to prototype. This work includes designing and building the measurement 

platform and interfaces to the PC computer, writing software for signal sampling 

and processing, and developing the test method and algorithm. Its test results have 

been validated with two standard methods. The first used the hydraulic shaker at 
the University of Birmingham and the second used the quarter car test rig with 
sine wave sweeping excitation. The developed system has been proved to function 

correctly. 

11.2 Conclusions 

" The PD controller with relative or sky hook damping for the zero rate suspension 

can support a range of weights of trailer at an appropriate mean ride height, 

prevent violent trailer body motion, damp out oscillation and provide a stable body 

height attitude, but cannot isolate the trailer body from road disturbance of less 

than 2Hz in the frequency domain. 

" The nonlinearity of the system results in a limited stable region and constrains the 

control parameters. Excessive proportional gain, excessive or insufficient 
derivative gain, or insufficient trailer body mass can individually give rise to 
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unstable motion of the trailer body. The reason for this is that the stable region in 

the state space is decreased to exclude the initial state. In the nonlinear system, the 

actuator bandwidth plays a significant role in the control performance. It leads to 

considerable reduction of the stable region (based on simulation), which means 
that the actuator bandwidth is the another limiting factor in the control parameters. 
Other factors can also degrade the stability, such as the mass symmetry of the 
trailer body, the matching of the two suspensions and the matching of the cut off 
frequencies of the actuators bandwidths. 

" The multi-input and multi-output PID with sky hook damping can improve 

stability which may be degraded by the nonlinearity, and provide quite satisfactory 
control performance and ride comfort. This controller is able to support the trailer 
body at any demanded ride height within mechanical constraints, enable the ride 
height to adapt to changes in body mass, provide smoother transient motion to the 
demanded attitude, prevent violent trailer body motion, damp out its oscillation, 

provide stable height and attitude and isolate the trailer body from road 
disturbances. The drawback of the controller is that it does not improve damping 

of the hub, because of the sky hook damping. 

" Fuzzy Logic control can achieve the demanded position, for various mass and 
mass distribution in a stable manner and offers low body mode frequencies, but 

cannot produce high damping of the body modes. The other drawback is that body 
lifting is delayed for an unacceptably long time. However, the potential 
performance has not been fully revealed because it is an initial application. A 
further extensive investigation, therefore, is needed for this particular application. 

" The LQG control strategy applied to the zero rate suspension, did not show merit. 
The controller resulted in the suspension working almost as a passive spring with 
low stiffness which can only produce a low natural frequency in the body modes 
but could not provide high damping or body position control. The robustness of 
this controller was poor and the implementation was difficult and inconvenient. 
The results of applying LQG on the prototype have not yet shown any point from 

which the investigation is worth continuing. 

9 The comparison of these controllers has shown that the multi-input and multi- 
output PID controller provides the best performance, in terms of good vibration 
isolation and quite high damping, good adaptiveness to mass change and the 

easiest implementation due to its good robustness and simple algorithm. PID is 

therefore a good candidate for a prototype controller. 
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" The developed system for the Active Tuneable Vibration Absorber can reduce the 
hub vibration transmission by about 9dB and the control system can automatically 

adjust the absorber to keep the hub vibration at a low level. It is shown that the 
Active Tuneable Vibration Absorber is a viable candidate to compensate for the 
drawback of PID with sky hook damping, by damping out the hub vibration. The 

simulation results have shown that the combination of the Active Tuneable 
Vibration Absorber and zero rate suspension controlled by the multi-input and 

multi-output PID with sky hook damping can provide both ride comfort and 
improved handling. 



Chapter 12 

Future Work 

In spite of the successful and exciting results discussed in previous chapters, there are 
still several aspects of the system requiring further investigation. 

1. Designing a controller based on the trailer model including the dynamic 

characteristic of the buckled spring. 

In the current test rig, the buckled springs are assembled in the trailer by mounting 
their ends into the individual small grooves without any fixing parts. This 

mechanism may result in the buckled spring jumping off its location, which is not 
desirable. This effect can be caused by a type of resonance of the spring itself. The 

causes of this need to be investigated further. However, the current model for the 
trailer only includes the buckled spring as a 'zero rate' element with no dynamic 

characteristics. To address this problem a more substantial model, incorporating 

spring dynamics, is required. 

2. Reducing the body vibration transmission around the lateral body mode. 

The measured frequency response functions of the body vibration transmission 
(figures 4-9,4-10,7-17 and 7-18) have shown that a lateral mode exists at a 
frequency of about 6Hz, around which the mode leads to a significant transmission 

gain. This phenomenon occurs in various systems that have been measured; open 
loop and closed loop, controlled by MIMO PID, LQG and Fuzzy Logic. 

Obviously, the high transmission gain around the lateral mode degrades ride 

comfort. 

Closed loop systems have shown lower transmission gains around this mode than 
the open loop system, though the gains for the former can still not be ignored. This 

means that a control algorithm in a closed loop system can go some way towards 

reducing the transmission gain. An investigation into the design of a suitable 
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controller may be worthwhile. In the author's opinion, this should be created, based 

on a model including, at least, the lateral mode. 

It has been found experimentally that the lateral mode is strongly coupled with the 

roll mode of the trailer body. This may be one of the reasons for such a strong 

response at the lateral mode. The coupling is caused by the mechanism of the 

suspension system. This mode can probably be included in a suitable multibody 

model and will introduce considerable additional complexity. 

Using the model with the lateral mode might have another benefit, further 

revealing the reason for unstable roll motion for the trailer body. The sudden 

unstable motion caused by increasing the body damping often appears as an 

oscillation at about 5Hz, which is near that of the lateral mode. This may be caused 
by the nonlinearity, or caused by the instability of the lateral mode, or caused by 

coupling between both of these. These interesting problems are worth being 

investigated based on an extensive model, which might lead to the roll instability 

problem being solved. 

3. Continuing the application of the Fuzzy Logic control strategy in the test rig. 

Initial application of Fuzzy Logic has shown some encouraging features which 

suggest that the-work in the area is worth continuing. The advantages of Fuzzy 

Logic have not been fully employed, and these advantages might lead to 

overcoming the unstable limit on the body roll motion caused by the nonlinearity. 
Continuing work can include improving the index function and technique for 

defuzzification, using the half car model and MIMO Fuzzy Logic controller, and 
trying the combination of Fuzzy Logic and PID control, etc. 

4. Improving the developed ATVA. 

It has been mentioned that there are two drawbacks in the current ATVA. The first 
is that the mechanical design of the absorber should be made more sophisticated, 
though the current prototype is probably small enough for real use. The ideal 

configuration may be a cylinder with mass, stiffness-tuneable spring and damper 
inside. The implementation of the stiffness-tuneable spring is a key problem. The 

application of a spring with a suitable nonlinear rate might be a solution. 

The second drawback is that the time taken to tune the absorber frequency is about 
four minutes, which may be too long for the practical application. This problem 
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can be solved through improving the algorithm, software and hardware in the 

control system. 

If both problems can be resolved satisfactorily, the ATVA will be a good candidate 
for the practical application. 

5. Implementing the combination of the ATVA and the zero rate suspension, 

controlled by the MIMO PID with sky hook damping. 

The simulation results have shown that this combination can provide both ride 

comfort and good handling, so the implementation is very promising. It has been 

suggested that the current control hardware is sufficient for the requirements of the 

zero rate suspension and two ATVAs. Only two accelerometers need to be added 
to the existing transducers on the trailer. Implementation of the combination is, 

therefore, possible. The author believes that the key problem is how to distribute 

the CPU time between the suspension and absorbers. If one processor is shown to 
be insufficient, two processors should be adequate. The use of parallel processing 
techniques would play a important role in this case. 

It is hoped that these activities will be carried out in the future. The author believes 

that the solution of the above problems will result in the performance of the suspension 
and ATVA system being upgraded significantly. 
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Appendix A 

Sky Hook Damping 

In a mass spring damper system force may be transmitted to accelerate the mass by 

one of two ways; through the spring or through the damper. The spring force is 

proportional to its displacement, i. e. in the case of a suspension system to the 
difference between the vertical displacements of the body and the wheel. The damper 

force is proportional to the relative velocity of its ends, i. e. in a conventional 

suspension the difference between the vertical velocity of the body and the wheel. 

If a vertical velocity is imparted to the wheel then, until the body attains the same 

vertical velocity, a force will be generated by the damper and will cause the body to 

accelerate vertically more rapidly than would have been the case in the absence of a 
damper. Hence any sudden road inputs result in force being transmitted through the 
damper to the body. These results in a harshness over high frequency road 
disturbances. 

If it were possible to disconnect the damper from the hub and attach it between the 
body and a fixed vertical reference point then wheel movements would not give rise to 

any force being developed in the damper. Body motions would still result in a damper 
force proportional to the vertical velocity, so the damping ratio of the motion remains 
unchanged but the ride would be improved, especially over high frequency 
disturbances. This arrangement is known as 'sky hook' damping and cannot be realised 
mechanically. 

These two scenarios are illustrated in figure A-l. 

The difference between the cases can also be seen analytically. Considering first the 

conventionally damped case, and taking a force balance on the mass it can be seen 
that: 

näb +c(zb -x., ) +k (xb -x. ) =0 

which can be re-arranged to give: 
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FflXb +CXb +/b =CXw, +kx 

in which the left hand side represents the natural response of the system and the right 
hand side represents the forcing function, which contains the spring related and the 
damper related components. 

If the 'sky hook' damping case is considered, in which the damper is fixed to an 
absolute reference, the latter relationship becomes: 

nab +C. *b +kXb =k 

In this case the only forcing function is that which is spring related. 

The effect of this on the frequency response is to reduce the transmission of high 
frequency components (i. e. those with a high velocity content). This has the effect of 
reducing the harshness of the ride. 

In an active suspension the forces acting on the body are generated by the control 
algorithm. It is therefore possible to generate 'sky hook' damping forces provided the 

absolute vertical velocity of the body can be determined. This is possible through the 

use of a vertical accelerometer, which gives body vertical acceleration which can be 

numerically integrated to yield the required velocity value. It is the ability to simulate 
the 'sky hook' damper that gives active systems an unmatchable advantage over 
conventional suspensions in terms of ride quality. 
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Conventional damping 'sky hook' damping 

Figure A-1 Comparison of damping technique 
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Appendix B 

Zero Rate Suspension and Buckled Siring, 

B. 1 The zero rate concept 

The concept of a very low spring rate suspension system has existed within GKN 
Technology for some time. The system incorporates two novel principles which are 
both required to implement a working system but which may have other applications 
individually and are thus best considered separately at this stage. 

B.!. 1 Spring design 

The basic characteristic of a conventional spring is one of a constant rate, i. e. a linear 

load/compression relationship which is not appropriate for a very low rate suspension 

since the preload required to support a vehicle would result in large initial 

displacements of the spring. This implies a very long natural length and an associated 

penalty in weight and cost of the spring as well as dubious practicality. If an initially 

flat leaf spring is loaded axially the load will not result in any appreciable deflection 

until the buckling point is reached, at which point the leaf begins to buckle and 

maintains an nearly constant load over a considerable range of deflections. These two 

modes of operation are illustrated in figures B-1. 

The use of a buckling leaf spring therefore offers a very low effective spring rate but 

additionally yields an improved material utilisation since no deflection occurs at loads 
below the buckling point and therefore no initial energy is stored in the spring. This 
implies that at the static load condition the total potential energy stored in the material 
of the spring is less than would be the case for a conventional spring of the same rate 
which in turn indicates that less material is required to contain the energy. Hence for a 
given application a lighter spring can be employed. This saving can be optimised by 
designing the spring to distribute the stored energy optimally throughout the material. 

I This appendix is mainly quoted from the technical report written by Dr. N. J. Leighton, 1991. 
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This is achieved by a leaf spring of constant thickness whose profile is defined by two 

almost circular arcs (figure B-2). 

The use of a very low rate suspension system inherently offers excellent ride comfort 
and isolation from road inputs as a result of its near zero natural frequency but it offers 
no control over the ride height of the vehicle and is unable to accommodate variations 
in vehicle mass. These factors render the system of no use as a vehicle suspension in its 

own right; some means of varying the force produced is required before a usable 
system can be realised. 

B. 1.2 Variable leverage design 

If the spring unit of a suspension system is mounted at an angle to the line of action of 
the vehicle loads (i. e. the vertical) then the spring sees a mechanical disadvantage 

against the load supporting the vehicle. The magnitude of this mechanical disadvantage 

depends on the angle between the lines of action of the two forces (figure B-3). If a 

spring producing an essentially constant force is mounted at an angle to the desired 

line of action it is therefore possible to change the resultant force along the line of 

action by varying the angle, i. e. changing the leverage of the spring. This principle 

allows a constant force spring to produce a variable force at the wheel of a vehicle and 
thus to adapt to variations in vehicle weight as well as dynamically controlling the ride 
height. 

In the two wheeled trailer test rig, this principle was implemented by moving the 

opposite end to the hub of the buckled spring along a locus of circular arc on the 
trailer body. The movement was fulfilled by a ball screw lead driven by a DC motor. 

By combining this variable leverage principle with the zero rate spring concept it is 

therefore possible to envisage a realistic design of vehicle suspension. 

B. 2 The force of buckled spring 

The expression of the force for the spring profile is based on the requirement that for 

uniform curvature the bending moment Mb at any point along the spring must bear a 
constant ratio to the geometrical moment of inertia 1, at that point, as shown in Figure 
B-4. Since I, is proportional to the width W, r, and Mb to the lateral displacement d, we 
have 
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x 1, 
Wx 

_d x _cos 
0x -cos 0 cos R -cos 2R 

Wd1 -cos 0 
-Cos 

1$ 
21? 

where R is the bending radius. 

As this expression is a function of R it is clear that the spring element will bend along 
an exact arc only for the particular value of R used to define the profile. By setting R 

equal to 
31' 

we obtain a circular bending arc of 120° at the point of maximum 
2 ir 

deflection. The force F. at this point is readily calculated by applying the standard 
bending formula 

Mb =F5dx _ 
EI 

to the cross section, d =R(1 -cos 
!s), 

and Is = 
TV/ 
w w" (where 1 is the thickness of 2R 12 

the spring) for a rectangular section on the spring characteristic the bending curve 
departs from a circular arc. At other points on the spring characteristic the bending 

curve departs from a circular area, making analysis more difficult. However the 
departure is small and a good approximation to the force can be obtained by assuming 
that the spring profile is notionally adjusted, while retaining the same surface area, so 

as to give a true circular bending arc. We then derive the general expression as follows 

_EWt; 
e? 

Fs 
312 

s 
31; 1 -cos 0 

where 0 is half the bending arc angle for the adjusted spring profile. It is determined by 

01, =1s (1 sin 0 
0 

where A/, is the longitudinal displacement. 
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Figure B-4 The buckled spring element 
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Appendix C 

Source Code of the PID Algorithm 

The PID control program was written in C++ for the suspension system. The source 

code of the algorithm is shown as follows. 

...... (some pre-process for the measured variables x) 

for (i=0; i<2; i++) 
{ 
u[i]=O; 
for (j=0; j<6; j++) 
{ 
u[i]=u[i]+F[i][j]*x[j]; /* controller */ 
} 

u[i]=u[i]*cu[i]+c0[i]; 
} 

(the produced control signals u are sent to D/A port) 

Because the PID control is for the multi-input and multi-output system, the feedback 

matrix F is 2-by-6 array. F consists of 3 squire arrays which are the proportional 
derivative and integral matrix respectively. The physical control values are calculated 
in the line 6. The digital control values are produced in the line 8, where cu and cO are 
the coefficient vectors for the transformation. 

11 . ä'ý"ý,,. ýr 4" ý '°Y a. r; v. rl, rzw, ý. ýý wy'E 
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Appendix D 

Papers Arising from the Work 

1) `Modelling and open-loop performance of a novel active suspension for road 

vehicles' accepted by the Inter. Conf. on Control'96, IEE, Sept. 1996. 

2) 'A transfer function identification method for automotive suspension systems' 
Proc. of the Inter. Conf. on Identification in Engineering Systems, March 1996. 

3) 'An active tuneable vibration absorber for automotive suspension applications' 
To be published. 

4) 'Control strategies for a novel active suspension' To be published. 

5) 'Stability and nonlinearity of the zero rate active suspension' To be published. 

6) 'Application of fuzzy logic in a novel active suspension system' To be published. 


